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Much of the medical knowledge in the first generation A/ In Medicine programs is phenomenological; 
that iS, it describes the associations among phenonala without knowledge « the underlying causal 

mechanisms. Although these AIM programs provide a good first approximation to the way clinicians 

:ae;:n~:c:~u:=:=~~~~==·= 
utilize causal relations to organize and expfain lhe clinical facla and diaeaae hypotheses. They also cannot 

deal with illnesses resulting from multipe di8'aaes. especially when one diaeaee alters the presentation of 

the others. Anally, they are unable to capture the notions of adequacy and parsimony that play such a 

large role in diagnosis. To explore these issues~ ~ lhese deficiencies, we have ~ the taak 
of providing expert~ b' efedroly(s.and ~tiaii,j~~ 

This thesis reports the implementation of ABEL. lhe diagnoetic component of the consultation 

program. In it, we explore lhe problems of modeling the cauaal under8&anding of a patient's illness. We 
develop techniques for dealing with illness resufting from mullipte interacting creeases. We describe a 
multi-level representation of caueat knowledge, and explore_,_ of the aggregation of available caae 
specific knowledge into concise summaries of the patient's illnees. . We diecu8s structural criteria for 

evaluating parsimony, coherence and adequacy of diagnoetic explanations. We also explore some of the 
issues involved in information gathering and propoee expectation-drMll'I diagnostic planning as a means of 

improving it. Anally, we discuss the issues of explanation and justification of the program's LWlderatanding 

and argue that these facifitiee are crucial for acceptability of a consultation program. 

Thesis supervisor: Peter Szolovils 

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 

Keywords: causal Representation. Medical Diagnosis 
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1. Introduction 

In a 1970 article reviewing the role of emerging computer technology in medicine, Or. William 

B. Schwartz nolee 

"If conventional remediell will, not meet the detNltt:la ilnpoaHI by .society's 
broad commitment to extensions of health care. it is clear that new. even 
heretical, . strategifts. muat. 6-. de~ One ~/j /IITMI/Jfil¥, .~I. aim~ c«tainly 
involve ex/)loltat1on of the computer as an "inteQectual." "dedut.;tive" instrument 
- a consultaht that lslJuilth'lto the iie,fsrrutiufe"oHMi ~t:.C.re system and 
that augments or replaces many traditional activities ol the physician. Already. 
several in~•ftflllf. '-1fe bNlt ,._,,. ifl,• .,,,,.,,.,,,., . .....,,.,._JC,_pufav'._ 
role into this realm •.• lndBe!I. it seems probable that in the not too distant future 
the ~hysician an~ the computer will eng~ ~'~ ~~ thaoompuler 
conrmuousty taking note of hlstory, physical ·findings. lalioratory data. and the 
like, alerting the ~n IO ffwnnoet ~ df4i.Nslil· W SUOflffllng the 
appropriate. safest course of action. One may hope that the. computer, well 
equipped to store ~ J(~W,i pt'.~•~,,,...,,.._;,. 
assist in decision making. will help free the l)hysician to concentrate on the taaka 
that are uniquely human fl.UCh as. the . appJlcalipll. ¢ .. ~ ~ the 
tmfflSgement· of lite 'emotional _,_,. of ...... r Mtd .... ,-J,;c;ae of good 
judgment in the nonquantifiable areas ol clinical care." 

--llaclcille .......... at {SdlWaitz10. page3J 

The decade following these predictions saw a rapid growth in the leld of Artificial Intelligence 

in U11dicine (A&M).~-••io .in~ _l»'GlliacJ ,.,..:c;111. __.. whictl.,. lnlarllilll 
(Pople77], the Preaent llness Prog,am (PIP) [Paukar78). CASNET /Glaucoma lWeissMJ. MVCIN 

[Shortliffe76) and Digitals Therapy Advilof' {Pauker78J. Tilaat pmgtW R!IJll!IHRt 1he firat 

efforts in - use of M ·tedwlfqiw -·~-••Jt1t·•llrma. lllld C811adl1liraOlatlted•-
.. fnt generation AIM~- ~a.,._ dl■t1r-111rll 111 d ,_ U■a11•1 and •lflli'IIH 
of Al techniques. McJII al .... lJNefJ IS --• • ...._, ........ :fl;dged tlJ·lllll!CII ---1 
physicians in their compelence- tis is indeed an CMIIIIIA'lllgaclllt •••rt 

It is ~ to quaation 1118ft: "Wllllt are lhe. lllllila <JI llllir .,.tile? WIiy ...., • 

implementing these programs in 1111111Y ---al e B d'utna .,.hi I 1116\g tlam 1-dlnical 
use?'' To answer these queafiona we lftUII 1ake a de 1per look at lhe programs and their 

perfonnance. For exampte, allhough t1teJ are ·(on m,erage) outstandifig on 1heir core aet of 

anticipated applications, their performance can also be non-unilonn; I lands lo degrade rather 

ungracefully just outside their domain of expertile. Furtbanwe. lheae programs may be misled 
on difficutl cases involving complex interactions or a,Nipledisordln, w if lheae cases fal wet 

within their domain of expe,tiae. This leads to Ille inevllab!e conduaion lhal allhough lhe models 
of representation and . deduclion used in these progqtns are atplble of providing moderala 

coverage over1he area d • they are nonelllelessinadequale· 
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These observations have led to a re-evaluation of the ,tecnniques used in the first generation 

of AIM programs. The foUowing insights have been gained. by this evaluation. Firstly, the notion 

of causaUty is inadequately exploited in the first gener•tion AIM programs [Smith79, Patil79, 

Pople81]. They do not utilize the structure pr<Mded by c;alllal relations to organize the patient 

facts and disease hypotheses. They fail to capture the human notion that explanation should rest 

on a chain of cause.-effect deduction. Secondly, they cannot deal with the effects of more than 

one disease present in a patient simultaneously, especiaffy when one of the diseases alters the 

presentation of the others. Thin:Hy, they do not deal with the knowledge of a disease 

phenomenon at different levels of detail that a physician clearly haS. Finally, the numeric belief 

measures as used by the first generation AM programs do not provide adequate criteria for 

diagnostic reasoning. They are unable to captunt AOtlons such as adequacy and parsimony of a 

diagnostic possibility. 

Much of the medical knowledge contained in the first generation AIM programs can be 

characterized as being phenomenological; that ia, it describes the . associations among 

phenomena without the mechanisms underlying the obaetved associations. Such 

phenomenological descriptions provide a good first approximation to. the way physicians reason, 

but they fail to capture the physicians' reasoning in recognizing .and dealing with the inherent 

discrepancies in their knowledge and with deduction based on deeper understanding of the 

phenomena. Contrasting the behavior of the first generation AIM programs and human experts, 

Szolovits notes: 

"Consider what happens when two "rules of thumb" (as we may identify a bit 
of phenomenological knowledge in medicine) conflict. Every AIM program written 
so far evaluates that conflict by reducing it to a numerfca'I '/udgment of likelihood 
(or certainty, belief, etc.) in the hypotheses it holds: Mycln computes a revised 
certainty factor, CASNET computes new weights, Internist computes new scores, 
and the digitalis program often computes a weighted sum of its observations to 
evaluate their joint effect. Thus, conflict, just as agreement, is reduced to a 
manipulation of strength of belief. Yet, by contrast, we believe that human e><perts 
make a much more powerful use of occasions.where they detect conflict. They 
are not satisfied by a simple revision of their degree of belief in the hypotheses 
which they have previously held; they seek a deeper, more detailed understanding 
of the causes of the conflict they have detected. For it is just at such times of 
conflicting information that interesting new facets of the problem are visible. 
Conflicts provide the occasion for contemplating a needed re-interpretation of 
previously-accepted ,:lata, the addition of possible new disorders to the set of 
hypotheses under consideration, and the reformulation of hypotheses thus far 
loosely held into a more satisfying, cohesive whole. Much of human experts' 
ability to do these things depends on their knowledge of the domain in greater 
depth than what is typically needed to interpret simple cases not involving 
conflict." 

-Artificial Intelligence and Medicine [Szolovits81 a, pages 16-17) 

To move beyond the sometimes fragile nature of today's programs, we believe that future AIM 
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programs must contain medical knowledge similar in depth of detail to that used by expert 

physicians. They must have ar,atomicai, pllyaiotogicaf and pathophysiological knowledge 

sufficiently inclusive in both breadth and detal to allow W. ex,nsaian Df any knowledge or 

hypothesis that usefully arises in medicat t9880fliHg. 

One of the important areas of medical diagnosis not adequately addressed by the first 

generation of AIM programs is the evaluation of the elfect -Of more than one disease present in the 

patient simultaneously. especially when one d thedise•es..U.S the presentation of the olhera. 

For example, let us consider a patient with diarmea and~ leeding. to aevere hypokalemia. 

Let us also suppose that we know about the diarrttea, but we are- not aware of the vomiting. The 

observed hypokafemia is too aevere to be prc,perly. accOIIIM8d for by the diarrhea atone and 
therefore diarrhea cannot be considered as complete explanation for the obsened hypokalemia. 

Given this fact, the diarrhea is either not responsible for hypakalemia or is only partly responsible. 

If the diarrhea is not responsible, then further reasoniflt ·Is rela1iveiy easy: the problem simplifies 

to finding the actual cause. However, if diarrhea ia pa,Uy reaponsitJle. a conrect partitioning of the 

total observed hypokalemia·between its two suspected cauaes 18 required, with a judgment of how 

wen the two separate causes combined in the estifflated proporlioAs account for the patlenrs 

condition. 1 Notice how inadequate the simple assignmenl of a prooabllity linking diarrhea and 

hypokalemia (as is commonly done in existing programs) is to capture the problem being 

described here. 

The complexity and depth of medical knowledge is well recognized [Szolovits78]. Our 

understanding of medical expert reasoning suggests that an expert physician may have an 

understanding of a difficult case in terms of several 1e\fels of detatf. M·the shallowest level that 

understanding may be in terms of commonly occurring associations of syndromes and diseases, 

whereas at the deepest it may include a biochemicaf and pathGphyaiological interaction of 

abnormal findings. White it may be easier for a program to reason succinctly with medical 
knowledge artificially represented at a uniform level of detail.2 a range .of representations are 

needed to reason at a sophisticated level of competence [Pati18t}. ,Unfortunately, very little 

attention has been paid to developing methods for coping with it. We take this as the central 

issue of this thesis. 

1. All the previous programs allow the entire hypokalemia to be accounted for by diarrhea. In particular, 
Internist-I after allowing the hypd(alemia to be accounted for by diarrhea will not allowhypokafemia to lend 
any support to the hypolhesis of vomiting. PIP, on the other hand, wilt allow lhe entire hypokalemia to lend 
support to the hypothesis of vomiting as well as allawing it to.be explained 1')y diarrhm. 
2. This does not pooo serious difficully in medieat domains wtae lhe ~ of· diseases is not 
well developed, because in such a domain a physician relies J)rifflarily. on his phenomenological knowledge. 
However, in a domain such as etectrolyte and acid-base dislutbances we are constantly· faced with this 
problem because. on the one hand. the pethq]hysiology ot tho di8turbances· is well developed, and on the 
other, lhe pathophysiology of many of the diseases leading to these disturbances is relatively poorly 
ooderstood. 
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Finally, we believe that the numerical (probabiffstic o, paeudo-pr~ilistlc} belief measures 

a.~ used by the first generation AIM programs for con-.nklQ diagnoses ~ guiding .the diagnostic 

search do not provideadequate criteria for diagnostic,r .. fliog. .. We,believethat the evaluation 

methods for confirming a disease hypothesis $b~~.be differentfrQQt, the• methods used for 

choosing the most promising disease hypothesis for diagnostic pursuit. A single criterion is 
almost certain to be inadequate for both these tasks. Furthermore, we believe that the 

probabHistic model by itself is inherently inadequate. for exampte; it fails to take into account the 

causal nature of th& disease mechanisms, iUailato Clft•e the notiona of ,parsimony, coherence 
and adequacy of diagnostic explanation. In a study of problem solving activity of clinicians, 

Kassirer and Gorry note that· 

"In parallel with the processes by which tl)e pl;1ysiclans built. a case toward a 
final diagnosis, fhey assessed each diagnosis for cohf/CJUJC~ and adequacy . .... (A 
diagnosis was considered cohtthmt if att tflit~'lmd' diseases·~ In 
it were causally related to ~oltler; A~--·~ _.,t(fllate 
when it accounted for all all known facts.) ... The physicians strove to attain 
parsimonious explanations for the findings and to accept a sing#ft ~IMlkM , 
rather than make two or more diagnoses unless they were forced to do so." 

- Clinical. Prpbl9fll Solvi11g [~r78~ ~ 249-250) 

It Is one of the central themes of this thesis th'at tWese problerris' 'tarihot be avoided by relying 

solely on· the nutnericat scoring rnecttinfsni;'ttte"~rams musfbe pl"Ovided wiih structural 

criteria to evaluate the disease hypotheses. 

It is our belief that modeling the pr:0gram's understanding of the patient's Illness is crucial to 

capturing the expertis&;ofcUnicians. ln'thls theai8,wttwitt&xpto,eeom&of 'the issues involved in 

representing diagnosis.; We Witt develop techniques for r-=oncttmt ptiyaietogicat reasoning with 

phenomenological reasonillg and exptore i8SU88 of awregattng all'the avatlable knowledge into 

concise summaries of the patient's ittness. W&'will dit!iCOS's!~'criteria for evaluating 

parsimony, coherence and adequacy of diagnostic explanations. WWwill &Mo explore some of the 

issues involved in information gathering and propose expectation-driven diagnostic planning as a 
means of improving it. Finalfy, we will discuss the;~,~ td e~nation and ju$tification 

of the program's understanding. 

To study these issues, we have chosen the task of p,oviding expert consultation in cases of 

electrolyte and acid-base disturbances .. The research J)feSenfed in' this thesis, the development 

of a program called ABEL (Ad(t.Base and Electrolyte pr(Jgtam}; is apart of this overan effort. We 

describe a novel mechanism for representing ABEL "s,unde,standiAff of a patfent"s illness. This 

understanding is represented using a collection of data-stm~s caned the patient~specific 
mode/s(PSMs). , Each PSM contains a hypothesis structure containiftg all known data about the 

patient, all currently heJd possible: interpretations of· these <lata,. tbel aausat. interconnections 

among the known data and tenable hypotheses, and some indication of ahemative interpretations 
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and their relevant evaluations. We describe the representation of medical knowledge · and the 

processing strategies needed to enable ABEL to construct a PSM from the initial data presented 

to the program. The same representations and procedun,s' are ~ used in revising the PSM 

during the process of diagnosis. Each PSM can be viewed• a partial explanation of the patient's 

illness. 

Diagnostic problems are formulated by identifying the weaknesses and conflicts in the PSMs 
and by computing a diagn08tic closure (OC) for each PSM. A DC associated with a PSM 

represents a collection c,f alternative completions of the .pa,tiat explanalion pnJvkted by 1he PSM. 

It brings together all the dependencies and expectations necessary'fot diagnostic inquiry, for 
evaluating real and apparent discrepancies in the incoming Information, and for explaining the 

diagnostic alternatives under consideration. A plan for diagnostic inquiry is generated by 

decom~ng a top level diagnostic problem Into simpre~ whi~h.~·be directly solved by 

a question to the user. Anally, when an inquiry is~. u..new.information gathered Is 

assimilated into the PSMs and the diagnostic process• rep1 ■led. 

1 . 1 Scope of Project 

This thesis has three main objectives. The first is to develop a representation of causal 

medical knowledge. The •and is to devq a~~•~ "u~dmg" of Ulness. This 

understanding should be capable of descnbing $Uhde .~tipns betweer diseased .. and normal 
physiological mechanisms, and therapeutic interventigQJ.. . J.he third Js lo devel9p a set of 

..... ,r,.' •, •. ••,.,. •• ,•,' ., 

reasoning procedures to combine the aggregate phenomenologicaJ knowledge of disease 

associations with the detailed pathophysiological koowtec,ge of'diaaaaa .prG08Baes. · The first of 

these, the phenomenological knowledge. i$ nenaaary,for ~efficient,ctiagnoJtic exploration; the 
second, the pathophysiological knowk,dge, is necessary for·proper underatandin9: of a difficutt 

case. The research reported in this thesis is cond\JetedJll the ..... context of an Expert 
Consultant for Electrolyte and Acid-Base DisturbaRces [Patil79}. Thia section bdefty reviews the 
organization of the overall system. 

The objective of an expert medical consultant is to advise in the proper management of a 

patient. Proper management consists of collecting the relevant iof9ffll8tion about. the patient. 

identifying the disease process(es) responsible for the patient's Ulness, and prescribing a proper 

course of action to correct the patient's eondition. One of the complexities of llua task is due to 
the fact that these subtasks do not have welf defined boundaries. ThlJ. patient may be presented 

to a clinician at different stages of a disease's evolution and lreatment. During 1he course of 

management new information about the past history. may become necessary. as the diagnostic 

hypotheses evolve. The current diagnosis may depend on infomlation that is presently 

unavailable. The disease itself may evolve through time, providing addiliomll does to 11s identity, 

or the response to certain therapeutic interventions may provide Wlluable diagnostic information. 

Anally, the patient's condition may require therapeutic intervention- even before the diagnostic· 
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issues can be reasonably resolved. Therefore, the next course of action must be chosen from a 

large range of alternatives. These alternatives may be broadly classified as gathering information 

(much of which may turn out _to be irrelevant in the eYQMng climcal context), ordering tests 

(possibly involving expensive time deJays 8R.d/or clinic:al costs), waiJing for further development, 
prescribing therapy or some combination of the above. At every .stage of consultation, the 

program must be able to choose between the alternative sets of actions with the patient's best 

interest in view. This can be achieved only by developing a program capable of forming a 

diagnosis, suggesting a therapy and making decisions. With this perspective we have embarked 

on th~ design of the ElectroJyte and Acid-Base Consu~ system. We ~ve tried to separate and 

modularize different components of a physician's knowledge and expertise. so as to be able to 

evaluate our understanding about each component and. their interactions. This modularization 

should also allow us to further experiment with any component of the system without having to 

reimplement the entire program. A toP lev.el schematic for the overall syalem is shown in figure 1. 

The Electrolyt~ and Acid-Base Consultant system consists of four major components: (1) the 

Global Decision Making component, (2) the Diagn<?5is component, (3) the Therapy component 

and (4) the Patient Specific Model. The patient specific model describes the physician's 

Fig. 1. A schemaUc for the overaH system 

Diagnostic 
Module 

Decision 
Module 

Therapy 
Module 
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understanding of the state of the patient at any point' during diagnoais and management; it ii 
intended to be the central data structure which other ~,ofh,,e,stem may "'890ft with. 

The global decision maki_ng component is the top__, prognim wtlich has the reaponsibiRly of 

cafflng the other pr.ams.Witt~ taake. 1n oenent, -~•rpregnn wHt can the 

diagnostic program with a task sucfl as taking-1he·1nitfal'Nstoiy•afid'efabotatifij some specffle 

diagnosis. The diagnostic component 1hen pet Jonna the~-an:t,repot'tS the results to 

the main progranr.; It also modifies the patient specifft modef to ~ the revised stale of 1fle 
patient. Simllm1y, ff the-gtobaf decision maklrig ~ ealts'the ·Mai>Y ~ p,t;gntm. it 

_ attempts to fonnutate rset~-altemate tl'ter~-fdr'fit pattertfllfailtfwfffi-a dleek list of items 

that must be tested'' tiefonf any Sl)eeiftC therapy ca,f be l"1COtftfHetw.ted. 1f also identifies 
information that wiH help discriminate between altemate therapy recommeric:fati. Note lhat·al 
every step the gtobaf dedsioti maker can evaluate each-of-fit ,_,..,.aelsof ·acttons and choose 
the most desirable-one. The decision making cOMf)OIIWritW1111owihie ~-m·make explicit 
the decision making that goes on in a physician's reaso!1ing: is further_dit19nosi~ necessary, what 

treatment should be selected, should he wait before
7~ribirigfbiNr'treit~rit. cfui M choose 

some therapeutic action that would also provide di~~}in~~rffllk~1lutffier diagrioms 
,:; j;- -':Je; ,,,: 

at this point unnecessary? 

This thesis deals primarily with the developmentd the f)ali&nt.specifio madel,whk:h descrlbea 
the program's understanding about the patient's illness. We have focused here because we 
believe that the level of expertise achi~able by the program is inherently dependent upon the 

. expressive capabilities of the patient· specific ~- The program can reason about subtle 

interactions between diseases in a given patient ~ if ih:an describe these interactions in the 

context of the patient. In addition a prelimiflary implementation of fie diagnostic component to 
"· 

demonstrate the use of tilts patient-specific moder is also discussed. 

1.2 Choice of Domain 

Careful selection of a domain is crucial f~ ~vek>ping an application program: The domain 

chosen must be small enough to allow ene-to bUild ~base in a reasonabte amount of 
time, and yet large enough to allow for--~testlrig, ~ Ile Jl8W ideas being implemented. 

Furthermore, the domain should be weJJ defined ~~tead to useful application, so that the 

program can be fteld-tested under realisJc conditions. 'We have chosen the do~n of electrolyte 

and acid-base disturbances as the test-bed for our theorie8 of medical diagnoaia. 

The domain of electrolyte and acid-base disturbances is a-well defined and relatively narrow 

area of medicine. It is an ideal domain for testing our theories about interactiaftsbelween causal 

(physiological) reasoning and phenomenological (syndromic) reasoning, as on one hand the 

basic pathophysiology of the acid-base disturbances is weH developed, and on the other, the 

pathophysiology of the diseases leading to these disturbaoces is refativefy poorly understood. 

Thus constantly. forcing us to develop reasoning mechanisms that can deal simultaneously with 
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wetl understood causal knowledge and poorly understood phenomenological knowledge. In 

addition, the feed-back nawre of the electrolyte and actd+bafii· holneostatic mechanism provides 

us, in a microcosm, with a V8l1ety of isaues retati•to ♦1c:tynanic" ~ that must be addressed 

in the management of a patient's illnasa. 

Electrolyte and ·acid-base disturbances &Fe a ~G.8 ~n of a large number of 
serious illnesses and medical interventions. In spite of their prevalence, this remains an area that 
most practicing physicians find somewhat difficult to deal with. This makes the field of acid-base 

disturbances an attractive domain for introdQcing:·expert,compulet'COASuftant programs.· One of 

the eaftiest programs for-medical consultation (81eich72] waa'.iftfaaUlfft"odueed in this very area. 

Our prim~ concern, however ie not with-electrolyttt and aoid-QllSe'disturbances:peree. Our 
basic purpose is to use this domain ~ a vehi® for ~~•. \llll,exiamg techniques and 

development of new -~ to.- cliagfloeia and ~• ·of. a •ient'* .•illne!as. In 
partictJlar, lnJhis,tl\eSis we wJB develq;),teehniQuea fo, Pf&Vidiftft a cohereAt account of a patient's 

iUnes.s which incorporates ~ pathophysiologjeal ~~ Gf .-ackMDase diaturbanc:es with 

the aggregate.phenomenological"'"~- of ~,eaueingihesedistufbances. 

1.3 Brief review of Electrolyte and Acid-Base Disorders 

In this section we briefly describe the eleclr~ flll4i. acid-b~ diftturban~. This section is 

not intended as a full review of the subiectmatter,.bµt ispr.esenteoJwr-e J~;~~vide theteaders 
with a framework for umierstanding-tbe ~ •~ uaed in thia.~~t. ~-example 

used in the document is accompanied by an-eKpl~GA,oUhe relev,ant;medicaj knowledge. 

Fluid and electrolyte disturbances usually oe.cur, as complicati~s of ap ,underiying illness, 

therefore these <;Usorders must be viewed not as isolated entities.bl.¢ iQJ.he -CQf\kµctof tbe specific 
, ' 'l ~.~ - , ! • ' 

clinical settings in which they appear. As general backgr:ow.,d. tQ ~ following discussion, it 
should be remembered that approximately 50 to 60 per- ceot .of .... pPdv (by weight) consists of 

water distributed between the intracellular (within ceJls) and extracellular (outside celts) 

compartments. Water moves freely across cell b<;>u"'4aries, maintaining · osmotlc equilibrium 

between the different comp~ments. By contrast, owing to differences in their permeabtity and 

active ionic pumps, the electrolytes are distributed in an asymmettja.J>attern, most of the ions in 

extracellular fluid consisting of sodium, chtc:>ride and bi~na~ and thQSe in intracellular fluid of 

potassium and organic anions. Regulation of the E,Xternal envi,onment of cells, that is, the 
! 

electrolyte concentration and acidity (pH) of the._ boqy _fluids, is of primary importance. 

Perturbations in the regulation of this environment is the subject. of .electrolyte and acid-base ' .. . ,,. 

disturbances. 
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The pH of the body fluids la regulated by three mecbani81111:~ (1) ht body buffer&, (2) 

pulmonary regulation of th& C)C)flC8flfttion d 002 in the body, anctfl• renal eXCNtion of acids 

and alkali. T-hey act in a~ fasaiaa.. la ta •1lllize.fil.-lrichanges and then to 

correct any disturbances in acid-base balance by approprtlllll J9tentien or excretiOft,af hYtlrogen 
ions. To understand the mechanism of acid-base disturbances, it is instructive to consider the 

way in which the body deals Wllfifthe nomtal dally add load tn maintaining a steady~state of · 

acid-base equHibrium. 

As food is oxidized to provide metabolicaiergy;i>Oth carboltdoXide (carbonic acid) and 

acids such • sulfuric and PMSll)horic iacids. d ·-.lded' to ,the adracelk.dar ftukL , · ffilY' are 
immediately buffered to minimize the change in pH and transferred to the lungs and kidneys for 

excretion.s(Ollt,on dioxide'fs exoeted· almost entNy by,tfteiftil'IOS'whlfe·the other acids are 

excreted,aotelybytM,kJd"9)/. '8icaltMmate is ~1v••~-· e;(ctetesit\e excess 
acid, replenishing, ttle biciirbonat9 atoAts that prG91DlisfS• weie ~'by the buffering dfthe 
dietaryacid. From.a1ttMM·eo11SideratiOn1iti8evldafttlhat'filWB~in•e1tt1ert11e·pu1monary 
or renal function, or.the impoaition of Slf'e8ses.that 0"8lithelril·~at,~ rnecfm11sms· 
{such as vomiting, diarrhea, bums, ·etc.J;can fJe exs,eete\n~1~ dlatotbances·d atkt4>as'e 
equilibrium. 

The equilibrium equation of the major buffer system in the extracellular fluid, the carbonic 
acid -bicarbonate buffer sy6tem, isShowll'iltflgul"e'2: 'T'hitfeqoatton:allows reldy.vti;oalization 
of the directiona1-changes1har can be anticipated '1botli tfl8talxJHC'aid' resphtory disturb&neN 
of the acid-NSe' ~m. For example, t prflnary ·~ ·1t1· bicarbonate concentration 
(metabollc acidosis, WittCIU89 the reabtioh:w, sKilt16'11i19 WOfifl·.,._ tncreastng ttydrc)gen ton 
concentration, whereas a primary elevation in bicarbonate concentration (metabolic alkalosis) 

wiH caUSft the reaction to shffno the left, fhusde'creasir'tffhydro,Jen~·coocentratioo. Similarly, 

a primary-me in pC02 increases the hyd'rogen ion conce'mration-&e~piratory acidosis), and a faU 
has the reverse effect (respiratory atkatosls). However, the presentation fof these disturbances is 

somewhat more complicatedowfng to 1Ne fact ttnd'lhe body reads to~ changes and attempts 

to compensate {in part) for the effect of these changes. Furthenriore, different compensating 

mechanisms respond at different rates. A disturbance which has been property compensated is 
called compensated, otherwise It is called uncoinpenated. the actual ' changes in the 

bicarbonate - carbonic acid concentrations in these disturbances IS shown in figure 3. The 

nomogram of acid-base disturbances (Schwartz65, Cahen66] shown iri figure 3 summarizes the 

normal physiologic response to the changes in HC03 and peo2 for each of the acid-base 

disturbances described abOve. For example, the nomogram shows that for a patient with 

adequately compensated metabolic acidosis and with sen:,m concentration of HC03 of 15 meq/l 

the pCO2 win be approximately 30 mmHg. The use of this nomogram for initial evaluation of a 

patient's acid-base state will be discussed later. 
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Fig. 2. Carbonic acid • bicarbonate buffer eq~ 
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The most frequently encountered clinical acid-base disorders occur as single disord616 (also 
called simple disorders). The single di~ are: metab~ ~id~, metabolic alkalosis. 

respiratory acidosis, and respiratory alkalosis. Tl)ere are. hQwever, many clinical situations in 

which combinations of two or three disorders occur simul~ly, gi.ving rise to mixed 

disorders. The recognition of mixed disorders is pr.eel~ upon a clear .understanding of the . ' ; '. , . ·' ~ .. 

pathophysiologic effects of simple disorders. To diagnose mixed Qi$orders, one ~ust know how 

each of the four simple disorders named above alter pH, peo2 and HCO3 and the extent of renal 

or respiratory compensation that ought to occur fqr any given degree of primary disorder. 

However, since each of the disturbanGeS can be ~ .by a var-,.Y of ph-ysiological states or 

diseases, the final differentiation between possible a~dieorders must be made primarily on 

the basis of clinical information. 

An important test in the diagnosis of electrolyte and acid-base disturbances is the laboratory 

analysis of a patient's blood sample. Also called the serum electroJyt~s. this test measures the 

concentrations of sodium (Na), potassium (K), chloride (Cl), and bicarbonate (HCO3). Very often 

a test for concentration of creatinine is also made. This test does not, however, measure the 
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Fig. 3. Homogram of acid-base dista-rbances 
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concentrations of anions such as phosphate, dale. proteins, and organic acids which are 

normally Pl esent in the blood in small amounts. The · combined concentrations of these 

unmeasured anions is caled the anion gap. The anion M> can be approximated by subtracting 
from the combined sodium and potassium concentrations lie combined concentration of 

chloride and bicafbonate, an amount normally approximale1y 12 meq/L. 

Determination of the anion gap is Vllal to the diagnosis and ·diffefentiation of metabolic 

acidosis. The anion gap differenliales metabolic aciddais into two .. categories: one with an 

increased anion gap and other with a normal anion gap. Melabo1ic acidosis with an inaeased 

anion gap is generaHy caused by increased production or impaired excretion ef H+ and 

unmeasured anions by the body. For example, diabetic ketoacidosis, in which the acidosis results 
from increased production of ketones. On the other hand normal anion gap acidosis is generally 

caused by toss of HC03. For example, diarrhea, in which HCOa rich gastrointestinal fluids are 

tost. 
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1.4 Desiderata 

In this section we discuss some of the characteristics required of the program if it Is to be 

useful and effective BS an expert consultant. They also serve BS guiding principles for designing 

and evaluating the program. They are included here to communicate _,, aapirations. The goals 

described below have not °"" fully realized by the ,....ch reported here, nor can they all be 
fuHy realized by the current state of AIM technology. Theae chafecteristica are: 

1.4. 1 Making a Correct Diagnosis 

. The primary responsibility of the diagnostic program is to make a correct diagnosis. Without 

fulfilling this criterion, the program <>tters little ~ of NincJdifltcaHv useful. Although the 

issues involved in the evaluation of tt.r efficacy of C'!liagnosiB-t,r,a pFOgram (or by a clinician) are 
dUficult and controversial, it is. dear that the diagl'lmia ·atmed at by the program must be a 
reasonable and thorough diagnosis in the light of the· avaifable0.infollmation. .furthermore, a 

distinction must be made between a working diagnosia and:.tlle corteetdiagnosis. tn practice, a 

correct diagnosis is often impossible owing to the high cost tmeeHcat and economic) of the 

information necessary to achieve It. A criterion for decicling when a working diagnosis has been 
achieved (for the purpose of management of a patient): llhot.dd weigl1 the-. costs of gathering 

further information in terms of morbidity, time and money * 1the litaAefits-Of better diagnosis in 

terms of an improved management plan and a more reliable prognosis. For exaptpte, tn situations 
in which the management plan for each of the diagnostic possibilities is the same, attempts to 

distinguish between dlagncsttc altematives ctoes not have ariy immediate utffity. Hence, the 

worldng diagnosis should he considered sufftciet'1l ft should, however, nt"evaluate the diagnosis 

as new Information becomes avaffable from the· evolution of the disease· or from the patient's 

response ta therapy; 

1.4.2 Continued Management of the Patient 

Typically, a patient is examined by a physician more than once. The interaction between the 

patient and the physician can be divided into the initial imeraetion and the follow-ups. The 

follow-up sessions are used by physicians In evaluating the manageMent plans and in refining the 

working diagnosis. In the majority of cases, foNow-up .sesskffls are essential for the proper 

practice of medicine. Furthermore, the ability to·revtew the diagnostic decision during fonow-up 

altows a program to revise its erroneous or incomplete conc!uslons., 

1.4.3 Diagnostic Style 

The diagnostic style used by a program is almost as important as reaching the correct 

diagnosis. Although good style is hard to characterize an<1 even harder to embody in a program, 

certain aspects of diagnostic style are recognizable. For example, ifthe program pursues some 

low priority diagnostic problem in tho face of more important issues, if it ignores a problem of life-
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threatening character, or if the stream of questions seem pointless (i.e., if the program continues 

to ask questions when it should have been prescribing treatment), it is likely to be rejected by the 

user physician. 

We wish to design a program which will exhibit focused, coherent and purposeful behavior in 

problem sotving and wilt know when to call a.:tlaft to ill question anct tnake an- interim diagnostic 

judgment. In a later 98Clion we wit di8cuss hOw some of,-~ can be met using 

notions such as hypothetical reasoning and planning. 

1.4.4 Mode of Interaction 

A distinction is often mad& between 1wO forms of data acquisilion in diagnosis: active and 

passive (Gorry68). A passive mode is one in . wtlic1t Ille prograa •is iJJOvided with all the 

information at one point and must make a dtaQnosis lasedonllls infarmatian. Alt acti¥e mode is 

one in which the progiam must ask a question in order to obtain ,each new piece of information. 

The active process suffers from the shortcomincJ that 1h&physician may be aware of some facts 

potentially useful in the diagnosis. but· may not be able to· cemmunical8 1hem to the program 

because each new piece of infonnatioA must be requested by the program. The passwe 
approach avoids lhi& probleln but places the resp0t1Sibill!J,of idelltlfyinsJ relevanUnformation on 

the physician. Thia is an unacceptable demand on a pllysician who is not an expert inthemedicaf 

domain of the prearam. 

Therefore, we propose a compromise p()Sition involvil'IQ mixed initiative. In this mode. as in 

the active mode, the primary responsibilitf· of ~ ~_.._.with the· program. 

However, at each point in lhe COA8uJtatiaA the.user phyacianlaallowed t4provide a&1aggeation. 

The program must analyze this suggestion,3 even if it chooses to ignore the suggestioo aa"beiog 

irrelevant. 

1.4.5 Handling Discrepant Information 

In virtually any diagnostic workup a large amount of discrepant information must be dealt 

with. Some of the discrepancies arise because patienta are not always accurate observers of 
their symptoms and because laboratory tests and medical records are· often in error. In other 

cases a seeming discrepancy may arise becauae of 1noemplete inlonaation, i.e. there may be a 

valid (but so far unknown) explanatioo for lhe apparent ciisaSJreement. Correct evaluation of eadl 

type of discrepancy is critical, if the program is to perform effectively. It is necessary for a 

diagnostic program to be able to identify the discrepant information as it is presented in order to 

3. The program may not. as was the case with some previous programs, put these suggestions "on hold" . 
without reasoning about them untit it is ready to ask about them. lf,the program does not lhink that the 
suggestion is refevant, it must make that decision explicitly. -: · 
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be able to evaluate a discrepancy and chooae etrategies for dealing with it before incorporating it 
in the patient model. We have observed that the expectations of the physician play an important 

role in identifying possible discrepancies in the incoming information. They allows the physician 

to focally evaluate these discrepancies (with respect to the available evidence, physiological 

possibilities and the current hypothesis) and act upon them before assimilating the new 

:nformation into his· patient descriptions. A similar mechanism in the program is desirable. 

Summarizing, the importance of good handfing of discrepant information can not be overstated, 

especially when the system is expected to be used· in a normal cfinical setting as well es In 

experimental situations. 

1~4.6 Explanation 

To be acceptable in an application domain such as medicine, an AIM program must go 
beyond providing competent advice; it must be able to explain and justify its conclusions to the 

user physician - much as the human consultants do today - in a language that the physician ia 
familiar with. After alt, it is the physician who provides the medical care and is primarily 

responsible for the welfare of the patient. It is therefore natural (even desirable) for a physician to 

balk at accepting advice from a "black-box" program. This reluctance. perhaps accounts for 

much of the reported antipathy of physicians even to the programs that on statistical analysis 

have been shown to be as good as the expert physicians (Yu79, Kutikowski81, Longeo] 

We believe that a program's acceptability depends crucially upon its ability to adequately 

explain Its reasoning and Justify its concloslons. It depends on the physician being able to 

challenge some part of the program's conclusions and .having' the program ~xplore alternatives 

suggested by the physician. Consultation is a "twQ:way .reet"; it can be effective only if the 

consultant (who is an expert in the subject matter} :and the phyaician {who-:is familiar with the 

patient) cooperate. If any program is to be successful as an expert consultant it must allow for 

such an exchange. 

The foregoing discussion may suggest that AIM programs be perfect, a requirement that can 

never be met in a real world of imperfect knowledge, where even the best of the expert physicians 

differ with one another. The thrust of our argument here is more limited. We are not demanding 

perfection from AIM programs, on1y that they be acceptable. Note that a program which is not as 

good as the best expert may nevertheless be fruitfully applied if it is acceptable and if its use 

improves the performance of the average clinician {who is not likely to be as good as the best 

expert in any given area of expertise). 

In this thesis we are not extending the methodology of explanation generation. Our main 

thrust is in applying the avaitable methodology to a much more complex domain than has been 

hitherto tried. However, since it has been demonstrated that generation of quality explanation 

can not be achieved by retrofitting a program with explanation capabilities, the program must be 
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designed with the explanation abilities in focus [Swafteut80]. Our main interest is in designing 

explicit representation and reasoning mechanisms in-11\e~ which will provide u& with the 

ability to justifythe program's diagnoses as well as ils reaaenli1gtn achieving those diagnoses. 

1.5 Survey of AIM programs 

Teaching of diagnostic medicine is often organized around diseases, with an emphasis on 
associations between the diseases and signs and sy,nptom& \(pically associated with them. After 
all, the diagnostic task is to identify the disease hypothesis which represents the true state of the 

-world by using all available data. Based on this observation we can conceive of a simple 

representation of diagnostic knowledge which draws associations between dia1ume hypotheses 

and data. Given this "primitive" organization, we may already envision a diagnostic algorithm 

consisting of the followint steps: 

Dtagnoat;c Reasonln9: 
(1) Whenever a new finding is reported, add itto the set of reported findings. 
(2) Determine all the diseases linked to the new finding.and add u.e diseases to the set of 

active hypotheses (which is Initially empty). · · · · · · · · · 

(3) Score the active hypolheses by counting the nuniber of expected findings observed for 
each disease hyped\ asia, 

(4) rank-order the actiweaypottteaes based on their 8CClfeSilnd ntpClt't the tanking. 

tnformaUon Ga"9ertn1: 
(5) Select the highest-ranking disease. at least.one of_wh.Qse associated findings ha$ not 

yet been either affnmed or denied, and ask about that finding. ,,, 
(6) If step-5 falls to select a question; ask if the uaeris ~~rtteer a finding. . 
(7) tf no findings are offered, report'the''tank .... _. -~--8fld Mr supportive 

_findings and smp. Olherwise, ,epeat:ateps t ...... .. 

The above algorithm, in spite of its simplicity, already captures the essenti" structure of a 

number of diagnostic programs. The association between diseases and findings fonns i1s static 
. knowledge about the domain. The set of-~ ~ Bild Jhe r;,nk-ordered set of active 
disease hypotheses are its patient $MCHic model and ita undel'$/a1Jding,.of the patient's Jlness. 

The process of rank-ordering disease ~ypotheses is its di"fl(1ostic e~lu,afion, and the selection of 
an appropriate finding for inquiry is its information gathering strategy. 

The algorithm described above suffers from many inadequa~ies due to its oversimplification. 

Far more serious, however, are the problems fundamental to the model of the algorithm itseli. For 
:A,.-.- . ;. "': :- ., 

example, the above algorithm views diagnosis as the task of identifying that disease hypothesis 

which provides maximal coverage over the set QI . findings. Although this view of diagnosis 

suggests a relatively straightforward and intuitively 8Rl)88ling ~talion, we befaeve this to 
· be inadequate. Disease processes are causal; we believe lb.at diagoosis involves providing an 

adequate explanation of the observed findings by reconstructing the possjble sequence of causal 

events leading to the observed findings. 
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The program's information gathering strategy is limited to $electing one question at a time. 
At the end of this question, the program re-evalU4lleS its diagnostic understanding, reformulates a 

new diagnostic problem (which may or may not be related to the previous problem) and selects 
the next question to ask. If after asking one question the diagnostic hypothesis being pursued is 

not confirmed, it must compete with au other active hypotheses for the attention of the diagnostic 

problem solver. In other words, ~ attention span of the program in solving any given problem is 

exactly one question. This results in diagnostic inefficiencies and incoherent question 

sequences. This problem is well recognized, and programs such as Internist-I and PIP have 
attempted to group diagnostic questions into meaningful packages, abating the problem 

somewhat. The work presented in this thesis is ba$ed' or, our beUef that a substantial 

reformulation of the ~ algorithm is needed before the problem caA be adequately addressed 

[Szotovits81b). 

In the remaining part of this section we will briefly review the four major AIM projects dealing 

with diagnosis, namely lnternist-l, the Present IHness Program, CA$NET /Glaucoma and Mycin. A 

detailed description of these programs can be found in (Sztllc,vt&881 ]. A good review . of 

computer-based decision aids in medicine, -using b~ Al and .· conventional computer 

methodologies is to be found in [Shortliffe7S}. {Szolovils:Z8] offers suggesti()OS on the issues -of 

choice of methodology and validation for a~for AIM programs. [Schwartz70) contains a 

discussion of acceptability issues from the viewpoint of physicians. 

1.5.1 Internist-I and Presen~ Illness Program 

Ttie Internist-I program (Pople75a, Pople77] is based on a large data base and a relatively 

simple evaluation and problem-selection strategy. The Internist-I data base is constructed by 

linking diseases and their manifestations with two subjectively assessed scores; an evocation 

strength which describes how strongly the manifestatiQn shw,l<' suggest a disease, and a 
frequency which describes how commonly the particular manif~tation is observed in a patient 

with a given disease. Both of these are supplied by ~jective ~ment by physicians. All the 

diseases are arranged into a hierarchy organized around organ-systems. f;:ach non-terminal in 

this hierarchy is linked to manifestations that are common to all its inferiors. During each cycle of 

the algorithm, all diseases with at least one reported manifestation are evoked4 and scored. Next, 

these disease hypotheses are partitioned into competing arid complementary sets. This 

partitioning scheme represents an important contribution of the Internist-I program. It is based on 

two concepts: the shelf - a list of important manifestations that are not explained either by this 

diagnosis or any diagnoses previously confirmed, and the.. dominance re_lation - a hypothesis A is 

4. If a disease (A) and one of its inferiors (B) are evoked simultaneously, then (1) if there are no known 
findings that can .differentiate betwCEln B and any of tts sibling hypotheses,· B is-considered to be subsumed 
by A and doleted from the active set. Otherwise, (2) A is replaced by the,,aet of ,its immediate inferior diseases 
that are evoked by the manifestation. 
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said to dominate hypothesis B H the shelf of A is a proper subset of the-shelf of B. The competing 

set is then said -to contain hypotheses that -ether-·dominate or· are dominated by the 

highest-ranking hypothesis. All other hypotheses are •eonskfered compfementary and are 

ignored. The competing set is further reduced by considering only those hypotheses whose 

scores are within a fixed range of the hfghest-seoriffg-h~ 'Based on the number and 

relative scores-of the hypotheses under ·considerdon a diagnostic strategy (differentiate, confirm 

or rule-out) is selected and the next question computed. Flnalty, this question is asked and the 

diagnostic cycle is repeated._ 

The Present fflness Program (PIP) (Pauker76) is a frame based (Minaky75} program for- taking 

the present IUness in U:le domain of renal diseases. The PIP-data ·base is implemented using 

disease frames, each containing the relation of the given disease to its expected findings and to 
other diseases, and a scoring criterion for evaluating the disease hypothesis. Some of the 

findings associated with a disease are specially ·designated as triggers. -The complementary 

·retation between diseases is described using causal; cemptleationitt and associational links; the 

competing retation is expr eased using differential liftks; Each disease -frame also containS 'two 

types of scoring functions; the logical decision e-rltelfa -and the numerlcsl likelihood est;mator 

where the first is used for categorical evaluation and the'~ for probabHlstic evaluation of the 

likelihood of the disease hypothesis under consideratfon f8zdavits78]. The diagnostic algorithm 

of PIP is similar to the basic algorithm discussed before. We shOUfd note that PIP does not use 

the disease-hierarchy or multiple diagnostic strategies used by the Internist-I program. On the 

other hand, PIP uses a substantially richer representation Meeharf1Stn for describing findings and 

diseases as compared to Internist-I. For example, PIP allows one to ~scribe the finding of edema 
' ·. 

observed in a given patient to be "severen, "worse in evening" -arid "pedal" (around legs). 

Anally, it uses categorical as weft as probabilistic criteria for confirmllljJ diseases. 

Internist-I and PIP represent medical knowledge as well as patient specific facts in 
' "": : ... ; ' ~ ·:• ' 

phenomenological terms. The lack of physiological knowledqe resu~ In their weakness in 

dealing with patient illnesses with multiple interacting etiologies. The lack of physiological 

knowledge also results in activation of all phenomenologically passible hypotheses, including 
. - . . . 

those that, based on the case-specific knowledge, are physiologically imprO,bable. Thus, 

increasing the efforts needed in scoring and ruling out these hypotheses explicitly. Furthermore, 

the diagnostic algorithms in Internist-I and PIP alternate between obtaining a fact and evaluating 

the hypothesis list, resulting in a lack of focused diagnostic inquiry as discussed before. 

The patient-specific model in Internist-I and PIP consists of a collection of patient facts and 

the list of active hypotheses; it does not relate different findings and hypotheses into causal 
explanations. As a result these programs have only a fragmentary understanding about the 

patient's condition and they often change their description of the patient's iHness radically without 

substantial indications to that effect. 
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1.5.2 CASNET /Glaucoma 

The Glaucoma program deals with the diagnosis and treatment of eye diseases. It is 

implemented using the CASNET (Wejss74] theory of representation of causal knowledge. The 

medical knowledge in Glaucoma is represented as a network of . physiological states. These 

states are linked together by subjectively assessed transition probabilities, and by support values 

indicating how strongly certain test results support the presence of'a particular condition (state). 

The transitional probabilities are used primarily as a means of selecting the most appropriate next 
state to investigate and the support values are used to evaluate the score (fuzzy likelihood 

[Gaines76, Zadeh65}) of a state, which is used to confirm or deny a state. Finally, the patterns of 

confirmed and dented states in the network are interpreted using a number of programs which 

compare the progress of the diseases in the given patient with the diseases known to the 

individual program. 

The use of physiological knowledge gives the glaucoma program a better understanding of 

the mechanisms of disease evolution and interaction than 1he ottrer programs discussed above. 

However, its use.of causal knowledge is restricted to tt.1oca1 propagatkm of likelihood weights to 
determine the most appropriate next state for inv&stigation. The program cannot use 

hypothesized diagnoses to guide its diagnostic inquiry. it separates the process of information 

gathering from that of diagnosis. The information gathering- is directed solely ,towards confirming 

(or ruling out) states in the causal net.5 Moreover, the 0program works In a domain where the 

disease physiology is uniformly well understood and each state can be confirmed directly using 

some test. Therefore, the techniques developed in this'program are not easlty extendable to 

programs working in other domains of medical expertise. 

1.5.3 Mycin 

Mycin is a rule-based program [Shortliffe76, Davis77] for diagnosis and treatment of 

infectious diseases - in particular, bacterial infections in the blood (and recently extended to 

other infectious diseases). It represents medical knowledge in terms of production rules 

[Davis77} and uses a collection of associative triples to represent the patient specific knowledge 

[Shortliffe75, Shorttiffe76]. A novel mathematical model of confirmation [Shortliffe76] selects a 

set of organisms suspected of causing the iHness. Diagnosis is carried out using a simple 

goal-directed control structure with backward chaining. The highest-level goal of Mycin is to 

determine if the patient is suffering from a significant infection which should be treated, and if he 

is, to select the appropriate therapy. It retrieves at1 the rules applicab1e to this goal and applies 

them sequentially as follows. ft attempts to ascertain whether the "conclusion" of a rule is valid by 

evaluating each of its premises. If this Information is already avaUable in the data base, the 

5. During this phase the program does not attempt to identify diseases responsible for the presence of 
these states. The diagnosis is attempted sepnrntely after tho information gathering phase is completed. 
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program retrieves it. If not, determination of this premise becomes the new goal, and the program 

rP.Curs. H after trying all the relevant rules, the answer still has not been discovered, the program 

asks the user for the rele"••t dinical information which wit permit it to establish the validity of the 

premise clause. Thus, the rutes "unwind" to produce e auccesiion (of goats. and it ts this attempt 

to achieve each ilOaf that drives the a>ASUllaflon. 

The,rules in Mycin .. used to representthedomain knowtadge aa,well aarto encod& the ftow 
of control of the program. Thia takes away some otthe...,.._,affflOdularity of·lulowl8dge 

because one must take into account Ile posaible ~ betill88'1 rules during problem 
solving. The goal strucbn -of Mycin allowa eficient pmtan, ---. 11114 can be .UIICf for 
explaining the· problera .~ behavior of the program,· buUhe ~ caMOt explain 1he 
medical signiftcance of its behavior• alis inb'gtation is oompilad aut wbih.Milin1·the rulea. 

The rule-based Mycin methodology is applicable in ~ where the domain specific 

knowledge can be described·using ~-nllaa.c •tirJ'Pa■ra le .qquire,~l:field which has 

attained a certain level of formalzatioA witt1 aoene, .. ; ieeognimd, setdprimitiwesillld a mini"981 
UAderstandiRg of basic poceaaa and wmch·d08$ -~ •hlglt _,.of lnleeactian between 

conceptual primitives [Oaw877). ~4he rula-baaad 1aetltodolo9;dei,eloped by,Mycin and tis 

derivative progMma can be used effectively· in encoding tcnowh ,.. fl8IUl11ti11;Jaldllng specific 

wen defined situations such as special ~ fordil&at11illiiioli llat1raan 1wo similar dtaea8• 

whicharedifficuft1odifferentiateusing·globaldilualla1iua11811111I=• 

The programs described above can be ct,lssifiad as the "firat generation AIM programs". 

These programs have contributed immenselr:by~-·•trQlr ~ .. win& compu-. 

(and Al techniques) in medical diagnosis. Some of the significant developments in this regard 

are summarized here. 

The active hypothesis set introduced in PIP 811d lhe hiefaTchic · a,aaniration of diseases 

introduced in Internist-I provide uaeful techniques for Qlflllnilinl pn,grama. for efficiency. A 
heuristic to partition the hypothesiaaat illlDcompaling and.oor. pl&mentaryaels was introduced in 

Internist-I. 1n spite of its .sbortconlings. die ~Jleurlatic is inluitively app9aling and 

empiricaHy effective [Pople76a).. An improved ....... for idallif)ing complementary and 
competing~ especially for ilnesseacalied by IIIUlllpla dll■Hs. is one of1be topics of 
interest in this .... 

Recognizing that pathognomcmic and important ewocative. lndings help to focus lhe 

diagnostician's attention sharply, ~ to flag such~- tbeir use in fOCU$ing the 
programs attention were developed in lntt,mist-1 aAd.PIP. HeUI istic;a,m help.~trm or eliminate 

hypotheses categoricaUy (without resorting to revised probabilities and thresholds) and _explicit 

differential diagnosis links to indicate well-known points of dia1,Jnostic confusion were also added 

in PIP. 
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causality as a major mechanism for tyJng together independent hypothesized disorders was 
ktentified as a fundamental mechanism in the CASNET/Glaucoma program, Internist-I and PIP. 

The Glaucoma program went 8: step beyond the others in the uaeof. c::ausality by defining disease 
as a progression of causally connected states. However, in all three programs, the use of 

causality is limited to propagating probability-like estimates of likelihood which remain the primary 

criterion for their clinical decisions. 

The need for explanation and justification capabilities in an AIM programs was first 

recognized by and implemented in MYCIN. ln this chapter we have argued that these capabilities 

are essential for the success of any consulting program. In this thesis we take this capability to be 

an essential component of the design of ABEL program. 

1.6 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis contains seven chapters and two appendices. Chapter 2 previews the capabilities 

of the program with the help of two simple examples. Chapter 3 describes the representation of 

ABEL's medical knowledge. The medical knowledgEt con~s of a hierarchic representation of 
anatomical, physiological, etiological and temporal knowl~._. This forms the groundwork for an 

efficient representation of diseases and their patl}ophysiqJQgy in the domain of electrolyte and 

acid-base -disturbances. The diseases are defined in' terms of their loci along these four . . . ,, . 

dimensions, providing a natural hierarchic organization to the disease definitions. This 

framework of basic medical knowledge provides us with a vocabulary for expressing 

phenomenological and pathophysiological knowledge. 

An expert physician may have an understanding of a difficult case in terms of several levels of 

detail. As noted earlier, at the shallowest level that understanding may be in terms of commonly 

occurring associations of syndromes and diseases, whereas at the deepest it may include the 

biochemical and pathophysiological interaction of. ~normal findings. Chapter 3 describes a 

multi-level description of pathophysiology, where each level of descriptjon can be viewed as a 

semantic net of relations between dise~s a~d findings. Each node in the net represents a 

normal or abnormat state and each link represents a relation (causal, associational, etc.) between 

these states. Each node is associated with a set of attributes describing the temporal 

characteristics, severity or value, and other relevant attributes. Each link describes a causal 

relation between a cause node and an effect node by specifying a multivariate relation between 

attributes of the cause and the effect. Additional information to support mapping knowledge at 

one level to an adjacent level Is also described. 

In Chapter 4, we propose the use of a coherent hypothesis as the logical unit of hypothesis 

representation. This captures our notion, expressed above, that the reasoner's hypothesis 

structure must account for the total state of mind of the reasoner including its current 

uncertainties. In the program, each coherent hypothesis is" represented using a patient specific 
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model (PSM). Each PSM represents a causal explanation of all the observed findings and their 

interrelationships at various levels lof detail. Note that within each ·PSM all the diseases, findings, 

etc., are mutualty complementaty, while the alternate PSM's ·· are mutually exclusive and 

competing. 

The PSM is created by instantiJlting portions of ABEL'S general medical knowledge and filling 

in its details from the specific C4se being considered. The instantiation of the PSM is very 
strongly guided by initially given . data, because lhe PSM includes only those disorders and 

connections that are needed to •pfain the cun-ent case. lt'hstat 1lfatio<I is accomplished by five 

major operators. Initial formulatibn creates an • initial patient description from the presenting 

complaints and laboratory results. Aggregation and elaboration make connections between the 
levels of detail in the PSM by fillfng in the structure above and below a selected part of the 

network, respectively. In a domain such as ABEL's, multiple disorders-in a single patient and the 

presence of homeostatic mechanisms require the pr~gram to reason about the joint effects of 

several mechanisms which coflectively inff\,18nce a single quantity or staie. Component decompo
sirion and summation relate disorders at the same level of detaif by mutually constraining a total 

phenomenon and its components; the net change ln any quantity must be consistent with the sum 

of individuaf changes in its parts. The ffnal operator, projection, forges the causal links within a 

single tevel of detail in the search for causal explanations. The operators all interact because the 

complete PSM must be self-consistent both within eactl level and across all its levels. Therefore, 
1f. '.• '_, 

each operation typically requires the invocation of others to complete or verify the creation of 

related parts of the PSM. Furthermore, PS~s are organi'zed in a context tree allowing different 

PSM's to share structures common to them. The roof of the PSM-tree afso contains all the 

observed findings and diseases which have been concluded to be true so that they may be shared 

by all PSM's. 

Locality is a desirable property for the reasoning and description schemes. It Imposes 

m<X!ufarlty in the organization of knowledge, making acquisition and representation of knowledge 

tractable. Furthermore, it makes possible efficient reasoning schemes whose · resource 

requirements do not grow with increasing size of the <Ulla-base. 8 To exploit the locality constraint 

in reasoning with causaf networks, a program should be able to_ reason based only on the 

information locaffy avaifable from the neighborhood of the mechanism under consideration. 

A~ough it is always possible to choose a revet of abstraction at which the Interaction between a 

given pair of states can be described tocaly, for a given level of detail it is not possible to impose 

the locality constraint on every interaction. The multiple-level causal model and the 

abstraction/elaboration process presented in this thesis allow us to overcome this problem. For 

example, if at some level of detaif two distant states interact, we can aggregate the description of 

6. Locality has been exploited in a large number of diverse problems, such as common-sense reascining 
[Miw...ky73, Kuiporsn, doKloor79) and natural language processing (Marcus79, Church80. Martin81J. For 
example, tho constraint of .. context freeness" in naturat language is a specific instance of locality constraint. 
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intervening causal network to a level where the two states are adjacent to one another. The 

interaction between the two can now be computed locally. 

Chapter 5 discusses the diagnostic problem solving activity. The diagnostic problems are 

formulated by identifying the weaknesses and conflicts in th& PSM's. The task of the diagnostic 

9roblem solver is to -r~lve these conflicts and .~ by gathering new information. We 

note that the medical kf)owledge in the pr<>Qram .. ~ of prototypes of the disease entities. 

However, this prototypical knowledge can be substantially constr~ because the hypothesized 

disease entities must be consistent with the known. f~cts and explanations. We introduce the 

notion of a diagnostic closure wh~ extractssand .. tailors that part of medical knowledge that is 

directly relevant to the diagnostic task at hand. The diagnostic closure brings together all the 

dependencies and expectations necessary for planning a diagnestie inquiry, for evaluating real 

and apparent discrepancies in the incoming information, and provides a framework for explaining 

the alternatives under consideration and for justifying the selection of questions. Although we 

envision using recent advances in the planning paradigm {Akes 72, Sacefdoti75-, Stefik81 ], the . . . 
current implementation of the program generates a 1Slmpfe tree-structured· plan for information 

gathering by deeomposmg the problem by ~ applications of confirm, rule-out, 

differentiate, and group-and-differentiate strategies. Finally, when a sufficient amount of new 

information is available the program assimilates this information into the PSMs and the diagnostic 

process is repeated. The process terminates when an adequate explanation for the patient's 

illness is found or when all the information necessary for such an explanation is exhausted. 

In chapter 6 we revisit the example described in chapter 2 in greater detail. Chapter 7 

summarizes the experience gained and lessons learned in this enterprise and indicates pointers 

to future research. Finally, appendix 1 briefly summarizes the /)fl.MS system (a knowledge 

representation system built on top of USP) used by ABEL. Appendix 2 summarizes the 

techniques for translating the internal data structures of the program into English developed 

recently by Swartout [Swartout80] and discusses algorithms for organizing the concepts encoded 

in causal networks into a linear sequence of sentence leveJ abjects that can then be translated 

using the above~mentioned methodology. 
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2. Examples 

This chapter presents the inner workings of ABEL with the help of annotated examples. In 
. . 

this chapter the reader Is not expected to understand how the· program accompftshes its task, but 

rather just what it does. The succeeding chapters wil examine ttte·structure of the program and 

the method by-which each step ia accompffshed: We wffl consider twoexampfes: (1) a patient 

suffering from moderately severe salmoneHosis, · Md (2) a patierit · suffl3rtng · from 'moderatefy 

severe salmoneflosis and vomiting. The setettiord>f111e' medlcaf exampf$8·-is' motivated by our 

desire to make the medicaf contents of the examples as "Simple a ~-·th' chapter 6 we wllt 
revisit these e,campfes and dlscu9s how the prografu~e filch of its tasks. 

2. 1 Example 1: SaJmonellMia 

For the first~ let us consider a 40 year old 70 Kg male patient who has been suffering 

from moderately severe salmoneUosia and, as a ....,..._ haa cteveloped moderately sewJnt 

metabolic acidosis and hypokalemia. To fflustrate the prognun ·let Y& ptc,vide it initially, with only 

the laboratory analysis ol the patient!a blooo sample: -(aen.tm ·analyeis) without any clinical 

information. 

Serum Analysis: 
Time: 0 
Sex: male 

Na: 142 Nq/1 
K: 3 •q/1 

Cl: 113 •qll 
HC03: 15 M'qll 
pC02: 30 ~ 

time of the session 

normal 
modetate/y low 
normal 
modefalely low 
moder'81B/y low 

Based on these data, the program generates all possible add-base disturbances that can 

account for the laboratory data. ft then prunes and rank-Ofders these-disturbances based on their 

complexity, likelihood and severity of each component. The rank-ordered list of likely 

disturbances Is: 

Patient Acid-Base Profile----

1. metabolic-acidosis [severity: 0.4] 
2. chronic-respiratory-alkalosis [severity: 0.68] 

+ acute-respiratory-acidosis [severity: 0.32] 

very likely 

unlikely 

The computation of the acid-base profile is based on the Nomogram of Acid-Base 

Disturbances described in chapter 1. Figure 4 shows the relevant region of this nomogram with 

the loci of the two hypothesized disturbances. The estimation of the severity of a disturbance is 
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based on the length of the segment along the locus of that distwbance. Thus, we note that the 

SP.verity of the single acid-base disturbance (metabolic: acidoais) is only about 0.4 while an 

equivalent acid-base dlstllf'banQe composed of chronic respiratory alkak>sis and acute respiratory 

acidosis has severities of 0.68 a'nd 0.32 respectively. 7 

Next, the program creates a PSM for each possible acid•base disturbance and interprets the 

laboratory data in the context defined by each acid-base ,disturbance. For example, with the 

assumption of fully compensated metabolic acidosis, the entire. change In the PC02 may be 

considered chronic, therefore, the chronic compenent of the PC02 witl be 30 meq/1, while with 

the assumption of Cflronic reepiratory alkalosis ancJ-~~, respwatory acidosis, the chronic 

component of PC02 is due,only.to .the chronic COJnPGoe.nt, of this disturbance, therefore reading 

from the nomogram we find that the chronic value of PC02 in this case will be approximately 16 

meq/1. 

Fig. 4. Graphic depiction of the two Acid-Base hypotheses 

30 

20 

10 

acute-respiratory 
alkalosis 

Disturbance 2: 
chronic-respiratory-alkalosis 

+ 
acute-respiratory-acidosis 

,,, ,,, 

acid/baae 

region 

Disturbance 1: 
metabolic-acidosis 

metabolic-acidosis 

10 20 30 40 50 

7. Tho numbers corresponding to the acid-base disturbances computed above are the programs internal 
assessment of the severity of illness, they am not measurable. 
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The program then aggregates its patient-specific physiofogic knowledge to formulate an 

interpretation of the laboratory data al the clinical level; The computer generated explanation of 
its interpretation of these data under the two major hypOlhelies·is des\ri>ed in figures 5 and 6. 

A quick look at the two clinical level explanations shows that the structure involving 

hypokalemia and acidemia· is common to the two hypolheaes. They differ in their accounting for 

acidemia. Note that the cliAical level abstraction of the two hypotheeea IS fairty simple in structure 

and does not contain any feedback. cycles. The ~ present at· ·the intermediate level 

describing the interaction between the acidemia, ~ad-hypocapnia have-been 

abstracted away. A clO&ef look at ~eedback:cydes shcMs-. pWncipill differimce between 

the two hypotheses. In the first case, the:·change iR the acfd.lNlse Sbite'is' a consequence of loss 
of HCOa from the body which causes~ whefeas~:the second it enters as
primary disturbance in ventilation which alters the PC02. Finally, we note that the first hypothesis 

has two unaccounted findings while the second hypothesis contains three unaccounted findings. 

In the context of this initial analysis of the patient's condition, the program starts the 

diagnostic exploration. An annotated (in italics) transcript of the program's diagnostic behavior is 

shown next. 

The program computes the diagnostic cl~res for the two hypotheses and decides to 
pursue the first hypothesis. 

Differentiating between the causes of the leading 
complete hypothesis. 

1 SALMONELLOSJS 
2 URETEROS.IGM&l-DOSTOIIY 
3 VILLOUS-ABEIIOIIA 

4 DISTAL-RTA 
6 PROXIMAL-RTA 
6 ACUTE-RENAL-FAILURE 
7 CHRONIC-RENAL-FAILURE 

continue?==> 

The list above contains all possible diseases that can explain some part of the first 
hypothesis. The list is divided into groups of diseases by the number of unaccounted findings 
that each disease can explain succinctly. Within e~h group t~ diseases are ordered by a 
secondary scoring criterion based on the quality of t1Jeir match with the hypothesis and their 
potential to be ultimately conlirmed. 

Differentiating between 
SALMONELLOSIS URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY VILLOUS-ADENOMA 
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Fig. 5. Comparislon of hypotheeea 162 atclit1ic,1 levtl 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient. His electrolytes.-e: 

Na: 142.0 
K: 3. 0 

Cl: 113.0 

HC03: 16.0 
pC02: 30.0 

pH: 7.32 

Anion Gap: 13.0 

33 

The patient has moderate metabolic acidosis and mild hypokatemi~. 'ffi.e J11C,tabolic acidosis causes 
mild ·acidemia. The acidemia partly compensates the suspected moderate hypOkalemia leading to the 
observed hypokalemia. Toe metabolic acidosis remains to be accounted for. Toe hypokalemia has only 
been partially accounted for. ·· 

hypokatemla-2 

hypokalemia-1 

atemta-1 metaboffc
acldosia-1 

Hypothesis 2: Chronic Resp. Alkalosis & Acute Resp. Acidosis 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient His electrolytes are: ... 

· The patient has moderate chronic respiratory alkalosis, moderate acute respiratory acidosis and mild . . 
hypokalemia. The acute n!Spiratory acidosis and chronic respiratory alkalosis cause mild acidemia. The 
acidemia partly compensates the suspected moderate hypokalemia leading to the observed hypokalemia. 
The chronic respiratory alkalosis and acute respiratory acidosis ~math to be accounted for. The 
hypokalcmia has only been partially accounted for. 

hypokalemia-1 

acldemia-1 

acute
resgiratory
acidosis-f 

chronic
respiratory
alkalosis-1 
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Fig. 6. Comparision of hypotheses 1 & 2 at intennediate level 

Hypothesis 1. Melabollc·Addoals 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient His electmlytes are:·-·· 

34 

The patient has moderate metabolic acidosis, mild hypokaleqiia and moderate hypobican,onatemia. 
The metabolic acidosis along with moderate ~ 'causes hypobir.arhonatemia. The 
hypobicarbonatemia along with hypocapnia causes mild acidemia. 'The acidemia partly compensates the 
susJ)CCted moderate hypoka,emia leading to the ~eclJ1~k~~ ,~ ~lie acjdosis remains 

·to be accounte,d for. 'Il~llXJ>o,ialemj~ has only been,p~,~ rpr. 

hypokafemia-1 

Hypothesis 2: Chronic Resp. Alkalosis & Acute Resp. Acidosis 

This is a 40 year old 7().0 kg male patient His elactrol~are: -

The patient has moderate acute respiratory acidosis. modaale dm>aic respiratory alblosis, mild 
hypokalemia and moderate hypobicarbonatcmia. The chronic respiratory. alta1osis and acute respiratory 
acidosis along with mild acidemia cause moderate bypo<:apGia,,whidt ~,~Y~ The 
hypobicarbonatemia and hypocapnia cause. acidem~ .The ~ia pai:d,y. ,compensates, the suspected 
moderate hypokalcmia leading to the observed hypotalemia.. 1JJe ~ ~; acidosis an4 chronic 
respiratory altalosis remain to be accounted for. The hypokalemia bas ooly~~ pamally accouDtcd for. 

hypokalemia-1 

hypobicarbonate1 
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As a first step towards differentiation, the program asl<a if the user is already aware of any of 
the possible alternatives. 

Does the patient have any of the following? 
1 SALMONELLOSIS 
2 URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY 
3 VILLOUS-ADENOMA 

Please enter numbers between 1 and 3 
Present: ==> E(xplain) 

The user indicates that he would like an explanation. The program prompts by indicating in a 
menu the possible choices for explanation. 

1 DESCRIBE-HYPOTHESIS 
2 DESCRIBE-,DIAGNOSTIC-REASONING 
3 DESCRIBE-FINDING 
4 DESCRIBE-CAUSE 
6 DONE 

==> 2 
The stack. of diagnostic goals: 

3 DIFF-CAUSES 
2 CONFIRM-CH 
1 DIAGNOSE 

I am diagnosing the possible acid base disturbances. I am 
confirming the leading hypothesis. I mn differentiating between 
its leading causes. 

==> 4 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 

DESCRIBE-HYPOTHESIS 
DESCRIBE-DIAGNOSTIC-REASONING 
DESCRIBE-f UIDING 
DESCRIBE-CAUSE 
DONE 

Please enter a cause for viewing: ==> salmonellosis 

Salmonellosis may account for moderate metabolic acidosis and 
moderate hypokalemia as follows. 

Moderate salmonellosis may cause metabolic acidosis. 
Moderate salmonellosis may cause hypokalemia 

==> 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

DESCRIBE-HYPOTHESIS 
DESCRIBE-DIAGNOSTIC-REASONING 
DESCRIBE-FINDING 
DESCRIBE-CAUSE 
DONE 
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Does the patient have any of the following? 
1 SALNONELLOSIS 
2 URETEROSIGMOIDOSTONY 
3 VILLOUS-AOEIONA 

Present: ==> none Absent: ==> none Unknown: 1 2 3 

Differentiating between 
SALMONELLOSIS URETEROSIGNOIOOSTONV VILLOUS-ADEIOMA 

Salmonellosis, ureterosigmoidostomy and villous-adenoma all cause a reduction in 
extracellular fluid, resulting in dehydration. However, the program notices that some of the 
diseases in the second set (e.g., renal failure) may hare the exact' opposite · effect of causing 
edema. Therefore, while exploring the state of extracellular fluid the program includes edema in 
the question. 

Does the patient have one of the following? 
1 DEHYDRATION 
2 EDEMA 

~resent:==> none Absent: ==> none Unknown: 1 2 

The program is expecting dehydration. Therefore, when we fail to confirm or deny the 
dehydration the program pursues the finding further. 

I would like to ask about the effects of SAUIOIIELLOSIS. 

Is the value of SERUM-CREATIIINE known? = = > E{xplain) 

High serum creatinine may be caus~d by IIOderate salmonellosis 
as follows: 

Moderately high serum creatinine may be caused by moderate 
dehydration. which may be caused by salmonellosis. 

The user indicates that he would like a justification I-Or this questiOtL The program generates 
the explanation by tracing back the causal path from serum creatinlpe in the DC 11$,S0ciated with 
the goal of the question. 

The program's diagnostic reasoning at this point can be described as follows: The top level 
goal of the program is to do diagnosis. In order to do IIWHliagnosis lite program evaluates the 
two alternate hypotheses and selects the first hypothesis lm,r,tabollc..acklosis) for confirmation. 
To confirm this hypothesis it selects the set of leading cau..- tor the litsl hypothesis, namely, 
salmonellosis. ureterosigmoidostomy and villous-adenoma. It then attempts tt1 differentiate 
between these causes. It determines the findings predicted by each of these three causes, orders 
them according to their discriminatory power, and as/cs about them, the most discriminating 
finding first 
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ls the value of SERUll·CREATININf known?••> yes 

Please enter the attributes of SERUM-CREATININE 
What is the VALUE .of SERUM-CREATININE? ==> 3 
What is the START-TIME of SERUM-CRfAllNINE ? --> 0 

Is the value of MEAN-ARTERIAL-BLOOD-PRESSURE known?==> yes 

Please enter the attributes of MEAi-ARTERIAL-BLOOD-PRESSURE 
What is the VALUE of MEAN-ARTERIAL-BLOOD-PRESSURE?==> 76 
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The program has now completed one full cycle of its planned diagnostic inquiry. It now 
incorporates this information · into both hypotheses and starts the next cycle of diagnostic 
planning. 

Starting next cycle of diagnosis 

Differentiating between the causes of the leading complete hypothesis. 

1 SALMONELLOSIS 

2 VILLOUS-ADENOMA 
3 URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY 

4 ADRENAL-INSUFFICIENCY 
6 DIABETES-INSIPIDUS 
6 ACUTE-RENAL-FAILURE 
7 CHRONIC-RENAL-FAILURE 

8 DISTAL-RTA 
9 PROXIMI\L-RTA 

continue?==> 

The program has already gathered sufficient information to confirm salmonellosis. It is 
unable to do so because we have not implemented the criteria for confirming a disease yet. 
However, we note that the information gathered has prol/ided substantial categorical separation 
between the gastrointestinal and the renal causes of ff'.le ihetabolic~acidosis with hypokalemia. 

Pursuing SALMONELLOSIS: no findings available 

Differentiating between VILLOUS-ADENOMA URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY: 
no finding available 

Differentiating between ADRENAL-INSUFFICIENCY DIABETES-INSIPIDUS 
ACUTE-RENAL-FAILURE CHRONIC.:.RENAL-FAILURE 

As there are more than two items in the differentiation set, the program groups these items 
into renal and extra-renal sets. It then pursues the renal set first. 
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Does the patient have any of the foll01fi-1tf? · 
1 CHRONIC-RENAL-FAILURE 
2 ACUTE-.IIEIAL-FAI~UIIE 

Present: ==> none Absent:••> 1 2 

Does the patient han any of the followiag? 
1 ADRENAL-INSUFFICIENCY 
2 DIABfTES-JasIPIDUS 

Present: ==> none Absent: ==> 1 Unknown: 2 

Differentiat irtt lte-twean DISTAL-RIA PR8ll:J,MlLdlTA. 

Does the patient have any of the following? 
1 PROXIMAL-RT A 
2 DISTAL-RTA 

Present:==> none Absent:==> none Unknown: 1 2 

The program has now compleled the second cycleo# its planned-diagnostic inquiry. No new 
finding was uncovered during this cycle of diagnosis and #Mleloltt, fllapiogtam does not need lo 
revise the two hypotheses. However, during the plairlllliifiUtflftti4111Jidc'jldMiOI diag1t0stic inquiry it 
discovers that all the questions relewtnt to 1he -etiolofly ol melabollt:-acidos# and hypokalemia 
have already been exhausted. Therefore, in order to proceed it requests that some possible 
etiology be assumed. · ' 

Starting next cycle of diagnosis 
No new finding added in the previous cycle. 

All possible etiologies that could e~,t.-tnJWe patient's 
illness are unknown. In order to proceed'·weatst·•i l~ast 
hypothetically assuae one of tit-. Possible et iologies''that 'COul d 
explain the patient's illness listed in decreasing order are: 

1 SAUIOIELLOSIS 

2 VILLOUS-AOEIMIIA 
3 URElEROSIGIIQlDOSlGNY 

4 DIABETES-IISIPIDUS 

6 DISTAL-RTA 
6 PROXINAL-RTA 

Would you like to assUll8 SALMOIIE.L~O.SIS? 

Assuming MODERATE ACUTE SALMOIELLOSIS. 
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The program adds salmonellosis to the patient· models ttnd re-evaluates two hypotheses 
before resuming the diagnosis again. However, it immediately recognizes that it has found the 
missing piece in the puzzle! Based on the assumption. "hat the patient has salmonelloais, the 
program selects the first PSM (metabolic acidosis) as the explanation of the patient's acid-base 
disorder. The program's explanations of the successful and the alternate PSMs are shown next. 
Note, however, that these explanations are provided with the assumption that the patient has 
salmone/losis, an as~umption that needs to be verified. 

Diagnosis completed. The successful diagnosis is: 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with moderate 
salmonellosis. His electrolytes are: 

Na: 142. 0 
K: 3.0 

Cl: 113.0 

HC03: 16. 0 
pC02: 30.0 

pH: 7. 32 

Anfon Gap: 13.0 

Creatinine: 3.0 

The salmonellosis causes moderate metabolic acidosis and 
moderate dehyfration. The dehydration caua•s medetate 
hypotens io.n and .:moderate high creati.nine disturl>ance. The 
metabolic acidosis causes mild acidemia. The salmonellosis and 
acidemia cause mild hypokalemia. All findings have been 
accounted for. 

As can be seen from the above explanation, the program has concluded that salmonellosis 
provides an adequate explanation for the patient's illness and that the first hypothesis is 
substantially superior to the alternate- hypothesis. The alternate hypothesis with all the available 
information added is shown below. 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with salmonellosis. 
His electrolytes are: 

Na: 142. 0 
K: 3. 0 

Cl: 113. 0 

HC03: 16.0 
pC02: 30.0 

pH: 7.32 

Anion Gap: 13.0 

Creatinine: 3.0 

The salmonellosis causes moderate metabolic acidosis and 
moderate dehydration. The dehydration causes moderate 
hypotension and moderate high creatinine disturbance. 
Moderate acute respiratory acidosis, moderate chronic 
respiratory alkalosis ·and metabolic acidosis partly 
compensate the suspected mild alkalemia leading to the 
observed mild acidemia. The salmon.ellosis and acidemia cause 
mild hypokalemia. The chronic respiratory alkalosis and 
acute respiratory acido~is remain to be accounted for. The 
alkalemia has only been partially accounted for. 

Notice the difference in the two explanations. The first explanation contains only one 
acid-base disturbance, while the second explanation contains a total of three acid-base 
disturbances. Furthermore, all the findings in the first hypothesis have l>em, accounted for while 
tlle second hypothesis has three acid-base disturbances still to be accounted for. 
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2.2 Example 2: Vomiting and Salrnonelloala 

The next example illustrates the program's capabilities in dealu:ig with multiple etiologies, 

namely salmonenosis and vomiting, which offset tha effects of each other on the acid-base 

balance. We will focus on the program's understanding and its allility 1o reformulate this 

understanding. when new information is provtded. 

Let us consider a patient who Is suffering from moderately severe vomiting for the past two 

days who then develops salmonellosis .. Note tllat· the etectrolr,q~ acid.-baae disturbances in 
· vomiting result from the excessive loss of us,per gastrafnteatital lltdd, while fn salmonellosis they 

result from the loss of lower gastrointestinal fh,lid. . The upper GI fluid ~ acidic while the lower GI 
. . ' ' , ~. ~ . .,, -

fluid is alkaline, therefore the two tend to have offsetting effects an the ~acid-base balance. 

However, vomiting and satmonellosis both cause hypokalemia and dehydration, therefore they 

compound these effects of each .other. For this example,.let us.~,a patient in which the 

presentation of vomiting· and satmonelloas .are ·such "81 each ~: :Cancets the acid-base 
effect of the other, feavtng the patient with- no add~baae' ~, We will· fflustrate the 

program's handrtng of this case. by describing the program's '~ng of the case at th,:_ 
points during the diagnostic process: (1) just after the electrolyte values are entered in the 

program, (2) after the finding of vomiting has been presented, and {3) at the end of the cfmgnostic 

process. 

The program's evaluation of the serum electrolytes and the English explanation of its initial 

hypothesis are: 

Seru11 Analysis: 
TitRe: 0 
Sex: male 

Na: 141 meq/1 normal 
K: 2 11eq/l low 

Cl: 108 111eq/l normal 
HCO3: 25 11eq/l normal 
pCO2: 39 ..... normal 

---- Patient Acid-Base Profile 
1. nonnal-acid-b.ase-state 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with moderate 
hypokaleaia. His electrolytes are: 

The serum analysis reveals onty one abnormal finding, hypokalemia. The program starts lhe 

diagnostic process by attempting to differentiate between the ~ causes of hypokalemia 

wtuch include vomiting and saknonellosis along with other etiGk>gies $Uch as laxative abuae, 

cfruretic use, hyperaldosteromsm etc. The summary of the program's tlft)Olhesis after Ille finding 
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of moderately severe vomiting iYMs been presented ii; 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with moderate 
vomiting. His electrolytes are: 

Na: 143. 0 
K: 2. 0 

Cl: 108.0 

HCO3: 25.0 
pCO2: 39.0 

pH: 7. 42 

Anion Gap: 12.0 

The·vomiting causes moderate metabolic alkalosis. Moderate 
hypokalemia is partly caused by vomiting leaving some 
additional factor causing hypokalemia still unaccounted for. The 
hypokalemia and moderate acidemia have only been partially 
accounted for. 
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Notice that the vomiting partially accounts for the observed hypokalemia. However, in order 

to account for the hypokalemia the program must assume that there has been substantial upper 

GI fluid loss sufficient to also cause metabolic alkalosis. As this metabolic alkalosis is not 

consistent with the normal acid-base state the program must decompose the normal acid-base 

state into offsetting alkalemia and acidemia. The alkalemia which is accounted for by metabolic 

alkalosis, and acidemia which remains unaccounted for. The remaining unaccounted 

components now present a picture similar to that of the previous case (example 1) and the 

diagnosis proceeds similarly. The diagnosis is completed when the program is told about 

salmonellosis (the remaining disturbance). A summary of the programs' final diagnosis is 
described next. 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with moderate 
vomiting and moderate salmonellosis. His electrolytes are: 

Na: 143.0 
K: 2. 0 

Cl: 108.0 

HCO3: 26.0 
pCO2: 39.0 

pH: 7. 42 

Anion Gap: 12.0 

Greatinine: 3.0 

The vomiting causes moderate metabolic alkalosis. The 
salmonellosis and vomiting cause moderate dehydration, which 
causes moderate hypotension. The dehydration also causes 
moderate high creatinine disturbance. The salmonellosis causes 
moderate metabolic acidosis. The metabolic acidosis and 
metabolic alkalosis cause normal ph. The salmonellosis, normal 
ph and vomiting cause moderate acute hypokalemia. All findings 
have been accounted for. 

The primary focus of this thesis is in developing a methodology for knowledge representation 

and manipulation that allows our program to exhibit the understanding of patient illness 

demonstrated above. In the next three chapters we will study in detail this methodology and its 
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implementation before revisiting the same examples again in greater detail. 
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3. Representation of Medical Knowledge 

IUnesa can be described 88 a change in thenormalsteteOl'function in a patient. To describe 

an illness, we need a formalism to repr4188Rt lie..-. • state,.~es. the normal and the 
abnormal functions and their interactione. in tenns of tbe,p-1"itiVQS known to the system. Thia 

knowledge is organized in the pr-Ogram with the help ,ef (1J jlf'Jcana,to,nv component. which 

includes a part.of hierardly for organ systems. c011taiN/ld-"1 an(l .. poaitiort relations for major 

anatomical featurea; and a connected-to relation whidl ~. material flow ink>rmation. (2) A 

physiology component, where c,ur concantraliQQ • ~ ,a,,ly on ,U!le .fluid· and eledrofytes, 

describes the fluid.~,of the body, the spaces.of~ of,verioustsokttes. and 

the relative distribution of losses and gaifts iJl the .• wtoue.~nments under different 

conditions. (3) A pathoph,siology.cpmJ>QAeflt,.wbk:ltcona.i•.,.,e,~eknowlectoe about 
disease etiologies, a taxonomy of disease proceeaetdl'\O:,~ r~ wt,ieh describe how 

the changes in a given state influence other states. 

It is also important to recognize commonly occurring constellations of abnormal states .88 

special composite'.situations. :ConceptualfUtic:Jn oMtw ~ flituationa ,tn a diagnostic 

system Is impOrtant.becw it~ us·wittttte allilitfenNSO'lllillahlgltJevet of.abstraction, 

and to orgamze •& ta,ge· number of 2Sleenifngtf>~ 'faolstW~!• •oofteNfflt'whofe. ··We have 

argued that it is crucial for any diagnostic system to have the abHity to reason simultaneously at a 

high level of abstraction consisting of phenomenological knowleddft - \~elf as at a: physlotoglcal 

level. We accomplish this with the help of a multi-level model for representation of diseases and 

causal phenomena. Thi$' is motivated ~Y the ~tiOflS made by Lynch while studying the 
conceptual maps . of metropolitan regions: He notes . '' . . . 

"Rather than a single comprehensive image for the entire environment, there 
seemed to be sets of images, which more or less ovenapped ,sncl.interrelaled. 
They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area 
involved, so that the ob$erver moved~ necctsssry from an irr,t1fle at street level to 
levels of a neighborhood, a city, or a metropolitan region." · 

~ The image'oftfie city [lynch60, pages 85-88). 

The structure of the cognitive map described above is a product of the ne?essity to cope with 

large-scale maps; maps that are too large to be per~:• once,~ lar,.ge to be stored in the 

short-term memory by their users al a si,Jgt&. -~ of;·~ aAd too comf)lex to be 

computationally tractable in solving problems (such . ...,,findi(lg. ~:etficient path. between two 

points on the map). An important observation in formulating cognitive maps is that they are 

organized around landmarks. The conceptualization can be achieved by expanding the 

denotation of a landmark to subsume the local topology surrounding the designated location. If 

this conceptualization is carried out carefully, so that the areas subsumed by these landmarks 

overlap and cover the entire detnifed map, it ls possible to rnnintain sufncient coherence 
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(mapping) to be able to move between different levels ofdeserfption. 

Based on these observations and similar observations of a physician's use of medical 

knowledge, we have developed a hierarchicaf<·mUlti-1evel representation scheme to describe 

medical knowledge. The fOWNt level of this de9crfption consists of pathophysiological 

knowledge about diseases,. which is successively · aggregated (summarized) into higher level 

concepts and refattons, gtadualy shifting the content of ·the dettcription "from physiologtcal to 

syndromic knowledge. The aggregate syndromie knowledgt,. provides us with a conctae global 

perspective and heJf]s in the efficient exploraliort ofttte,diagno8tlc allimatiYeB. Thephysiologicaf 

knowledge, on the other hand, ~us 1he capabilit.iesifl hant1lng: eomplex eliniCflf situations 

arising in patients with mulllpte di81urbances, ew1uating the phyaiologteal vatidity · of the 

diagnostic 1)0SSIJililles being expk)f'ed, ind· «lfflbldflg a Mtmber of lilgmented and seemingly 

unrelated facts into o ~erent causal description. 

3. 1 Anatomical Knowledge 

The anatomical knowledge of the system includes (1) a p111H,f hierarohyJor organ systems. 

(2) connected-to relations, wbidlprovide the malelial·ftow,infonnatlon.ald.Qcomained-in and 
position relations which provide,grosa~ ~~ .-Omiqf enliliea. 

3. 1.1 Anatomical Taxonomy 

The part-of hierarchy defines the various anatomical parts of the body by defining each organ 

system in relation to the body, and each sub-organ in ~ to the •-~em containing It. 
The part-of hierarchy provides us with the taxonomic hierarchy for anatomical parts. A small 

section of the part-of hlerarchy8 and its graphical representation is shown in figure 7. 

3. 1.2 Material Flow Pathways 

Material flow (e.g. the flow of glomerular filtrate) is represented by the connected-to relation. 

For example, the path of the.filtrate in the kidney can be described as shown in figure a As can 

be seen from the figure, the material flow relation is specified at various levels of detail. The 

rationale for this multiple level description is provided later on In this section. 

The anatomical knowledge that follows in the remainder ot this section has been included to 
provide a fu8er descriptiOn of ABEL's knowledge'Mae. However, this knowledge Is cuffently not 

used by the program in its diagnostic reasoning. 

8. The data are expressed in XLMS (Hawkinson80), which is briefly described in appendix 1. 
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Fig. 7. The part-of hierarchy 

[body 

cortex 

[urinary-system= {anat-entity•s "urinary-system")tu 
[kidney= {anat-entity•s "kidlf8y")tu 

[cortex= {anat-entity•s "cortex")tu] 
[medulla = (anat-enttty-S. '!medulla")tu] 

[nephron • (anat-entity•s "nephron")tu 
[tubule= (anat-ent1ty•s "tubule")tu 

[proximal-tubut• 
= (anat-entity•s "proximal-tubule")tu] 

[loop-of-henle 
= (anat-entity•s "loop-of-henle")tu] 

[distal-tubule 
= (anat-entity•s'"distal-tubule")tu]] 

[glomerulus = (anat-entity•s "glomerulus")tu]] 
[collecting-duct 

= (anat-entity•s "collecting-duct")tu]] 
[ureter= (anat-entity•s "ureter")tu] 
[bladder= (anat-entity•s ~bladder")tu] 
[urethra• (anat-entity•s "urethra")tu]]] 

kidney ureter 

medulla nephron 

glomerulus 

proximal tubule 

body 

bladder 

circulat9f'Y 
'"'~ 

urethra 

collecting~duct 

tubule 

loop of Henle distal tubule 
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Fig. 8. Material flow relations 

[((connected*b nephron)•e collecting-duct)] 
[( (connect&d*b gl0111&rulus)•e tubule)} 
[ ( ( connected*b tubule )•e co:1'1&et ing-duct)] 

[( (coonected*b gl0111erulus)"e proximal-tubule)] 
[((connected*b proxiul-tubule)•• loop~of-henle)] 
[((connected*b loop-of-heal•)'• distal-tubule)] 
[((connected*b distal-tubule~ collecti:fll""'duct)] 

nephron -----------------------;~ coHecting-duct 
c:onnec;ted ,.., .. 

' ...... -, .... __ __ .... 
: part-ol ........ ~-of 
' ~-, 
I ._..,,...,... • 

glomerulus tubule connected 

connected 

... 
, I' 

, ' ' .. 
, I ' 

, I ' 
, , I ', 

, I ' 
, l ' 

' , ,, part.of ~ part.of ' ,part-al 
, I ' 

,' I ', 
, I ~ 

proximal- loop-ol- <lltal· ----;.- ----->• ' ' tubule connected Henle ...., 

3. 1 .3 Anatomical Spaces 

connected 

Various anatomical parts of the body are distributed in ~-~· These spaces are 
generaffy isolated from one another by membrane banja,swhich prev,nt the free flow of various 

electrolytes, proteins etc. Thus, the ~. of. lbe fluid 811ff0Ulldin9-aroaas in a giwlt 

compartment can be different from that in other compartments. Theae general characteristics of 

the compartment can be useful in diagnosis and management of various diseases. Examples of 

such a compartment are the cranial-cavity and the peritoneal-cavity. Atlhough the anatomical 

part-of relation and spatial containment relation are very :aunilar. a ~--between the two 

must be made. For example, the cortex and the nephron an, l\¥o different parts of the kidney and 
,,._-•· 

the nephron has two parts, the glomerulua and thelubc.lte; however, the glomerulus is contained 

in the anatomical space of the cortex ~ the tubule • contained iB the anatomical space of the 

meduHa. A graphical representation of 1his can be eeert in figure 9. 
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Fig. 9. The containment relation 

(body-space 
[((contains*b body-space)•e cranial-cavity)] 
(((contains•b body-space)•e abdominal-cavi.ty)] 
[ (( cont a ins*b body-space )•e oroplt11rynx-ca,,.ity)] 
[((con~ains*b body-space)~e thi>r,acic-cav1ty)J 
. . . . ] . 

[abdominal-cavity 
( (( con ta ins•b abdo111inal-cav ity) •e stomach-space)] 
[((contains•b abdorninal-cavity)•e spleen-space)] 
(((contains*b abdominal-cavfty)•e liver-space)] 
(((contains•b abdominal-cavity)•• kidriey-space)] . . . . ] 

(kidney-space 
[((contains*b kidney-space)•• cortex-space)] 
[((contains•b kidney-space)•e medulla-space)]] 

[cortex-space 
[((contains•b cortex-space)•e glomerular-space}]] 

[medulla-space 
[((contains•b medulla-space)•e tubular-space)]] 

body space 

abdominal cavity 

kidney space 

cortex space 

I glomerular space 

medulla space 

I I tubular space I 

D 
D 
D 

cranial cavity I I.__ _____ ~ ._____.I ..... 
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3.1.4 Miscellaneous Gross Anatomical Relations 

A few additional anatomical relations are useful in common sense reasOfting in medicine. An 

example of such a relatioft is the relative pOSitiqning (?f vaoous aoatOIJlical spaces in supine 

position (lying face up in bed). erect PQ8itioo-,(standifl9 up or amootato,y), etc.· The use of this 

information can be illustrated byttle fellewfncfex....►. let Uiteonsider a patient with nephrotic 

syndrome. A common symptom in nephrotic syndrome is periorbital edema (accumulation of fluid 
under the skin around the eye}. In ambulatory patients, the periorbi&II edema caa,be observed 

only in the morning {after the patient ftas been fyiftO doWrt'b:~ ~ of time); this 

accumulation of fluid can gravitatio~ move into ·ott,e, spaces ana,.;11iapadent hae been up and 

around for some hours in ttledey. Ttlus:th&'S'flftliJli>m, gabaiai aatlle ant,in ,.....-mg and tends 

to disappear later in the day. Exactly an oppoeite effect can be . observed in the case of pedal 

edema (accumulation of fluid in the feet} which tends to appear towards the evening and 

disappear in the mominga Thia iaformalion can be 1118d to..,.,, IIMlly 1lle absence of pedal 

edema in an edematous patient who' Is comatose. · This intonnadon is encoded in the program 

with the use of positional relations as shown in figure 10. 

We would like to note that the use of the anatomical knowledge in the current implementation 

of ABEL is limited to the~ of an~ taxonomy. ~. we believe that Ille knowledge 

described here will be useful for further development ~ the diagnostic component as wel as 1he 

therapy and prognosis components of the project. 

Fig. 10. Gross anatomical relations 

craniat-cavity 

l----
thoracic-cavily 

l-·-
abdominaf-cavity 

!--
k>wer-limb-space 

upper-limb-space 
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3.2 Etiological Knowledge 

Disease categories are primarily organized around the organ systems; e.g., renal diseases, 

pulmonary diseases, liver diaeases. In the previous-.~ we have provided the basic 

framework of anatomical knowledge needed to provide such a categorization. The diseases of a 
given organ system tend to produce many symptoms associated with the loss of function of that 

system. For example, regardless of the cause of renal failure, all the diseases causing renal 

failure share common symptoms. 

Fig. 11. Etiological hierarchy 

[etiology= (medical-entity•s "etiology") 
[infectious = (etiolOiY*S "infJclious"}] 
[i~ologic • (etiology•• "itllll.Nlologic")] 
[deoanerative = (etiolj)g1•~ ,"dagenerJtive")] 
[toxic ~ h~t iolo9y•:1 "toxi~") 

[biologic-toxins= (toxic•s "biologtc~toxins")] 
[chefllical-toxios • (t,oil(ic•s "cb8"'ical-toxins")]] 

[metabolic= (etiology•s "metabolic") 
[genetic, • (metabol ~c•s ")] 

[congenital= (metabolic•s ")] 
[endocrine • {metabol ic•s ")]] . . . . ] 

etiole>QX 

infectious toxic immunologic degenerative metabolic 

biologic chemical genetic congenital endocrine 

I\ 
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Another important criterion for organizing diseases is the underlying mechanism causing the 
clinical disorder, i.e., the etiology of the disease. Similar to the anatomical categorization, the 

diseases with common _etiology share symptoms common to the dfsease mechanism. For 

example, most Infectious diseases cause fever. The taxonomy of etiologies in tl'le program is 

shown in figure 11. 

3.3 Physiological Knowledge 

Knowledge about the normal functioning of the body and its adaptive response to 

abnormalities in body function plays an important role in the understanding and recognition of 

diseases. The need for this understanding is even more acutely felt In complex clinical settings 

involving the simultaneous presence of muftiple abnonnatities. Emphasizing-this need, Dr. Jordan 

Cohen notes: 

'7he recognition of how common mixed disturbances are In complex clinical 
settings has served to emphasize the value of · recognizing :tfte· · llmffs of the 
physiologic response to simple dfsttJrbarices;··&tttause,freqbently byrelerence to 
these limits one can recognize when .a complex· d~Ulf)artce :il1!._qlvinq more than 
one simple'-abnorrrltllity is.pr(IJlent." · · · fL ' c 

- New Concepts 6f Acid-Base 8atance (Cohetr.17, page 1]. 
!. .::, . . . 

In the physiological component of· the program we. ·_1tave· ~~ ·on the knowledge 

necessary in dealing with fluid, electrolyte and acid-~ The:~qgical knowledge 
. - . l 

about fluids and electrolytes in the program deals with Ouid compamneinb of the body and the 

distribution of body fluids in various fluid compartments, the composition of fluid in each 

compartment, the space of distribution of solutes, exchange of fluid and electrolytes between 

these compartments, and the homeostatic mecbanism for regulating the quantity and 

composition of the body fluids. 

For example, let us look at the definition of the Serum-Potassium concentration: 

(body= ((anat011ical-entity•s "body•)•u patient) 
(body-fluid = ((fluid•s •body-fluid•)•u body.) 

(ecf • ((fluid•s •extracellular•)•u bodi-fluid) 
[ecf-k = (K•u ecf) 

[serU11-k • (concentration•u ecf-k) 
(low-serua-k = (serua-t•f low) 

[default~U;#V 13.0] 
[range~u #c !'(between 2.0 3.5)] 
#s (standard-error•t 11.0,11.0)] 

(high-serum-k = (ser1111-.■•f high) 
. . . . ] 

(normal-ser1111-k = (serum-k•f nor11al) 
.... ]]]]]] 

The above expression defines serum-K (serum potassium) to be the concentration of potassium 
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ion (K) in the extracellular fluid compartment (ecf), which is one of the components of the body 

fluid (body-fluid). The serum-K is furthercategorize(iaNlng either low (i.e., ((serum-k*f low)]), 

normal or high. Each of these ~teoories is also asaooiated with its default value, range and the 

acceptable amount of variance associated with its vatue,{etaAdard~error, in this case .±.1,0). The 

next example shows the encoding of the normal comp08itk>n' of the lower-GI-fluid. The 

k>wer-Gl-fluid contains, in addition to water, Na, K, Cl and H003. The quantities •of these 

electrolytes and their variations are further specified in terms of the total quantity of the fluid. For 

example, the quantity of K is specified to be equal to 40.0 .±.10.0 meq/l of water in the 

lower :GI-fluid. 

[lower-gi-fluid 
[water:u le (quantity•u lower-gi-fluid)] 
[K:u #c (times•c water:u,140.0) 

#s (standard-error•t 
(times•c water:u,110.0),(times•c water:u,110.0))] 

[Na:u #c (times•c water:u,1110.0) 
#s (standard-error•, 

(times•c water:u,110.0),(times•c w~ter:u,!10.0))] 
[Cl:u #c (times•c water:u,!80.0) 

#s (standard-error•t 
(times•c water:u, 120.0) ,(times•c water:u, !10.0))] 

(HC03:u #c (times•c water:u.140.0) 
#s (standard-error•t 

(times•c water:u, 110.0),(times•c water:u, 120.0))]] 

tn the previous three sections we have described the · anatomical, physiological and 

etiological knowledge which, along with the temporal characterization, forms a basis for the 

taxonomic organization of diseases discussed m the next aection. 

3.4 Disease Knowledge 

In studying the organization of medical knowledge about diseases Pople notes 

''There are two conceptual frameworks that are used to organize medical 
knowledge, .... One of these employs the concept of causality-or pathophysiology 
to establish a network of interrelated pathological states that might arise in the 
course of a disease. The other type of structure is the taxonomy of diseases, also 
called a "nosology", which is used to classify disease entities on the basis of 
anatomical locus, etiological agent, or other unifying principle." 

- Structuring Medical Diagnosis (Pop1e81] 

This section deals with the use of anatomic~!. physiologlcal, etiological and temporal knowledge 

in defining a taxonomic disease hierarchy. With this taxonolJliG ~erarchy in place, we will have 

completed the study of the basic medical concepts needed in ABEL for the description of disease 

pathophysiology. 
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A disease is defined in terms of its anatomical involvement, its temporal characteristic, ils 

etiologic characterization and i1a pathopnyaioiogr. As> each ~ the anatomic, etiologic, and 

physiologic knowledge is hienlrchicatlr organiud, the :tocus of ..... ~ each of these 
dimensions can be selected at an.appropriate ... A·hielwdlic.fqMization.for·the disease 

definitions can then be derived from these loci. 9 For example, acute Nnal failure caused by 

nephrotoxicdrugscould be spacllled • 

[renal-disease = ( diseasa•anat reaal-systuaj .. 
[renal-failure = (renal-disease•object (urina-volume•f low)) 

(acute-renal-failure= (renal-failure•te111pch acute) 
[drug-induced-acute-renal-failure 

= (acute-renal-failure•etiology.ch•ical-toxins)J]]] 

The example above defines renal-disease to be a disease of the renat-·system (anatomical 

locus). Renal-failure is then defined as_ a renal cf~ -~ !>y low urine output 

(physiological locus). Acute-renal-failure is defin«t tom __.,ailure. wifh:an acute temporal 

characteristic, and ftnalty; the drug-induced-acute•renat-failure is defined. to be acute-renaJ-faiJure 
of chemically-toxic etiology. Note that each step of the.~ ~Aetines a disease which . . . . . - .. I -, 

is fut1her speciaJized by one., of, Its pri1ft8rY characlerizatiOna. This provides a more specific 

placing of the diseases in the taxonomic hierarchy;' In ttle next example vrij sf\oW t10\Y the disease 

definitions can be taxonomicall)' organized along a sil.lgle.locul: 

[GI-disturbance= (disturbance•anat gastrointestinal-syste■) 
[lower-GI-distµrt.ance • (6hd!j•tu,rb"4'ce•u• lower-1.i~tract)] 

[disturbanc,-of-colon = (lo••t:-~1:-Pistur,bance•a~at co.lon)l]] 
<' - • ' 

(renal-disease= (disean•anat tna1•s.,.-tea) 
(nephritis= (ranal-disease•anat nepltron) 

[glomerular-nephritis • (nepltritis•anat 9lOll8rult.t1)]]] 

As can be seen from the above two examples, the basic medical knowfedge about anatomy, 

etiology etc., provides us with a framework for describing and organizing the disease hierarchy. 

We believe in the need for such a knowledge $trUdUre in the organtzation of any medical 

consulting program capable of expert level performa!Qt. However. we must note that this 

development is tentative and 1he details· of the knowledge ft!lpi~ntalioft described above are 

likely to evolve considerably as its use in the diasa,ac,sdt and•~ algorithms is better 
understood.10 

9. Each hierarchy, such as the analomic taxonomy, ~ us with a tree structured partial order. The 
tree structure for the diaeaae definitions is then derived from·tt.eae·partial Ofdenl.' 
10. In the CUIT8f1I lmplementafion of ABB.., lhiakncxMedge ia1i80ltOl'lfJ;fGr~ diffetent findings and 

diseases in diagnostic problem aolvinr,.; t kM8wer, 1be la'-'ertge ,.. .. 'ltilNrt deeci'ibed in thie chapler is 
capable of supporting a substantiaffy wider variety of uaes. 
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In the next section we will study the representation mechanisms for describing the causal 

(pathophysiological) knowledge relating different diseases. 

3.5 Causal Link 

A causal link specifies the cause-effect relation between· the cause (the antecedent) and the 

effect (the consequent) states. In the previous generation 1>f 'J)l'Ograms (i.e., PIP, INTERNIST and 

GLAUCOMA), causal relations were described by links specifying the type of causality (e.g., 
may-be-caused-by, complication-of, etc.), and a number or a set of numbers representing in some 

form ·the likelihood (conditional probability), importance, etc., of observing the effect given the 

cause or vice versa. We believe that this simple representation of the relation between states is 

inadequate. The form of presentation of an effect and the likelihood of observing it depend upon 

various aspects of the presentation of the cause instance such as severity and duration, as well as 

on other factors in the context in which the causal. phenomenc,n i$ manifested (such as the 

patient's age, sex and weight, and the current hypothesis about the patient's illness). To illustrate 

this, let us consider a (simplified) causal relation between diarrhea and dehydration. A rule-based 

description of this causal relation oan be specified asfollowa: 

IF diarrhea is severe. 
and its duration is greater than two days, 

THEN 
IF the patient has not received fluid replacement therapy 

THEN the patient is 1 ikely to have moderately severe dehydration 
ELSE the patient may have mild dehydration 

From the above simple example, It is apparent that the conditional probability of observing 

dehydration and its severity and duration depend on the severity and duration of diarrhea and the 
fluid replacement therapy. Even this simptified example clearly demonstrates the need for 

information on how a cause relates to an effect, as well as other contextuat information 

FJg. 12. Schematic description of a causal link 

Effect-Instance 

Attribute: 1 

Attribute:2 

Attrlbute:3 
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Causal-Unk 

Mapping 
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Cause-Instance 

Attrlbute:1 

Attribute:2 
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influencing the causal relation. To capture this information, the description of a causal link has 

associated with it a multivariate relation between attributes of the cause and the effect, the 

context, and the assumptions which constrain the causal relation. A schematic descriptiofl of a 

causal link and its representation In the data-base are shown in figure 12. 

An example of the causal relation between total extracellular stores of potassium (ecf-K) and 

its serum concentration (serum-K) ia described below. 

[((caused-by*b ecf-k)*e serum-k) 
[context:1 Iv total-ecf-water] 
(source:u 

[value-tu #c (ti11es•c (value•c (value*u destination:u)). 
(value•c conte~t:1))] 

[start-time-tu #c {value•c {sfart-time•u destination:u))]] 
( dest inat fon: u 

[valuetu #c (quotient•c (value•c (value•u source:u)), 
(value•c context:1))] 

[start-time-tu #c (value•c (start-time•u source:u))]]] 

The causal relation between ecf-k stores and serum-k is specified by·a causal link with·cauae 

(source) ecf-K and effect (destination) serum-k. The mapping relation describing this link is 

divided into two parts. The first part is associated with the source. of the link and describes 

procedures for computing the attributes of the source (cause) given the attributes of the 

destination (effect), and the second part is associated With the desttnation given the attributes of 

the source. For example, 1he total quantity of potassiµm In the extracellutar compartment (value 

of the source) is characterized as being the product of the, quantity of the extracellular water 
(value of the context, total-ecf-water) and the concentration of the potassium ion in it (destination, 

Strictly speaking, it would not be appropriate to call all relations of this kind "causal," as 

some of the relationships are more matters of definition or association than cause. A more 

rigorous analysis, perhaps following the Hnes of (Riegern), would fufther distinguish potential 

cause from actual, enabling conditions from true causations. ,.. .Sud) an expansion would, 

however, be orthogonal to our present argument, that any such link must connect several aspects 

of its source and destination. 

3.6 Multi-Level Causal Description 

Medical knowledge about different diseases and their pathophysiofogy is understood to 

varying degrees of detail. Our understanding of medical expert reasoning also suggests that an 

expert physician may have an understanding of a difficult case in terms of several levels of detail. 

For example, "serum creatinine concentration of 1.2 mg per cent" is at a distinctly different level 
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than "high serum creatinine",11 and "lower gastrointestinal loss" than "salmonellosis". For our 

p:-ogram to reason at a sophisticated level of competence, it wilf need to share such a range of 

representations. In order to be .effective the ·program must be able to describe the problem briefly 
yet still be able to take tow tevel detan into consideration; 'we have attacked this problem by 

representing the program's rriedtcal and case-specific knowledge at five distinct levels of detait, 12 

ranging from a pathophysiologtcal ievet to a phenornenolOlJlcat tevef of knov>ledge. 

The patient description developed here provides us with the abifity to describe the patient's 

ill~ at various levels of detail. Each level of the· destriplkm can· be- viewed as a semantic net 

describing a network of relations between diseases and findings. Each node represents a normal 

or abnormal state of a physiological parameter and each link represents some relation (causal, 

associational, etc.) between different states. · A state in the system· Its represented as a node in the 

causal network. Associated with each node is a set of attributes · describing its temporal 

characteristics, severity or value, ar_td other retevar'lt attributes. A ncjde is catted primitive If it does 

not contain internal structure and ts caHed composite if it can be definecf rn' 'terms of a causal 
network of-states at the next more detailed level of de~ription. One of the nodes at that more 

detailed level is designated as the focus node and the causal netwerk is oaHed the elaboration 

Fig. 13. Schematic description of the node structure 

X f composite node 

I 

I 

'tocus 
I 

11. A serum creatinine of 1.2 mg per cent can be interpreted in more than one way. For example we can 
assume this to be normal for a muscular male patient. But, for a average built female patient this could be an 
early indication of loss of as much as 1 /3 of the renal function. 
12, The number live does not have any medical or cognitive significance; It was chosen for purely 

engineering reasons. 
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structure of the composite node. Figure 13 shows a schematic of the elaboration structure for a 

composite node labeJed X. Nodes A through F and links between them form X's elaboration 

structure. Node X and _F are connected together by a focus link 1118king F the focus of the 

elaboration structure. The focus node identifies. the .essential pan of _the causal structure of the 

node above it. The collection of focal nodes acts to align the causal networks represented by 

different levels· of the PSM. We note that very often a composite n~ and its fQcal description at 

the next level share the same name.13 Nodes that do not play a rok! ~ the focal definition of any 

node at a higher levet are catJed non.awr~able nodes. Tney ~-a detailed aspect of the 

causal model whicn is subsumed under other nodes"with different foct at less -detailed levela of 
description. 

To illustrate th~ description of a state at various lev'8 of ~gregation, let us consider the 

electrolyte and actd-base disturbances that occua:- with.~llosi$, which causes excessive 

loss of lower gastrointestinal fluid (lower GJ,fluid 1°'5). )~-~ with plasma. tbe lower GI 

fluid is rich in bicarbonate {HC03) and potassium (K) • is deficient in sodium (Na) and chloride 

(Cl). The composition of lower gastrointestinal fluid 8IJd. .plasma are shown in fagure 14. The loss 

Fig. 14. Comparision of lower GI fluid and of plasma 

Lower GI fluid Plasma 

Na 100-110 138-145 mEq-/L 

K 30-40 4-5 mEq/L 

Cl 60-90 100-110 mEq/L 

HC0.1 30-60 24 · 28 mEq/L 

Fig. 15. The loss of electrolytes in lower GI flutd 

bicarb-loss < constituent-of 

constituent-of I sodium-loss -< -----., 
Lower-GI-Huicl-losaes 

potassium-loss < constituent-of f I 
chloride-loss ..,<_co_nstituent_· _-of ______ _._ 

13. This is typical in English, where- the level of detail of place names. for example, is often obtained from 
context and not encoded in the name used. 
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of lower GI fluid lea~ to the loss of corresponding quantities of its constituents as shown in figure 

15. Therefore, an excessive loss of lower GI ftuid without adequate replacement of fluid and 

electrolytes leads to a net reduction in the total quantity of fluid in the extracellular compartment 

(called hypovolemia). Because the concentration of Kand HC03 in the lower GI fluid is greater 

than in the plasma, there is also a corresponding reduction in the serum concentration of K 

(called hypokalemia') and HC03 (called hypobicarbonatemia) in the extracellular fluid. Finally, 

because the concentration of Cl and Na in the lower GI fluid is lower than that in the plasma, there 

is corresponding increase in the concentration of Cl (called hyperchloremia) and Na (called 

hype~natremia) in the extracellular flujd, A graphic representation of this infor:mation at the next 

higher level of aggregation is shown in figure 16. Figure 17 shows the aggregation of this 

information along with some additional causes and consequences of lower GI loss at the next 

more aggregate level of detail. Hypobicarbonatemia is interpreted as metabolic acidosis at the 

next higher level of detail. Note that the hypernatremia and hyperchloremia have not been 

encoded at this level.14 The hyperchloremia was not encoded because it is not clinically 

significant. The hypernatremia, however, is not encoded because it is not a common finding in 

the presentation of lower GI loss. The lower GI loss at thi$ level ,is ,a non-aggregable state and 

therefore does not have a focal aggregation at the next level above. Figure 18 shows the 

Fig. 16. Consequences of lower Gi loss described at next higher level 

hypobicarbonatemia < cauees 

I hypokalemia < causes 

I 
hyperchloremia causes < Lower-GI-fluid-losses 

hypernatremia < cauaes I 
I dehydration· < causes 

Fig. 17. Lower Gi loss expressed at an intermediate level 

metabolic-acidosis < causes causes colostomy 
I 'V 

dehydration causes causes < Lower-gi-fluid-losses < salmonellosis 

hypokalemia < 
causes I t causes villous adenoma 

14. The causal knowledge described here is encoded by hand, and represents the program's general 
medical knowledge. A similar multi-level description built by the program to describe a specific patient 
illness will be discussed in chapter 4. 
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Fig. 18. Salmonellosis and its consequences expressed at the cfinlcallevel 

metabolic-acidosis < causes 

I 
dehydration < cauaes aalmonelloais 

hypokalemia < causea I 

-description of the aggregate effects of safmonellosis (one of the causes of lower GI toss). 

links can be categorized into two types, as nodes· are: the primitive links and the composite 

links. To iffustrate the concept of elaborating causal Inks to form a causal chain, let us consider 

the causal relation between salmoneftosis and dehydration shown in figure 19. The causal 
mechanism of dehydration caused by salmonelosis can be elaborated as foftows: salmoneNosis 

causes lower Gt loss, which in tum causes dehydration. Expressed at 1:he next level of greater 

detail, the lower GI toss leads to water loss which results in reduction in tt1e· extraceffular volume. 

Fig. 19. Layered description of link: satmonettosis causes dellYdratlon 
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The state of reduced extracellular volume is called dehydration. 

Because the causal relations specified by Jinks are not guaranteed to be true under all 

circumstances (they repreaent atmng aaaociations. not-logical truth), the validity of deductions 
degrades with every add~ intermediate link. That ia, a • ...., pathway containing a large 

'lumber of links is lees likely tctae validltlan one using,only -a few links. Therefore, in order to 
explore a large diagnostic space. we ,must Rtduce,1tte tangths· of commonly occumng chatns of 

causal relations. One way of achieving this is through U.multi-level description propoaecHn this 

chapter. The multi-level description scheme allows us to aggregate the diagnostic space to a 

level where each link represents an aggregate causal phenomenon covering large distances and 

thus minimizing the possibility of error in the deduction. 

However, the multi-level description proposed above can not solve this problem completely. 

For example, there are situations where all the intermediate nodes in a given causal chain cannot 

be suppressed due to limited number of levels of description. Stated differently, because of the 

fixed number of levels in the multi-level description, the programs ability to aggregate causal 
description is limited. To overcome this problem we introduce the notion of a compiled link which 

represents a causal pathway.15 The compiled links provide· us with the ability to selectively 

explore commonly occurring causal paths more deeply than others without degrading the quality 

of deduction. This also provides us with the additional abiUty to activate 16 nodes which are not 

immediate neighbors of the node under consideration. For example, severe salmonellosis causes 

dehydration sufficient to cause hypotension (lowering of blood pressure). This fact can be 

represented in the data base by the compiled causal link as shown in the figure 20. 

An important function of diagnostic reasoning Is to relate causally the diseases and ' 

symptoms observed in a patient. These causal relations play a central role in identifying clusters 

that can be meaningfully aggregated in developing coherent diagnoses. The presence or 

absence of a causal relation between a pair of states can change their diagnostic and prognostic 

interpretations. Therefore, the system should and does have the capability of hypothesizing the 

presence or absence of a causal relation. This is the primary reason why links are considered 

Fig. 20. Compiled llnk 

[((caused-by*b salmonellosis)•e hypotension) 
#path [((caused-by*b salmonellosis)•e dehydration)], 

[((caused-by*b dehydration)•e hypotension)]] 

15. During the exploration of a diagnostic space, traversing a compiled link is equivalent to traversing the 
predefined path associated with the compiled link in a single step. 
16. This is similar to "triggering" a disease in PIP. 
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In this section we tme- described the representatian of ttle. INIOfflic, physiofegic and 

eliologjc medical knoll... araund wtJidl; .. 71111 FJ ...... and palh_,aiiato9Y ia 

organized. We have also~, smd a IIIUlli revet·•--- dl11c1iplan. ~ causal lmowledge. lit 
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4. Structure Building Operations 

This chapter deals with the operations for building causal models (called PSMs; the Patient 

Specific Models) that can explain a patient's illness. A PSM is created by instantiating portions of 

ABEL's general medical knowledge. The creation of a PSM requires establishing and maintaining 

a correspondence between the medical knowledge and the observations, so that the information 

from each source can be added together. Much of the meaning of an observation depends on the 

context provided by the PSM; conversely, the PSM is created by assimilating many observations. 

As the PSM is multi-level, this assimilation requires the ability to summarize a detailed description 

into aggregate global summaries and the ability to disaggregate a summary into detailed 

description. This can be achieved based on the observation that the cognitive maps can be 

organized around local landmarks (focal nodes described in the previous chapter). The local 

topology surrounding a landmark can be described relative to the landmark and the landmarks 

then related to each other to construct the next level summary. It is possible to maintain sufficient 

mapping between adjacent levels for efficient use of this map for problem solving, if the 

summarization is carried out gradually using small steps, and in strict adherence to the principle 

of locality. Finally, note that detailed descriptions are likely_to be much more accurate than global 

ones; detailed physiological descriptions tend to be much more accurate than global syndromic 

descriptions. Furthermore, local inconsistencies are easy to detect and correct, and are usually 

attributed to particular observations. Global inconsistencies, however, are much more difficult to 

pin down and are usually due to systematic errors in the interpretation of local observations and 

unwarranted extensions of local observations. Therefore, in building the PSM we interpret 

observations at the most detailed level possible and resolve inconsistencies arising at an 

aggregate level by using more detailed levels. 

4.1 Structure of a PSM 

A PSM is a multi-level causal model, each level of which attempts to give an account of the 

program's understanding of the patient's case. Each PSM contains all the diseases and findings 

that have been observed or concluded in a given patient along with hypothesized diseases, 

findings, and their interrelationships, which together form a coherent explanation. Within each 

PSM, the known and hypothesized diseases, findings and their interrelationships are mutually 

complementary, while the alternate PSMs provide alternate explanations which are mutually 

exclusive and are competing to explain a patient's illness. Note that considering a PSM as a 

hypothesis for a patient's illness avoids the problem faced by the previous programs which 

considered each possible individual disease as a complete hypothesis, as discussed in chapter 1. 

The PSMs are implemented using a Patient Specific Data structure (called PSD). The PSDs 

are organized in a tree. The PSD in the root position of the tree contains observed findings and 

the structure common to all the PSMs. Differing interpretations of the observed findings are 

described by creating inferior PSDs each containing incremental chanues (additions as well as 
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deletions) to their superior PSD. Each PSD in the tree inherits from its superiors all the structure 

present in them except that which is explicitly deleted. 17 The structure visible from each leaf 

node of the PSD tree corresponds to an individual PSM. The list of PSMs at any given instant of 

diagnosis is called causal hypothesis list (CH-list). 

Each PSD is implemented as a record structure containing a record for each level of 

description, a list of deleted elements and a pointer to the superior PSD containing it. The record 

structure of a PSD is: 

(<level-0>,<level-1>,<level-2>,<level-3>,<level-4>,<deleted-elements>,<superior>) 

The description of each level is implemented as a record structure consisting of a set of nodes, a 

set of links describing the relations between the nodes at the given level, and two sets of focal 

links connecting the description at the current level to the description at the adjacent lower and 

upper levels. The record structure of a level is: 

(<nodes>, <links>, <focal-links up>, <focal-links down>) 

The tree structure of the PSDs allows different PSMs to share structure common between 

them, providing efficiency in storage as well as in comparison of the structures of different PSMs. 

All the new information received is always added to the root PSD, the PSO common to every PSM. 

However, if this new information can be explained in more than one way in the context of a given 

PSM, the leaf PSO corresponding to the PSM is expanded to represent each of these explanations 

separately. 

The PSMs are created and augmented using structure building operations described in this 

section. These operations are initial formulation to create the initial set of PSMs from the 

presenting complaints and lab results, aggregation to summarize the description at a given level 

of detail to the next more aggregate level, elaboration to disaggregate the description at a given 

level to the next more detailed level, projection to hypothesize associated findings and diseases 

suggested by states in the PSM, and constituent summation and decomposition to evaluate the 

combined effects of multiple etiologies and to evaluate the unaccounted components of partially 

accounted findings. 

4.2 Initial Formulation 

One of the most startling observations uncovered from the study of clinical problem solving is 

the physician's response to the presenting complaints [Pauker76, Elstein77, Kassirer78). 

17. The use of PSD tree is similar to the use of a "context tree" in CONNIVER [Sussman72]. 
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"The most striking aspect of the history-taking process revealed by the 
protocols is the sharp focus of the clinicians' problem-solving behavior. The 
subjects generated one or more working hypotheses early in the history-taking 
process when relatively few facts were known about the patient. A1 a time when 
the clinician was aware only of the age, sex, and presenting complaints of the 
patient, he often immediately introduced a hypothesis, .... 

The process of hypothesis activation dominated the early part of the 
diagnostic session as the physicians searched for some explanation of the 
findings and for a context in which to proceed. Later in the session the emphasis 
was on hypothesis evaluation rather than hypothesis activation." 

- Clinical Problem Solving [Kassirer78, pages 249 - 250] 

It is -useful for a program to separate, like clinicians, the initial formulation of the diagnostic 

problem from subsequent revisions in the diagnostic alternatives. The patient specific 

information available at the initial phases of di~nosis is generally limited to a few nonspecific 

complaints. It does not provide sufficient context for a data-driven problem solver designed to 

perform optimally during later stages of diagnosis. Thus, failure to recognize the differences 

between the initial and the subsequent stages of diagnosis may reS';Jlt in an unfocused diagnostic 

inquiry with many irrelevant questions until sufficient information can be gathered for establishing 

a context for an orderly inquiry. The program presented here makes such a distinction. However, 

substantial improvement in the initial formulation of the diagnostic problem will be required before 

this distinction can be effectively exploited. 

When provided with the initial findings and a set of serum electrolyte values, ABEL constructs 

a small set of PSMs, using the following steps. First, it analyses the electrolytes and formulates 

the possible single or multiple acid-base disturbances that are consistent with the electrolyte 

values provided. It then selects from them a small set which is consistent with the initial findings. 

Next, it generates a pathophysiological explanation of the electrolytes based on each of the 

proposed acid-base disturbances. This is achieved by elaborating known clinical information to 

the pathophysiological level, where its relationships to the laboratory data is determined by 

projecting the unique causes and definite . consequences of every node. The program then 

summarizes these pathophysiological descriptions to the clinical level by repeated application of 

the aggregation operations. This process results in the Initial description of the patient being built 

at every level of detail. These descriptions form the program's initial hypotheses, and are later 

modified as new information becomes available. Note that each of the mechanisms, aggregation, 
elaboration and projection are used in the initial formulation of the PSM. 

4.3 Some Definitions 

This section introduces the naming conventions and definitions for describing types of nodes 

and their internal structures in a PSM. 
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Fig. 21. NocletVPN 

(a) FuHy Unaccounted Node 

(b) FuUy Accounted Node 
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(c) Partially unaccounted nodes 

~ 

Prime Antecedent: A node is a prime antecedent if it does not have any 
link coming into 1t, i.e., ft does not have any ·cauee. 

Ultimate Etiology. a prime antecedeAt is called ullimale etiology if I 
represems a diagnoaia, i.e .. a diseaae whidl does aat need to be 
explained in the domain of application. 

Unaccounted Node: a prime-antecedent which is not an ultimate 
etiology. It is called unaccounted because it needs to be accounted for 
in terms of ultimate etiologies for the diagnosis to be complele. 

Fully Accounted Node: A node is said to be tuli/ accounted if all its 
causes are present 
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Partially Accounted Node: A node is said to be partially accounted if only 
some of its causes are present. 

Accounted Component: the accounted component is a node which 
describes the sum total of the effect of all the known causes of a partially 

· accounted node. 

Unaccounted co_mponent: the unaccounted component is a node which 
describes that part of a partially accounted node that still remains to be 
accounted for. In other words it represents the difference between the 
partially accounted node and its accounted component .. 

Predecessor path: a predecessor path of a node is defined to be any 
causal path (with one or more links) leadmg· Into the node. 
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Some of these structures are also illustrated. in figure 21. Figure 21 (a) shows a fully 

unaccounted node X. Figure 21 (b) shows three-~ structures for fully accounted nodes. 

The first structure shows a . fully accounted node X and its cause A. The second and third . . 

structures show a fully accounted node X with two cau~ predecessors A and B which together 

account for X. In the third structure X is a primitive node and therefore the components of X (i.e., 

x1 and X2) accounted for by each of its causes are explicitly instantiated. However, in the second 

structure X is a fully accounted for composite node, therefore, A ~d B are directly connected to 

X suppressing the component structure present at the greater levels of detail. Figure 21 (c) shows 

two possible structures for partiaffy accounted node X. X Is decomposed into an accounted 

component Xa, and an unaccounted component XU" Xu· is an unaccounted node with structure 

similar to case (a) and Xa is a fully accounted node and has structure similar to case (b). 

4.4 Aggregation 

The aggregation process is used to summarize the description of the patient's illness at a 

given level to the next more aggregate level. This summarization of the causal network is 

achieved by identifying nodes (called focal nodes) which can serve as landmarks, summarizing 

each focal node and its surrounding causal relationships at the next more aggregate level (called 

focal aggregation), and by summarizing the chain of causal relations between nodes by a single 

causal relation between the initial cause and the final effect nodes (called causal aggregation). 

4.4.1 Focal Aggregation 

In aggregating a causal network we must first identify the nodes that form the focal points 

around which the causal phenomenon can be summarized. Consider a partially-constructed PSM 

in which some nodes at a detailed level have been instantiated. A node is a focal node if the 

following three conditions are satisfied. (1) In the medical knowledge-base this node is the focus 

of the elaboration structure of at least one node at the next more aggmoate level. (2) In the PSM 
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at least one such higher level node already exilta, or can- be instantiated. (3) The aggregation is . . 

not inconsistent with the existing structure of the PSM., 'If the aggregate node does not exist, then 

both it and the focal link ~e instantiated. If the aggregate node exists, the focal link connecting 

the two is instantiated and the profiles of the focus ~ Ille aogregate nodes are updated using 

any additional information that can be inferred by this connection. Anally. if more than one 

possible candidate for aggregation is consistent with the causal structure above, the focal . 
aggregation process is deferred until addltionaf information can be obtained to resolve this 

ambiguity. 

4.4.2 Causal Aggregation 

Once we have determined the focal aggregations for node$- at a given level of detail we need 

to determine the causal relations among these aggregate nodes. This is achieved using causal 

aggregation. The process ·of causal aggregation takes a node and its causes and_ aggregates the 
relation between them according to one of·· three rures.· ·Ftrst, · if' the· node has no causal. 
predecessors or If none of the causal paths 1eadfng into fhe·iicxfe {predecessor paths} have an 
aggregable node, ~ the focal aggregaflon of the node does not have· any causal predecessors. 

The focal aggregation node then is either an ultimate etiotogy off$ an unaccounted node and no 

new edges need to be added to the aggregation. f"agure 22 shows two examples of causal 
aggregation of fufty unaccounted nodes. The first example shows causal aggregation of low

serum-K-1. Focafty aggregating we instantiate hypolullelnia-1. Next, we loffow the predecessor 

Fig. 22. Causal aggregation: fully unaccovntect ,_. 
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Fig. 23. Causal aggregation: fully accounted ftOde 
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Fig. 24. Causal aggregation: partially accounled node 
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path of low-serum-K-1 In search of an aggregable node. As low-total-ecf-K-1 and K-loss-1 are not 

aggregable nodes, this search fails, and no additional alructure is created. However, as the 

predecessor path terminates In an unaccounted node, the focal aggregation of low-serum-K-1, 

hypokalemia-1, is marked unaccounted. The second example shows high-serum-CJ-1. As high

serum-Cl-1 does not have any predecessor, its focal aggregation, byperchloremia-1, does not 

have any causal predecessor. 

hyperchloremia-1 is also unaocounted. 

Furthermore, as high-serum-CJ-1 is unaccounted, 

Second, If every predecessor path has a node with a focal aggregation then the focal 

aggregation of the node is fully accounted for. The causal aggregatton is achieved by creating a 

causal link between the focal aggregation of the node and the first focat aggregation in each path. 

Figure 23 shows two examples of causal aggregation of fully accounted nodes. Jn the first 

example the low-serum-K-1 has one predecessor path and that predecessor path contains an 
aggregable node, lower-Gi-loss-1. Therefore, low-serum-K-1 is a fully accounted node, and its 
causal aggregation is achieved by focally aggregating lower-Gi-loss-1 and causally connecting 

hypokalemia-1 to it. In the second example, low-serum-K-1 has two predecessor paths, each 

containing an aggregable node. The causal aggregation is achieved by focaffy aggregating each 

of these two aggregable nodes and then causaffy connecting hypokalemia-1 to them as shown. 
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Finally, if only some of the predecessor paths have nodes with focal aggregations then th~ 

focal aggregation of this node is partially accounted for. The causal aggregation is achieved by 

decomposing the node into two components: (1) the accounfec:J cq111ponent, due to paths which 

have some focal aggregation, and (2) the unac~ounted compo~e~t; d~e to paths that.do not. The 

focal aggregation of the liode is then decomposed baMd ~ th~ ~~mppsition at the pr~ 
level and the two cases are treated as described.~:-,-Any ;.,.,,i~tormatiQn that can be cteri~ 
from the addition of causal links in the PSM Is used to ~ate the profil~S- of nodes involved in 

. . . . ' . r' •' . -·, ····.'···. . . . , ·•, 
aggregation. Rgure 24 shbws an example ql causal aggregatiAO of a pa,rtially accounted nQda. . . . . . ' (, ··, ., , .. ;··:·· ' :;_, :-,; _ _'· .,: •, (,, ·. : . . . , ... 
In thi~ example one of the two predecessor paths of low;set:Um•K· 1 cgn~~m1an a9gregable rtod(f, 

,._.,.,_. . ;,_ ' · '. -~ .·-: ', ("'"j:[~ ..... lCd ... :'. ,·,,.4 ,/' -~), ... ·--~~- _•H·,,·.,,.' 

lower-GI-ID$~,~ we focally agg~e this riode .. ~, other _pred~~': path terminat~ In 

K:loss-3, an uhacccfontect node. Next, .,;e compute
0

the component of loyi-St)rum-K-1 that can be 
. ~·<'.:u· ·' 

accounted for by lower-Gi-loss-1 and the component that remains unaccounted for because of 
the unaccounted K-loss-3. Then we compute the mapping of these W'4l_SQ~,• the 09xt 

level of aggregation and instantiate hypokalemia-2 (the component accounted for by lower-Gi

loss-1) and hypokahtm·~~-. { • . 14 UA~-5~- , :·We ;;ihetwcauaaJly connect 

hypokalemia-2 to lower•Gi,J~ t ~ mark~J•~m.3 "8'~~ for. 

4.5 Elaboration 

Elaboration is the dual of the aggregation operation described above. It is used to 

disaggregate the description <>f a causal network at a Qiven lev~ to _the next more detailed. level. 

In other words, given a summary description of a causal. phit11o~n_0Jl, it provides a more detailed 

description consistent with the summary. This is achieved by instantiating the focal description of 

each composite node (called focal elaboration) and. by instantiating the ~sa.J,:paijlway between 
' ' . - ' . ,. - . ~ --

these detailed nodes corresponding to each causal link at the ~1feul,l(-called causal 

elaboration). If the causal pathway being instantiated interacts with other causal paths in the 

PSM, the combined effects1of the multiple.caUS8Bty are computfid•~•'dorrq,bttent summation. 

The combined effects of this summation eart then be ~regaff,d up._,~~ .tcfreflect the better 
understanding of the causal phenomenon af'the ltigller levels ~-aggregation. This is one 

mechanism where two aggregate phenomena.may become fiAked. through·the interaction of their 

detailed descriptions. 

In summary, the focal aggregation and efaboration create mappings between nodes across 

different levels, and causal aggregation and efaborations create mappings between causal links 

across different levels. 

4.5. 1 Focal Elaboration 

To elaborate a causal network we identify the nodes in the network that have been used as 

summary descriptions, establish their references at the next more detailed level, and establish 

additional nodes and links at the detailed l~vel to describe the phenomenon described in -the 
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aggregate network. The operation of focal elaboration deeJa with the first two of the three steps 

mentioned above. 

A node can be focalty elaborated if it is a composite node, and if a node corresponding to its 

focus already exists or can be instantiated in the PSM. If the focus ~ does not ettist. then both 
it and the focal Hnk are instantiated. lf the new node is ~ wilh the detailed level, the 

detailed level is mod'lfied to re-establish overaR ~-· If ·~ focus node exists and is 

consistent, then the focal lfnk connecting the two is created and ~. ~ of the node and Its 
focus are updated using any additional information that can.~ inferrecJ by this sy,nbiosis. Andly, 

· wmore than one possible candidate for focal~~ '5'~t·~ the ~.structure 

above, the focal etaboration process is deferred· ~ ~ ~atiQn to · .. eso1ve, this 
ambiguity can be obtained. · · • · • · · · · · ·, · · 

4.5.2 Causal Bnoratlon 

Causal elaboration ia uaed to delemine 11e· cauaaf Nlationa between nodes at a detailed level 
based on the causal f8latfeR8 between 11W nodes at fit _., liwe 1iggregate level. causal 
elaboration is centered around the composite causal Hnk and the chain of causal links that 

describe each composite causal link. To elaborate a composite link, the program matches the 

causal path associated with the link, against existing paths in the,. PSM. If some part of this . ' , . . .. 

pathway is not present, the program recurs on each missing link in the pathway (~ng from the 

focus node of the cause) until the Ink being elaborated is a~- When the link being 

elaborated is primitive it is instantiated under one of the following conditipna. 

(1) If the effect node is not present In the PSM, the effect node .and the 
liffl(' lff ntantialed. 

(2) If the effect node is present. and the conatrainlS on ,·the link are 
satisfied anc;I it is not caU$8lly inc~ then lhe link Js instaAli,ated 
connecting the cause and the~.~-

(3) If the effect node is present but is parttaffy or fulY accounted by some 
other cause, the effects of this additional cause are combined with the 
existing structure using the component summation and decomposition 
operation and thiacombined effectieprep11 tect...-,.1111 Nd 

The program also updates the profiles of the nodes in the causal pathway using any 

additional information that can-be inferred by addition of the pathway. finally, the aggregation 
operation is used to revise the description of the next more aggregate level to reflect the addition 

of the causal pathway. 
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Fig. 25. An example of Ute elaboration process 
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This process is illustrated with the help of the simple example shown in figure 25. Let us 

consider a patient with hypokalemia and salmoneilosis. For the example, let us also assume that 

by some reasoning process we have established a causal link between salmoneHosis and 

hypokalemia. The elaboration operation can then be used to establish U,is relation at more 

detailed levels. The pre-existing structure in the PSM is shown in solid lines, the link being 

causally elaborated (between hypokalemia and salmonellosis) is shown in solid t;>old and the links 

added by the process of elaboration are shown in bold broken lines. The elaboration process 

attempts to match the causal path corresponding to the link between salmonellosis and 

hypokalemia at the next level of detail, namely, salmonellosis -causes-> lower-GI-loss 

-causes-> hypokalemia. The link between salmonellosis and lower-GI-loss already exists. 

However, the link between lower-GI-loss and hypokalemia does not and must be created and 

elaborated further. Simiiarly, at the next level, the link between lower-GI-loss and K-loss does not 
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exist. As this link is primitive the recursion terminates Will\- creation ·of this link. Furthermore, as 

the attributes of K-loss and Lower-GI-loss are compatible and the two are causally consistent, this 

link can be established by simply adding its instantiatiQR_, the PSM. Having established this link 

the program aggregates this causal path to propagate Ifie effects of the elaboration back to the 

higher levels of aggregation~ 

4.6 Projection 

The proiection operation is used to hypothesize and eKplaift the associated findings and 

diseases suggested by the states in a PSM. The projection operation is very similar to 

elaboration. It differs from elaboration in that the causal relation being projected is hypothetical 

and therefore is not present in the PSM. Furthermore, the projection operation fails if the causal 

description of the hypothesized link is inconsistent with 118 4escription in the PSM at any level of 
detail. As a result, the application of the projection operation cannot result .in the decomposition 

' . - . 

of a fuffy accounted node, creating an additional unaccounted component and therefore 

degrading the quality of explanation. 

As stated above the projection operation is not an essential cpmponent of 1h& structure 

building operations. However, it plays an lmpmtant rote in· !he diagnostic problem solver in 

exploring diagnostic possibilities, evaluating their validity and in generating expectations about 

the consequences of hypothesized diagnoses. 

4. 7 Component Summation and Decomposition 

One of the important mechanisms in developing an understanding of the patient's illness is 

the evaluation of the effects of more than one disease present in the patient simultaneously, 

especially when one of the diseases alters the presentation of the others. To deal with such a 

situation competently, the program must have the ability to identify the effect of each cause 

individually, and the ability to combine these effects tQgether. In '1i$ section we present .ttle 
component summation and decomposition operations, Component summation combines 

attributes of the components to generate tfle attributes of the joint node; component 

decomposition identifies the unaccounted component by noting differences between the joint 

node and its existing components. These operations ·enrich the PSM by instantiating and unifying 

component nodes when the case demands them. This occurs whenever multiple· causes 

contribute jointly to a single effect. An important case of this arises whenever feedback is 

modeled, because'in any feedback loop there is at least one node acted on both by an outside 

factor and by the feedback loop itself. Finatty, the decomposition of an effect with multiple causes 

into its causal components wiU also provide us with valuable Information for evaluating the 

prognosis and formulating therapeutic interventions. 
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As the PSM is built, component summation and decomposition operations can cause a node 
in the program's general knowledge to be instantiated as a node and its several components in 

the PSM. If a node is primitive and there are multiple causes, the contribution of each cause is 

instantiated separately. Then the profile of the combination is computed, using component 

summation. The combined effect is then instantjated and connected to its constituents by 

constituent links. 

Because components are defined only for primitive nodes, the instanti1Uion of composite 

nodes which involve component summation nmst be in terms of the summation of components in 

the node's elaboration structure. If the nc,de i& ~e then we elaborate the constituent 

nodes around their focal nodes until we reach theprimi,tive nodes associated with them. Then we 

combine these primitive nodes and aggregate their: effects back. For example. if we know that a 
\(.. 

patient has hypobicarbonatemia and hypocapnia causing acidemia (figure 26), we can evaluate 

their combined effect as follows: (1) compute the· component of acidemia caused by 

hypobicarbonatemia and hypocapnla individuany, (2) foc~1ty elaborate these two components 

until each component can be described in terms of ol:lange in serum-pH (a primitive node), 

(3) sum the two components using component summation, and {4} aggregate the joint effect to 

derive the actual severity of acidemia. 

As mentioned above, the mechanism of component summation allows us to represent 

feedback explicitly by representing the primary component of the change (the forward path) and 

the secondary feedback -component (the responae ot the homeostatic mechamsm in defense of 

the parameter being changed) as components to be summed to yield the whole. Figure 'ZT shows 

Fig. 26. An example of component summation/decomposition 
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Fig. 27. Feedback loop represented using component aumaaation 
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the primary change in serum pH caused by -low .ea,um llarbonate::anid -1tte NSpOnSe of the 

respiratory system to the change in wum pH.· Reed lle·aample•·..,.._. lhe<loWerlng of the 

concentration of serum bicarbonate causes a reduction in_ ~ro pH, whi<:.h cauees 

hyperventilation and thus reduces the pCO2, which in tum_ ca~ !In, ~ii}~~ in the serum-pH 

(negative feedback). This Increase Is fess than the initial reduction,' causing' a net reduction in 

serum pH. 

These operations deal not only with the magn;tude of some disorder but also with other 

attributes such as duration. They are implemented by associating with each priA¥tjve node a 

multivariate. relation that constrains the attributes of the node anditB G0111poA8Rts. Thia mapping 

function is used by component summation in computing the attributes of the joint node from the 

attributes of the component nodes and by compOMnt decomposition in computing the attributes 

of the unaccounted component from the attributai·of'WJc,int node and its existing components. 

An example of the constraints is shown in the next·exariiple. 
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[(concentration•u electrolyte) 
[union:u 

[valuetu #c (combine-electrolyte-valua•c 
(value•t (value•u compmnt:t)). 
(value•c (value•u aotnponent:2)), 
(defaul t•e component: 1))] 

[start-t imetu · 
· le (min•c (value•c (start-time•u· component:1)), 

(vlaue•c (start-time•u component:2)))] 
[durationtu 

lie (max•e (value•e (durat-1on•u component:1)), 
(value•c (duration•u component:2)))] 

(belieftu 
le (min•e (value•c (belief•u component:1)), 

(value•c (belie1f*u component:2)))] 
[component:1 

[valuetu lie (component-electrolyte-valua•c 
(value•c (value•u union:u)), 
(value•c (value•u coJQPonent:2)). 
(default•c union:u))] 

[start-timetu le {value•c (start-time•u union:u))] 
[durationtu le (value•c (duration•u union:u))] 
(belieftu #c (value•c (belief•ti union:u))] ]] 
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The above example describes the multivariate relation between the components and their 

summation for the concentration of electrolytes. This relation is divided into .!'No parts; the first 

part (associated with slot "union:u") describe$ procedur.,fprpombi(ling the,attributes of the two 

components ("companent:1" and "component2"). In pa,ticwar, it states that the value of the 

joint-state (union) is determined from the values of the two compcnents and the default value of 

the electrolyte concentration using a Hsp function "combine-electrolyte-vafue". It further states 

that the belief in the joint-state is equal to the lesser of the beliefs in the components.18 Similarly, 

the "start-time" of the joint-node. is the earlier of the two start times and the duration of the 

joint-state is the longer of the two durations. A similar set of procedures for computing the 

difference (component:1) between the joint-state and a given component state (component:2) is 

described in the second part of the example shown above. Thismapping relation can be used for 

computing the component summation/decor'npasition of electrolyte concentrations in any one of 

the different fluids in the body such as extra-ceUular fluid, lntraceUultir fluid, and urine. 

The component operations are activated when a node Is added to the PSM where another 

node in the same class is already present. These operations. incorporate the new node into the 

structure of the PSM and delete any structure in the PSM that is no longer valid due the the 

addition of the new node. These operations can be divided broadly into three cases based on the 

18. This is consistent with our view that "the belief in an explanation is equal to the belief of its weakest 
link". This belief computation is similar to that used in Glaucoma/CASNET program [Weiss78] and in fuzzy 
set theory [Zactch65, Gainos76]. 
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properties of the node already present and the new node being added: (1) both the new and 

pre-existing nodes are both ~supported by observation; (2) the new node being added is 

supported by observation_ arid tbe pre-existing node i8 not; and (3) the new node is not supported 

by observation and the pre-existing node Is. A node is aid to be supported by observation if the 

node is either an observed node or Is a causal predecessor of an observed node which Is July 

accounted for.· The details of the three caaea: 

Case 1: Neither the new nor the pre-existing node Is supported by 
observation. tn this case the joint effect of the two nodes is computed 
and the two nodes are connected to the joint effect usin(l component 
links. If the pre-existing node alreadyJaas COlQPOA8Clt-~re. the new 
node is directly connected to the pre-Q&ting joint effect and the 
attributes of the joint effect are revised to be conaislellt with this 
addition. Any of the successors of the two nodes which •e oonsislent 
with the joint effect 81'9'f'erouted through the joint effect and those which 
are not consistent are deleted and the effects of these deletions are 
propagated. 

Case 2: The new node being added Is supported by observation and the 
pre-exi&ting node is not. In this case the joint effect of the resulting 
structure (upon application of the component operation) must be same 
as the new node. If the pre-existing•~ and,_ tbe: new _nede are 
consistent with one another then the pre-ex~ node qs _ replaced with 
the new node and the operation is complete.. H they are not, the 
difference between the observed and the unobserved is computed, and 
a node ~ to the dffrerenc9 (caled 
unaccounted-eomponent) is -instantiated. Next the pre-existing 
(accounted.component) node and the unaccounted component_ to the 
new Ooint-effect) node are connected using component links. Any of the 
successors of the pre-existing node that are consistent with the 
joint-effect are rerouted through it and those that are not consistent are 
deteted and the effects of these deletions are propagated. 

Case 3: The pre-existing node is supported by ob&er:vation wtlile the new 
node being added is not. As in the case 2. the observed node is the 
designated joint EJffect. This case is somewhat more complex, because 
the pre-existing node is observed -and· may have constituents of any 
possible form, i.e., may be fully accounted for, partly accounted for, or 
fully unaccounted for. In each case the new node is a:kMd to the 
pre-existing structure as a constituent as shown in the figure 28. 

Figure 28 shows subcases of case 3 where the pre-existing node (bold square) is supported 

by observation while the new node (crossed square) being added is not. The left side of the figure 

shows the situation before the component summation and the right side shows poSS1ble situations 

after the component summation. Figure 28(a) shows the operation for a fully unaccounted 
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Fig. 28. Component summation/decomposition: Case 3 
a sn-exillllnll node 181,_ node □ other nodN 

(a) Fully Unaccounted Node 

unaccounted-component 
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(b) Fully Accounted Node: Subcase 1 
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Fig. 28. (continued) 

(d) Pattially Accountect....,.iSubcaae 1 

(e) Partlalty Accounted Node: Subcase 2 

ac-- □ 

UllfaCC111Nld-compo, ..... 
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pre-existing node. Figure 28(b} shows the operation tor a fully aocoµnted pre-existing node with 
one cause. The first structure on the right shows the situation when the effects of existing cause 
and the the new node are stUI consistent witll the ,pre-.-ing. ~ Jn tms .situation the 

components of each of the two causes are instantiated "8d connected.'8·shown in the figure, 

The second structure shows the situatipn .when the .awn of •the.new :n~and the effect of the 

existing cause ia not·consistent with the pre-existing ~a.,. J" Vlis ~ the pre-existing node 

is decomposed into an accounted and an unaccounted qompanem.. The aec,ounted component 

is dealt with similar to the first structure and th!I ~ted O()mpon,ellt is marked as being 

unac~ounted. Figure 28(c} shows the operatief:l .for ~ ,f\lNy ~oanted pr:e~existing node with 

multiple causes. This case is hand1-d similar to that.~ figure 28(b), ftgure 28(d}.and (e) show the 

operation for partially accounted pre-existing ~ .. Jf tl!IJe n,w nQde llletc• tllit URaocounted 

component of tbe pre-ex,ist~ structure. the resulting,~re i.,wtJy accouotecUor, if it doea 

not the accounted and. ~uoteili compo~ -~ ,tlla..five-el<isting flOde •e ,~~ and 
the new node is connected to. the;~unted C()mp!Oll81)lt. 

In this section we have developed a knowledge representation formalism and operations for 

dealing with effects with mvttiRle <:4~~ and-~ ·loops.~Qfl in the ·physiological 

regulation of the bQdy's vital functions. The mecha,)jsmc,te~~e is intended for symbolic 

description for reasoning with and explaining, tb8, ab~-~"physiologioal regutation in a 

patient, not for predicting the behavior of physiolggicat parameters ::OVer time using dynamic 

simulation techniques. 
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5. Diagnostic Problem Formulation and Information Gathering 

The patient specific model (PSM) dm--eloped in dlapler 4 was designed to provide the 

program with the capability d ecpresslrig its understanding about tHe pattenfs ilness. However, 

due to the tack of C\)mplete tmowledge ·about the J)allent' and due to·uncertainties .in the medical 
knowledge, this w,denanding may be Imprecise and incoi'nptete. Our 'task' is to identify lhese 

we~ and gather lnformatten·that wit help ftlduce ot elfflimite1hem. -Viewed diffen,ntly, 

these weaknesses identify a set of prot,lenm, a1f of Whlch need u, be ao1ved In the process of 
diagn~. The avaitabilty of a set of tJt obtems to -WOft( on simuttaneousty provides the problem 

solver with an opportunity to be efficient t,y abstracting~· ilsi,ects ot· pmb1ems -and by 

selecting an efficient Older -in which 1fte problems are lb be~; This chapter examines 

several ~ (1) 1he process of idenllJing the$e w9111maliH 111 ·and formutatlrig a diagnostic 

problem based on them, (2) the ~ of ·this diaiija~ prbtiai!fo 1111d 11s decomposition 

into simpler problems, and (3) the evaluation of newty acqdifecH'lf~ foT·apparent and real 

discrepancies. 

The general medical knowledge in the program cu1ttait1S disi·me pratolypes. However, given 

the facts I about a patient along with a postilble-~-liia-~ Worma1ion can 'be 

substantially constrained. For exaMpfe, knewtng''ihat lie padift-has· moderately ·severe 
metabofic acidosis, we aln constnlii,· the di11aae1 hypOlhesfad ID' account for 1he metabolic 

acidosis to be consistent with it, e.g., if safmoneHosis is a hypothesized cause of _this metabolic 
acidosis, it must be moderately severe and must have a duration of greater than two days. 

Secondly, only a small portion of the medical knowledge is televant to any given diagnostic 

situation. For example, knowing that the patient's anion gap is normal, alt the causes of metabolic 

acidosis that are not consistent with normal anion gap can be ruled out as being ~nt to the 

diagnosis. 19 We therefore introduce the notion of a diagnostic closure (called DC) which 

contains the medical knowledge local to the diagnostic situation, ex1raCted from the medical 

data-base and made specific to the PSM. The DC is constructed by hypothetically projecting 

forward tllle states of a PSM to identify the consequences predicted by lhe states of the PSM and 

by pro;edting backwards the unaccounted for stales of the PSM to identify diseases that can 

account for these states. Note that within each PSM aH the findings and diseases complement 

each other in forming a single coherent explanation, white diffaent PSMs provides mtemate 

explanati«.ns which are mutually exclusive. Further, each DC contains alternatives within the 

context of the PSM associated with it. Thus, the diagnostic alternatives themselves are divided 

into groups, each group being consistent with a partialy complete explanation of the patient's 

iltness, and the different groups represent alternatives consistent with markedly different possible 

explanations. 

19. A similar distinction is also made in PIP and Internist, where any disease which is not currently active 
can be considered to be irretcvant to !he current diagnostic activity. 
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We have argued that the ability to identify disor~ncies in incoming information plays a 

crucial role in the diagnostic proceaa. For example, in ~ tho problem solving behavior of 

clinicians, Kassirer and Gorry ~te: 

"The physician appeared to use ... his concept of a disease (hypothesis), a 
state, or a complication as a model with which to evaluat, ·new data from the 
patient. Such a mode/provides a basis for expectation; It ld&ntlfles th& relevant 
clinical features that should pro.ve fruitful for furJher inveslifl,StkJ/1." 

- Clinical Problem SoMng [Kassirer78, page 250] 

The ability to evaluate the implications of the incoming information is an important part of 

clinical practice, where the accuracy or the comptetenesa of Information cannot be taken for 

granted. We may be presentetJ WM & questionable finding which, If ,accepted, may require 

reformulation of the currently held diagnosis with far-reaching Implications. However, it may be 

unwise to act on any such Information unless It can be aubstantialfy corroborated, and its validity 

as a diagnostic sign checked out. For example •. upon .~~ lfldin; 0substantial weight 

increase" in a patient it ia wise to checl< if the two weigbta ~uken «I the·same scale before 

jumping to the conclusion that ~·· patient is "retaining water". lnabffity to do'so poses a serious 

problem for programs such as PIP. The probl,m,,ariMs,because accepting such a finding may 

strongly favor hypotheses which erroneously predict the finding mid against those hypotheses 

which correctly do not predict it, possibly causing the correct hypotheses to be dropped from 

further consideration. Thus, the program may not· be tlble to come back and ask a simple 

question that coutd save it from taking a "garden path". 

The diagnostic closure discussed above provides the program with an abHity to evaluate the 
consistency of a ftnding before it -decides to accept it. For, example, as new information is 

gathered, if the profile of the new information is consistent wittl 1hatp,esent in a DC, we know that 

this information is consistent with the PSM and lends -positive support to the diagnosis under 

consideration. By the same token, if some information is not consiatent with a DC under 

consideration, we know that this information can not be assimilated into the PSM without some 

modification. Finally, if the incoming information is not consistent with any of the DCs then we 
know that our entire line of reasoning is under question, and If the information Is true, a major 

re-analysis of the program's understanding will have to be undertaken. Because such a situation 

can be identified, the program has an opportunity to suspend the global diagnostic processing 

and revert to local processing to validate the finding or to justify ignoring It. 

The problem solvers in PIP and INTERNIST-I alternate between gathering a fact (based on 

their hypothesis lists) and re-evaluating the hypothesis lists (based on the new fact). Each fact is 
treated as an independent inquiry; the program does not group facts in a clinically meaningful and 

focused pursuit of diagnosis. This causes the information acquisition to become erratic and 
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vulnerable to incomplete specification of information.20 Furthennore, the lack of commitment in 

pursuing any given infonnation gathering strategy (e.g., discriminate, confirm) to completion 

diminishes their effectiveness. This problem can be solved by altowfng the dfagnostic problem 

solver to plan a group of questions focused around a single diagnostic task. The diagnostic 

closure already provides the dependencies ~ for such dia~n0$lic planning. Diagnostic 

planning generally begins with the global task of dilcrilrtiaelpt between the alternate 

explanations provided by the aet of PSMs. Th1s task is ~-decomposed Into smaller 

tasks using diagnostic strategies of confirm, differentiate; rule-out, group-and-differentiate and 

. explore. This results iri a set of questions which, If answered, would help the program in solving 

the problem at hand. 

It is common among physicians to "think out loud" whiitt djecU8'ing a medical case with their 

colleague. For example, in analyzing protocols of medical ~oeie. Suaaman noles: 

"Thus, we have heard doctors react to new facts with such phrases as: "I 
expected that. ", "ffl Is} consistent with my assumptions.•, •ttilr:l not expect that 
... ", "This new tact is making me very unhappy wllb my ~s. ". Among the 
most important reae,lions are ones of ,the form: "ttu. dou .not real/¥. lit m. PerheptJ 
he has .... "." · 

- Some Aspects of Medical Diagnosis (Sussman73] 

This thinking out loud plays an important role in communication between ph-ysicians. We 

require the program to have not only a similar ability evaluate the incoming information in 

comparison with its expectation, but also the ability to think out loud, which is essential in 

allowing the user physician to get a feel for the program's reaontng and understanding. The 

diagnostic ctosure allows the program to explain 1tle apectnn''Of diligftoatic alternatives 

consistent with a PSM, and the planRed goat oriented diagnostie questioning allows the pr<>gram 

to justify the motivation of the diagnoatic reasoner In aaking 1tle questions, Its expectations about 

the information being sought, and how ttlia· ·tnformation retales' 'to the hypotheses under 

consideration. 

5. 1 Global Diagnostic Cycle 

The diagnostic algorithm for the ABEL system is: 

20. On the other hand, de novo generation of the hypothesis list prevents the program from taking "garden 
paths". 
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(1) Presenting Complaints: The serum analysis and the initial 

complaints are analyzed. A ~I - ,Of initial PSt.19 is created and 
added to the list of causal hypotheses (th9 CH-list), 

(2) Rank Ordering Hypotheses: All PSMs m the CH-list are scored for 
the quality of explanation they provide for the patient's iHness. The 
leading one or two of these PSMa.are selected as poaaibltt explanations. 

(3) Computing Diagnostic Closure: . Diagnostic closures for the 
selected PSMs are computed and disease t}ypotheses in each DC are 
scored. 

(4) Termination: if the diagnostic closures for alt PSMs are null or if 
some PSM provides a complete and ccmerent accounUcr the patientis 
illness then the current phase of diagnc,sis is.comptea. ,, 

(5) Diagnostic Information Gatherin~: ,Based on the number of DCs 
(i.e., the PSMs selected in 'Step 2), a top level confirm or differentiate 
goal is formulMed. Using diagnostie atrategtwr ttH&,tdilNI successively 
decomposed into simpler subproblems until individual questions are 
formulated. 

(6) Re-structuring the PSM: If step 5 results in any new finding being 
known, then that finding is incorporated into the each of the PSMs by 
extending the structure of the PSMs to take the observed finding into 
account. Finally, this process is repeated starting at etep 2. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter we will study the individual steps of this algorithm. 

5.2 Diagnostic Closure of a Hypothesis 

83 

A diagnostic closure (DC) describes that part of the medical knowledge that is directly 

relevant to the diagnostic exploration of a PSM. It contains, in addition to the PSM, causal 

pathways from the unaccounted findings in the PSM to some of the ~ible diseases (ultimate 

etiologies) that can account for them, and cauSl.ll pathways fr.om~ of the states in the PSM 

and the hypothesized diseases to (predicted) observable findings .. Stated differently, a DC 

contains alternative extensions needed to adequately complete th~ f))fplanation provided by the 

PSM. The DC associated with a PSM is initially created by hypothetically projecting the states of 

the PSM. During the process of diagnostic planning, new DCs may be created by copying parts of 

an existing DC, 21 and by further projecting the diseases or findings under consideration. 

Furthermore, when some new information is received during the execution of a diagnostic plan, 

21. For example, in order to differentiate between alternative hypotheses contained in a DC the program 
may create a sot of disjunctive Des, one for each alternative. 
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the alternatives which are not consistent with the finding may be pruned from a DC. Figure 29 

shows an example of a DC for a PSM with·· unaccounted metabolic acidosis and partially 

accounted hypokalemia. Note that metaboHc acidosis and hypokalemia both can be accounted 

for by a single disease hypothesis: salmonellosis. However. if we ~me th• the unaccounted 

component of hypokalemia is caused ~-.vomiting, we muat find some other cause for the 

metabolic acidosis. e.g.. acute renal failure or diat: Blai inlipidua. 

The diagnostic closure of a PSM provides·us with the attributes of the hypothesized diseases 

and findings that are consistent with the PSM. It describes'the program's diagnostic expectations 

against which the incoming information can be evaluated. Furthermore, by tracing the causal 

pathway from the hypotllasized finding to the -- in 1f1e, PSM. we can determine how this 

finding relatea..to the PSM; and what · · 1aere· needed to assimilate this 

finding into the PSM. On the«het hand; if1he1WN1lfttdlrig .-notcomsistentwith any of the DCs 

under consideration then we know that this information is.inconei&tent with the program's current 

understanding. To accommQdate a c;ootradiction with: th,,t. cum,ntlyJwkthypothesis requires 

some major revision in QJe&tnlQUf& ol U.. PSJ,it, -~is ~ expensive and, 

Fig. 29. An example of dlagnosttc closure 
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if possibte, should be avoided. As described above, ABEL haJ the ability to identify situations 

requiring a major revision, and to ask further questions.t.J validate or.invalidate the contradictory 

finding. However, when a cor1tradictory finding is vafidated, ASS..abandons its current line of 
diagnostic inquiry and revises its PSMs. Clinical studies have shown that a physician when faced 

with a similar situation also attempts to avoid revising his diagnostic hypotheses. He attempts to 

disprove the offending piece of information• o, ,econcile. it by finding a sufficient excuse for 

ignoring it. On occasions, even after the validity of the contradicu,ry finding is established, a 

physician may choose to ignore the finding until the current line of diagnostic questioning is 

completed. ABEL however, abandons its current line of diagnostic inquiry and revises its PSMs if 

a contradictory finding is validated. It does not have 1he abitlty to-postpone consideration .of any 

contradictory finding. 

5.3 Scoring the PSM 

The score of a PSM measures the degree of incompleteness of the PSM as an explanation of 

the patient's illness. It is computed by summing the severities of partlatly and fully unaccounfed 

states in the PSM. Tm, scoring algorithm could be further impreved oY .taldng into oonslderation 

the need of a finding to be accounted for by an acceptable diagnosis. Furthermore, the program 

currently does not take into account the degree of explalnabfllty of a PSM. For example, a PSM 

may have a large number of unaccounted findings that can be accounted for by a single etlology, 

while another PSM may have only a few unaccounted findings but may require the invocation of 

multiple etiologies to account for them. Clearly, diagnoses with multiple etiologies are less 

desirable and much tess frequent· than diagnosis with a single etfolog_y. The (lttgree of 

explainability of a PSM is an important measure and'shotild eventually be tcmen i!}to account while 

scoring a PSM.22 Although the current method for computation ofthe scor'Eris primitive and 

should be extended using the additional factors discussed above. it appears to provide an 

acceptable level of discrimination between PSMs. 

5.4 Scoring a Disease Hypothesis 

Diseases are hypothesized to explain findings left unaccounted for by the PSM: a new 

disease is hypothesized only when it is capable of explaining some of the unaccounted findings. 

In this section we will consider a mechanism for scoring these hypotheses. 

When a disease is hypothesized it may predict some consequences which may not fit well 

with the PSM, giving rise to new unexplained states. These additional unexplained consequences 

reduce the desirability of the hypothesis being considered. Furthermore, the hypothesized 

22. It can be done if we compute the smallest number of etiologies that cover all unaccounted findings 
(using the DC) in each PSM before scoring them. This measure, however, has not been implemented as it is 
computationally prohibitive in the current implementation of the program. 
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disease may predict some consequences which are· as yet unobserved. These unobserved 

findings identify the· additional information that OM be used to confirm· the disease ·hypathesis. 

For example, figure 30(a) shows a PSM wftttcmetabolic alkafosis and normokalemia, and vomiting 

hypothesized to account for the metabolic alkaloais. figure OO(b) shows the findings predicted by 

the hypothesized vomiting. Figure 30(c) shOws the consequences of adding the hypothesized 
'IOmiting to the PSM. The vomiting hypotheslzec! in figlite :IJ(a} mcplains an unaccounted for 

node, metabolic alkaloeis, gi\1es rise to a new t.mexplalfted node, hypierkalemfa, and predicts an as 

yet unobserv9d finding, dehydration. 

The usefulness of a disease hypothesis depends -(llltimately) en i18 potential of beir..g 

confirmed. This usefulness can be estimated using the explained, unexplained and unobserved 
findings associated with the hypothesis. Note, however, that the disease scores are computed for 
the purpose of ordering the diagnostic search, i.e., they provide a heuristic to;- S)effonmng a best

first search. The score of a disease hypothesis does not reflect the belief in the likelihood of the 

Fig. 30. An example of explained, unexplained and unac.counted findfngs 
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given disease being the correct diagnosis, but an estimate of its heuristic search utility. That Is, 
given the available information, pursuing that disease hypothesis will lead efficiently to the final 

diagnosis. Although the two _measures are slmffar and have often been confused with one 

another, they can be substantially different as more and · more sophisticated search and error 

recovery techniques are used. In most of the previous programs this-distinction was not made; 

thus even if a particular dieease was a useful hypothesis, It coufd not be considered if most of its 

findings were as yet unknown. Further, it prevented these programs from-accepting a working 

hypothesis which, even while having a low probability of being-..,ight, coutd lead efficiently to the 

right_ "ball-park", which when reached would allow them to resort to more specific criteria to 

explore the restricted space. 

In ABEL the disease hypotheses are ordered in two steps. Arst, they are grouped according 

to the number of unaccounted findings that can be accounted for by each hypothesis. Second, 

among those hypotheses that can account for the same number of findings, the diseases are 

rank-ordered by a score computed from the three factors discusaed above. They are: (1) match, 

the number of causes and· findings in the PSM that are consistent With the disease hypotheses;23 

(2) mismatch, the number of causes and findings in the PSMthat are inconsistent with the disease 

hypotheses; and finally (3) unknown, the number of unobserved findings predicted by the 

hypothesis which are not inconsistent with the PSM. A disease hypcothesls is eflminated from 

immediate consideration (for one cycle of diagnostic inquiry) if 1he- difference of match and 

mismatch is below an arbitrary threshold. The match combined with the unknown corresponds to 

the maximum possible score attainable by a given disease hypothesis. If this score goes below a 

threshok:t, the hypothesis can not be confirmed even If all the remaining unknown findings are 

resolved in favor of the hypothesis. 

The above criterion for scoring the disease hypotheses is purely structural. It does not take 

probabilities of occurrences of different diseases into account. Incorporation of probabilities as a 
secondary scoring criterion should substantially improve the quality of the scoring mechanism. 

However, we believe that the criterion for evaluation of the heuristic value of the disease 

hypothesis as well as belief in a diagnosis should be primarily structural. Probabilistic scoring can 

be used effectively in differentiating between structuraffy similar hypotheses. However, primary 

reliance on probabilistic scoring without structural considerations {such as adequacy, coherence, 

match and mismatch), as has been the case with the first generation programs, is inadequate. 

Some of these inadequactes have been discussed In chapter 1. 

23. Note that a finding that is fully accounted for in the PSM can still be consistent with the new hypothesis 
if the addition of the hypothesis does not cause the finding to be over-compensated, resulting in ~n 
unaccounted component. 
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5.5 Information Gatherlft9 Strategy 

The process of diagn9S&S can ba viewed a& the pro--,"°'disclritninating between diagnostic 

alternatives. A strategy commonJy used to achieve lllia calle<t'the,dl#fJrenliation strategy. Using 

the results of protocol analyaia, researchers (Pople1&a. Miller7~iilatein18. Kassirer7.9) have 

identified a 1ar,er cJaas of ~ strategies whidl-iQ-addilie11 _.1'l811tiate .includaconfinn, 

rule-out, explore, refine etc:. Although theae addiliomll 8'111 legies eenm <I0"8idered tom •cial 
cases of the differentiation strategy, in apecim ....... tbe)t ·oan prowde substantial 

improvement in _processing over differentiation. 

The selection of an appropriate strategy is based primarily upon the syntactic structure of the 

diagnostic problem. 24 One measure ~·ueed • t&Je flUIIINt:,of.altem•e .hypottMiees under 

consideration and their r_,,. strength. The,~ ..,gy • uaect whM onlJ• oae 
hypothesis is under consideration, or.when .pne~ ifl~INft . ._-then all olhem. 

The rule-out strategy is. the in~ of theoonfiA1uttrat1moJt•ie,.,..,to eliminate aome ft)1>8th nf 11 

which is substantially lesa likelY "'° .i tbe otilM. tlilJ:J111P~•"11..allowiftg fimd con~ 
of some hypothesi$. such aa ~ ~-~-__,.tes&,tketJaltsnathtes 
or cutting a large group down .to. where.,differentiate --• · ean1 • Uled; • The- diflefa!diation 

strategy is used to discrialinate between two (er tlmMl)~• wittteimillr belief factcn; The 
above strategies are all ~,in the lnlemill,-I .Pl8fmlRI. 

The remaining strateg~ such as group-and-d~ a,.nd r-., refQrmulate the 
• • ; l''c • •• "\. 

diagnostic problem. The group-and-differentiate ~ is used wllen ,we,have a Ja,ge .number 
of alternate hypotheses with similar belief factors. . Here we need. to ~. _a 1'al'g4t number of 
hypotheses rapidly in order to focus our attention on a small number of alternatives. This can be 

achieved by partitioning the alternatives into .a aaal ........,.. of:, fl'OUl'J8 according to some 

common characterization (e.g., common CJ1988. a,atem ~amem. etiolOgy, temporal 

characteristic or pathopn~ and tt,en .. ~• clle1'll'lialrR•1tam.r,trtrule in or rule 
out one of the groups, thus narrowil:19 the hyp;#llis..• tub1lldalfr. ;.1Jlerefinemenl strallgy ta 
used to refine a hypothesis about a general dal8 al dl111aeae llto. more specific hypotheses. 
Refinement results in a disjunctive $ltl of~•••• 1 •:r~ ,.._.,...and.as 'Mf_,...aeen 
group-and-differentiate are cQIIMDOllly ..,,_&<laiw1J:1111ereQtilli1D .. -••·•81Cptora. atfa111Y is 
used when the patientdescftl)tiondoesnotPr01i!de-,,"81i,d1faafll_,41lioflfoblem•toaotve~ 
In such a situation we explore the·findiatla __,..JPs[lllly w.o,,.w,...,;ofcS'/8181118) to uncover 

sufficient evidence to formulate a specific diagnostic problem. 25 

24. In certain situations though, 1he general syntactic mechaniem may be OYfJO'Uled by more important 
considerations. For example, if one of the alternatives has life-lhreatening C0n88QUenC88. we may first want 
to get a definitive ruling on itnllher.Ulan~----•••ltdil11f ' · 
25. An example of this is lhe review ol qstems, ada1allt#~-fJP~j)ert-of-the body in search of 
abnormalities. ' 
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Fig. 31. Initial diagnostic closure for salmonellosis and acute renal failure 
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The use of these strategies in the first generation programs has been limited to a single 

application to identify the most useful finding. In this document we advocate viewing these 

strategies as decomposition operators that reformulate the diagnostic problem into a group of 

simpler problems. With this formulation we can repeatedly apply the diagnostic strategies to the 

top level diagnostic problem, successively decomposing it, until we reach subproblems that can 

.be solved directly by asking single questions. 

Consider the following simple example. Assume that we have a patient with moderately 

severe metabolic acidosis and are considering two possible causes of this metabolic acidosis, 

namely salmonellosis and acute renal failure.26 The diagnostic closure consistent with this 

situation is shown in figure 31. We pursue this diagnostic closure by setting up a diagnostic 

problem as shown below. 

Goal 1: differentiate Salmonellosis acute-renal-failure 
salmonellosis 

belief: likely 
severity: moderate 
duration: greater-than 2 days 

acute-renal-failure 
belief: possible 
severity: moderate 
duration: greater-than 1 week 

To differentiate between salmonellosis and acute renal failure the program sets up a diagnostic 

closure for each of the possibilities (shown in figure 32). The first DC is constructed with the 

assumption that salmonellosis is the true cause of the observed metabolic acidosis, and the 

second with the assumption that acute renal failure is the true cause. The program then explores 

the consequences of its assumption in each case by projecting the disease hypotheses forward 

26. We are using an unrealistically simple example for the purpose of illustration. For this example we have 
assumed that the patient has received fair quantity of IV fluid. Furthermore, we assume that the electrolyte 
concentrations in urine are not available; tho differentiation is trivial if the urine electrolytes are available. 
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Fig. 32. Diagnostic closure separated for each posslbllfty 
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(shown in figure 33) and compares the two projections. From the projections it observes that 

salmonellosis · and the acute renal failure predict different states of hydration for the patient. 
" '.~ :- . 

Based on this observation it formulates the next diagnostic problem shown below. 

Goal 2: differentiate dehydration edema 
dehydration 

caused-by: sal110aellosis 
belief: likely 
severity: moderate 

edema 
caused-by: acute-renal-failure 
belief: possible 
severity: moderate 

Let us assume that the state of hydration cannot be directly ascertained by inquiry and the 

program decides to decompose this goal into two subgoals. one each for confirming dehydration 

and edema. 

Goal 3: confirm dehydration 
dehydration 

caused-by: salmonellosis 
belief: likely 
severity: moderate 

Goal 4: confirm edema 
edema 

caused-by: acute-renal-failure 
belief: possible 
severity: moderate 

As dehydration is the more likely of the two (resulting from our initial assumption that 

salmonellosis is more likely than acute renal failure), the program chooses to pursue dehydration 

first. Since we have assumed that the state of hydration is unknown, the program must attempt to 
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Fig. 33. Diagnostic closures for each possibility projected forward 
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confirm it by gathering information like increased serum creatinine, hypotension, and poor tissue 

turgor. However, while formulating the goal for confirming serum creatinine, the program notices 

(using the second DC, figure 33) that the increased serum creatinine is also predicted by acute 

renal failure. The program incorporates this information in its goal structure. The subgoals 

formulated by the program in this situation are shown next. 
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Fig. 34. The goal ''" 

(differentiate diarrhea acute-renal-failure) 

I 
(differentiate dehydration edema) 

(conf11111 dehydration) (confirm edema) 

(confirm serum-creatinine) (confH"m mean-arterial-blood-pressure) 

Goal 5: confirm serum-creatinine 
serua-creat inine 

caused-by: dehydration 
belief: likely 
value: between 2 and 4 

seru■-creatinina 
caused-by: acute-renal-failure 
belief: possible 
value: between 3 and 7 

Goal 6: confirm mean-arterial-blood-pressure 
mean-arterial-blood-pressure 

caused-by: dehydraU1>n 
belief: likely 
value: low 

mean-arterial-blood-pressure 
caused-by: acute-renal-failure 
belief: possible 
value: high 
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The goal structure of the program when inquiring about the serum creatinine is shown In figure 34 

(the bold lines indicate the flow of control). The ~• structure encodes the pn:,gram's rationale 

for asking the question: it explicitly encodes the program's reason for lllking the question and the 
context in which the question is being asked. Therefore, if the user) chooses to ask for an 

explanation at this point it is Possible for the program to provide the following types of 
explanations. (The explanation provided here is a paraphrasing, in better Engtish, of the 

program's actual explanation, which is produced by a very simple English generator 

[SwartoutOO].) 
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Explain: I am expecting the patient to have mild elevation in serum 
creatinine. Increase in serum creatinine mJY be C&Wsed by dehydration, 
which may be caused by salmonellosis. The salmonellosis may account 
for the observed metabolic acidosis. It is also the leading cause of 
metabolic acidosis under consideration. Increase in serum creatinina 
may also be caused by acute renal falh:ire, which may cause metaboHc 
acidosis; 

~: I am exploring the cause of metabolic acidosis. I am 
differentiating between the two leading causes of metabolic acidosis, 
namely salmonelloais and acute renal failure. 1 am differentiating 
between dehydration and edema. The dehydration may be caused by 
salmonellosis and the edema by acute renal failure. I am pursuing 
dehydration. I am pursuing serum creatlnine. Increase in serum 
creatinine may be caused by dehydration. Increase 1ft serufl\ creatinlne 
may be caused by acute renal failure. 
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Viewing the individual diagnostic strategies as problem decomposition operators allows the 

program to set up the diagnostic goal structute described above. This goal structure not only 

allows the program to explain and justify Its diagnostic behavior, but also provides a framework 

for evaluating the user response locally in the context of the expectatrons. It anows the program 

to react locally when a discrepancy is detected or when further exploration of the finding is 

needed, gracefully integrating the program's global disease-centered processing with the local 

symptom-centered processing.~ 

Each top level diagnostic inquiry, described above, is followed by incorporation of all the 

information gathered into the existing PSMs (using the structure building operators described In 

chapter 4), and the formulation of a new diagnostic problem. This process is repeated until an 

adequate diagnosis of the patient's Illness is achieved or until all the information relevant to the 

diagnosis is exhausted. 

Summarizing, in this chapter we have introduced the notion of a diagnostic closure, which 

contains the hypothesized diseases, findings and causal relations relevant to the diagnostic task 

at hand. A diagnostic closure is created by projecting appropriate states in the PSM or 

hypothesized diseases forward to Identify their predicted consequences and backwards to 

identify their possible causes. Once we have this knowledge for each diagnostic possibility, we 

have the dependencies necessary to do diagnostic planning. 

27. We have just begun to exploit all the capabilities afforded by this mechanism. Although the current 
program does not make sophisticated use of these capabilities, we believe that extending the program to do 
so is possible given the current understanding of the process. 
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Diagnostic problems are generated by identifying the places were two or more hypotheses 

differ from one another in the interpfetalion of Ile findings. The-set of problems identified is used 

in formulating a top tev~ diagnostic goal for one cycle of diagnostic problem solving. The 

problem solver then generates a tree structured plan by successively decomposing this goal 

using strategies such as differentiate, confirm. group-and-differentiate, and rule-out. The 

diagnostic plan, in conjunction with the diagnostic closure, provides the context in which a 

question is asked, the program's reason for asking the question and its expectations about the 

possible responses to the question. This knowtedge fs U9ed to guide 1he diagnostic inquiry as 

. weft as to provide explanation for the program's behavior. 

Each cycle of diagnostic problem solving is viewed as an imegral Ol)efation. During this 

cycle, the problem solver focuaes on one top·levet diagll a-. problem and allempts to solve it 
This provides a fecus for the inlet action between-Ille user -,a1,iM andN'proortlfll. 

Finally, the information gathering process of each diagnostic cycle is followed by the revision 

of the structure of each PSM, ma)dng it co~t with .the newty available iqformation. Thus, at 
the end of each cycle of diagnostic inquiry, ~ PSMs are. internally COI\SiStent, allowing the 

program to relinquish control to the superior management program (not implemented, see 

chapter 1) which could review the progress of ~ .and possible therapie$ to decide 

between further diagnosis and immediate therapeutic intervention. 
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6. Examples Revisited 

In this chapter we will consider in detail the two examples described in chapter 2. We will 

examine how the program accomplishes the tasks involved in these examples. Recall that the 

first example discusses a 40 year old 70 Kg male patient who has been suffering from moderately 

severe salmonellosis, and as a result, has developed·moderately severe metabolic acidosis and 

hypokalemia. Recall also that the laboratory analysis of the patient's blood sample is: 

Fig. 35. Serum electrolytes and the bar diagram 

Time: 
Sex: 

Na: 
K: 

Cl: 
HC03: 
PC02: 

0 
male 
142 nq/1 · 
3 meq/1 
115 meq/1 
16 meq/1 
30 llllltHg 

Na 

140 

K 
3 

Agap 
13 

HOOS 
15 

a 
115 

The program creates a top level PSD (the root node of the PSD tree) and instantiates the 

electrolytes in it. This PSD also corresponds to a PSM as it is the1>11ty PSD in the PSD tree. Next, 

the program generates possible acid-base disturbances that can account for the laboratory data. 

The acid-base analysis is based on the regression equations for the 95 per cent confidence 

intervals for acid-base disturbances {Schwartz65, Coben66]. The nomogram of acid-base 

disturbances, the patient's acid-base state and the poaible acid-base disturbances are shown in 

figure 36. The list of these disturbances is rank-ordered and pruned. The rank-ordering is 

performed in two stages: first, by the complexity of the disturbance, and second, among the 

disturbances with same complexity by their severities. For example, the complexity of the second 

acid-base disturbance is 2 (the number of components in the disturbance) and its severity is 
0.75 = (0.682 + o.322)0·5. The rank-ordered list is pruned to remo~e ~I the disturbaftces with more 

than two components from consideration during the lnimqformulation.28 The rank-ordered list of 

the likely disturbances is: 

28. Triple disturbances, although possible, are rare and should be considered only when sufficient 
evidence demands consideration of triple disturbance, generally after one of the components has been 
confirmed and the acid-base profile after compensating for the known disturbance still requires at least two 
further disturbances for proper accounting. Quadruple disturbances are almost never considered in clinical 
practice. 
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Fig. 36. Graphical description of acid-base disturbances 
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---- Patient Acid-Base Profile----
1. metabolic-acidosis [sev: 0.4] 
2. chronic-respiratory-alkalosis [sev: 0.68] 

+ acute-respiratory-acidosis [sev: 0.32] 

very likely 

unlikely 
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The two possible acid-base disturbances provide competing explanations of the serum 

electrolyte values. The program creates two inferior PSDs under the root PSD. It instantiates, at 

the clinical level, the nodes corresponding to metabolic-acidosis in the first, and chronic 

respiratory alkalosis and acute respiratory acidosis in the second (shown in figures 37 and 38). 

Next, it focally elaborates these nodes to the physiological level (the level at which the instances 

of electrolyte data are present). For example, in the first PSM the program focally elaborates the 

metabolic acidosis through the intermediate levels until it reaches the pathophysiological level 

and identifies the amount of HCO3 loss corresponding to the severity of the metabolic acidosis. 

Based on this information and the laboratory data, ABEL instantiates the feedback loop 

corresponding to the acid-base homeostatic mechanism. Next, it projects backward each node 

whose cause can be uniquely determined and projects forward the definite consequences of 

each node in the PSM.29 We now have the pathophysiological level explanation of the electrolyte 

abnormalities for each of the two likely acid-base disturbances (shown in figures 37 and 38). 

After the pathophysiological description is completed, it is aggregated, one level at a time, to 

the clinical level of detail. To illustrate this process let us consider the aggregation of the low

serum-K-1 node in PSM 1. Focally aggregating this node, we instantiate hypokalemia-1 as shown 

in figure 39. Next, we observe that one of the predecessor paths of low-serum-K-1 has an 

aggregable node on it, namely low-pH-1.30 We focally aggregate this node to instantiate one of 

the causes of hypokalemia-1 (acidemia-1) at the next higher level. Note that the other 

predecessor path from low-serum-K-1 does not have an aggregable node, therefore the 

component of low-serum-K-1 caused by this path must remain unaccounted for at the next higher 

level. Next, we compute the component of low-serum-K-1 that can be accounted for by low-pH-1 

and the component that remains unaccounted because of the unaccounted ECF-K-loss-2. Then 

we compute the mapping of these two components at the next level of aggregation and instantiate 

normokalemia-1 (the component accounted for by low-pH-1) and hypokalemia-2 (due to 

unaccounted ECF-K-loss-2). We then causally connect the normokalemia-1 to acidemia-1 and 

mark the hypokalemia-2 as unaccounted. The structure added by the operations described 

above is shown in bold in figure 39. 

29. Note here that since we are at the pathophysiological level, each link being projected is primitive. Thus, 
projecting back a node at this level is equivalent to instantiating the cause and the link connecting the cause 
and the effect node. 
30. A node is aggregable if in the medical knowledge-base it is the focus of the elaboration structure of 
some node at the next higher level which can be instantiated within the PSM. Otherwise, the node is not 
aggregable. 
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Rg. 37. Hypothesis 1 
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Fig. 38. Hypothesis 2 
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Fig. 39. aggregation of low-serum-K-1 
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Fig. 41. PSM for hypothesis 1 
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Fig. 42. PSM for hypothesis 2 
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Next, let us consider the causal aggregation of low-pH-1 shown in figure 40. As each of the 

paths leading back from low-pH-1 has an aggregable node (low-pC02-1 and low-HC03-1 ),31 the 

focal aggregation of low-pH-1 (_acidemia-1) is a fully accounted node. The causal aggregation is 

achieved by focally aggregating the low-pC02-1 and low-HC03-1 into hypocapnia-1 and 

hypobicarbonatemia-1 respectively, and by causally connecting hypocapnia-1 and 

:,ypobicarbonatemia~ 1 to acidemia-1. This process is repeated for each aggregable node at the 

current (pathophysiological) level and then the whole process is repeated at the next level until 

we reach the clinical level of aggregation. The resulting structures for the two acid-base 

hypotheses (encoded by the two PSMs) are shown in figures 41 and 42. 

As discussed in chapter 2, a comparison of the clinical level explanations shows that the two 

PSMs share the structure involving hypokalemia and acidemia. They differ in their accounting for 

acidemia. Note that the acid-base feedback cycles present at the pathophysiological and 

intermediate levels have been abstracted away by the aggregation process and the two clinical 

level descriptions are fairly simple. A comparison of the intermediate level descriptions shows 

that they differ principally in the way the acid-base feedback cycle is perturbed. In the first case, 

the change in acid-base state is a consequence of addition of H + to the body which causes 

hypobicarbonatemia, whereas in the second it enters as primary disturbance in ventilation which 

alters the co2 tension. The pathophysiological level differences between the two cases can be 

identified similarly by comparing the two pathophysiological level descriptions. Finally, note that 

the first PSM has two unaccounted findings while the second PSM has three unaccounted 

findings. 

Fig. 43. Diagnostic closure 1 
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31. The search terminates when the program finds the first aggregable node on each path. 
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Fig. 44. Diagnostic closure 2 
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In the context of this initial analysis the. program starts its diagnostic exploration. It computes 

the diagnostic closures for the two hypotheses (DC-1 and DC-2 shown in figures 43 and 44), and 

formulates the top level goal of pursuing DC-1. One complete cycle of diagnostic inquiry is shown 
in figure 45. 

As a first step towards exploring DC-1, .the program···groupg the disease hypotheses 

according to the number of unexplained findings each diaease hyJ>91hesis can ~ain. For 

example, the salmonellosis hypothesized to account for ~ severe rnetabolc acidosis 
can also account for the hypokalemia. Therefore, the ~zed saknoneHosis can account 

for all the unaccounted findings in PSM-1. Howeww;..f• patient had very~ metabolic 

acidosis and mild hypokalemia,. the safmonellosis hyJM,lh e siled to account for metabolic acidosis 

would not have been consistent with hypokalemia. ·- ln-auch a case we would have had to 
hypothesize two separate instances of salmonellosis, each accounting for only one of the two 

unaccounted findings. Subsequently, each of the two instances of salmonellosis would have 

been grouped with disease hypotheses accounting for only one unaccounted finding. 
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Fig. 45. One complete cycle of dlagnoattc Inquiry 
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continue? =-> y 

Does the patient have any of the following? 
1 SALMONELLOSIS 
2 URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY 
3 VILLOUS-ADENOMA 

Present: -=> none Absent: ••> none Unknown: 1 2 3 

I would like to ask about the effects of SALMONELLOSIS. 

Does the patient have one of the following? 
1 DEHYDRATION 
2 EDEMA 

Present: ==> none Absent: =•> none Unknown: 1 2 

Is the value of SERUM-CREATININE known?==> yes 

Please enter the attributes of SERUM-CREATININE 
What is the VALUE of SERUM-CREATININE? ==> 3 
What is the START-TIME of SERUM-CREATININE? ==> 0 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Is the value of MEAN-ARTERIAL-BLOOD-PRESSURE known?==> yes (e) 

Please enter the attributes of MEAN-ARTERIAL-BLOOD-PRESSURE 
What is the value of MEAN-ARTERIAL-BLOOD-PRESSURE?==> 76 
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Next, the diseases in the same group are rank-ordered based on their scores computed from 

the three factors, match, mismatch and unknown (described in section 5.4). Those hypotheses 

which have higher mismatch than match are not considered. For example, consider the scoring 

of the vomiting hypothesized to account for unaccounted hypokalemia. The vomiting so 

hypothesized matches the hypokalemia. However, the hypothesized vomiting predicts metabolic

alkalosis which is inconsistent with the observed metabolic acidosis. Furthermore, if vomiting 

were really observed in the patient, the additional amount of HCO3 loss necessary to cause the 

observed state would require a very severe cause of metabolic acidosis to be present. Therefore, 

vomiting has a substantially higher mismatch factor as compared to the match and it is rejected. 

The program deletes the hypotheses that have been rejected and rank-orders the remaining as 

shown in figure 45(a). 

Based on the categorization of the disease hypotheses, ABEL decomposes the diagnostic 

problem into two groups by constructing two separate diagnostic closures (DC-3 and DC-4). 

DC-3 (shown in figure 46) contains disease hypotheses 1 to 3, and DC-4 contains disease 

hypotheses 4 to 7. It projects forward the disease hypotheses in each of the two diagnostic 

closures to identify their unobserved findings. Next, it sets up a goal to differentiate between the 

three hypotheses in DC-3. As the first step towards this differentiation, the program asks if the 

user is already aware of any of the possible alternatives as shown in figure 45(b). 

When none of the three hypotheses can be directly confirmed, the program pursues the task 

of differentiating between the three further. It sets up an individual diagnostic closure for each of 

Fig. 46. Diagnostic closure 3 
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Fig. 47. Diagnostic closure 4 
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the three alternatives (DC-5, DC-6, and DC-7) and selects the n_ext item (dehydration) for inquiry.32 

Note that salmonellosis, ureterosigmoidostomy and villous-adenoma all cause dehydration. 

However, the program also notices that some of the diseases in OC-4 (e.g., chronic-renal-failure) 

may have the exact opposite effect of causing edema. Therefore, while exploring dehydration 

32. These three hypotheses could be differentiated very easily on the basis of history and clinical evidence. 
For the simplicity of tho example, we assume that this information is oot available to the program. 
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(state of extracellular fluid volume) the program includes edema in the question (shown in figure 

4'>(c)). The program is expecting dehydration. Therefore, when it fails to confirm or deny the 

dehydration it pursues the finding further (figure 45 (d) and (e)). 

The program has now completed one full cycle of its diagnostic inquiry. It incorporates the 

information gained during this cycle in both the PSMs. Note that the program has already 

gathered sufficient information to confirm salmonellosis. It is unable to do so because we have 

not implemented the criteria for confirming a disease yet.33 Therefore, the program starts the 

new cycle of diagnostic planning in which it attempts to rule out all other possible causes of the 

acid-base disturbance. Finally, when it has exhausted all the findings relevant to the diagnosis of 

this case, it concludes that salmonellosis is the leading candidate and asks if the user would like 

to assume salmonellosis (shown in figure 49). 

The program adds salmonellosis to the patient models and re-evaluates the two hypotheses. 

The process of assimilating salmonellosis into the PSMs is described next. Let us first consider 

the operation of causally connecting salmonellosis with metabolic-acidosis in PSM-1. As the 

observed salmonellosis is consistent with the metabolic acidosis, a causal link from salmonellosis 

to metabolic acidosis is established at the clinical level. The elaboration operator is used to 

establish this relation at the more detailed levels (the resulting structure is shown in figure 50). 

Fig. 49. After all findings have been 1!xhausted 
All possible etiologies that could explain the patient's 

illness are unknown. In order to proceed we must at least 
hypothetically assume one of them. Possible etiologies that could 
explain the patient's illness listed in decreasing order are: 

1 SALMONELLOSIS 

2 VILLOUS-ADENOMA 
3 URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY 

4 DIABETES-INSIPIDUS 

5 DISTAL-RTA 
6 PROXIMAL-RT A 

Would you like to assume SALMONELLOSIS 7 

Assuming MODERATE ACUTE SALMONELLOSIS. 

==> yes 

33. A simple criterion for confirming a disease similar to that in PIP or MYCIN can easily be added to the 
program. However, we have chosen not to do so because of two reasons: first, because the choice of 
threshold for confirming a disease is arbitrary and therefore, very difficult to explain, and second, in the 
electrolyte and acid-baso program we envision this to be the task of the global decision-making module. 
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Fig. 50. Hypothesis 1 with salmonellosls 
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Fig. 51. Hypothesis 2 with salmonetlosls 
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The elaboration process begins with the focal elaboration of salmonellosis to the intermediate 

leavel. The focus nodes of the source and the destination of the link being elaborated 

(salmonellosis -causes-> metabolic-acidosis) are now present at the next level. Next, ABEL 

attempts to match the causal path associated with the link at the next level of detail, namely 

salmonellosis -causes-> lower-Gi-loss -causes-> metabolic-acidosis. As this path does not 

exist at the intermediate level, ABEL must establish this path and then proceed to elaborate each 

link in it. Let us first consider the link salmonellosis-1 -causes-> lower-Gi-loss-1. As 

salmonellosis is a primitive node at this level (it does not have a focal node at the next lower level), 

the li_nk between salmonellosis and lower-Gi-loss is a primitive link and cannot be elaborated any 

further. The next link, lower-Gi-loss-1 -causes-> metabolic-acidosis-1 however, can be 

eraborated further. This is done by first focally elaborating lower-Gi-loss-1 at the intermediate 

level to the pathophysiological level, and second by connecting, at the pathophysiological level, 

lower-Gi-loss-1 to HC03-loss-1. As the remaining links in the causal path at this level are already 

present, this completes the process of elaboration. Next, the newly created structure is causally 

aggregated to propagate the consequences of the lower level additions back up to the clinical 

level. The results of assimilating salmonellosis into the two PSMs are shown in figures 50 and 51. 

A comparison of PSM-1 and PSM-2 shows that PSM-1 contains only one acid-base 

disturbance, while PSM-2 contains three acid-base disturbances. All the findings in PSM-1 have 

been accounted for, while PSM-2 has three nodes that still need to be accounted for. Therefore, 

based on the assumption that the patient is suffering from moderately severe salmonellosis, ABEL 

concludes that PSM-1 provides an adequate explanation of the patient's illness. The computer 

generated English descriptions of the clinical levels of the two PSMs are shown in figure 52. 

The second example deals with a patient suffering from moderately severe vomiting and 

salmonellosis. Recall that the electrolyte and acid-base disturbance in vomiting results from an 

excessive loss of upper gastrointestinal fluid, whereas in salmonellosis it results from an 

excessive loss of lower gastrointestinal fluid. The upper GI fluid is acidic while the lower Gi fluid is 

alkaline, therefore the two tend to have offsetting effects on the acid-base balance. However, 

vomiting and salmonellosis both cause hypokalemia and volume depletion, therefore they 

compound the effects of each other. 

In this example, we will consider the presentations of vomiting and salmonellosis such that 

they exactly offset the acid-base effects of each other, leaving the patient with no net change in 

pH. We will demonstrate the program's capabilities in dealing with multiple etiologies and in 

reformulating its patient description when new information is provided. We will illustrate this by 

describing the program's understanding of the case at three points during the diagnostic process: 

(1) just after the initial presentation of electrolytes, (2) after the program has identified the first of 

the two diseases, namely vomiting, and (3) at the end of the diagnostic process. 
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Fig. 52. English description of the two hypotheses 

The Succeuful &planaUon 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with moderate 
salmonellosis. His electrolytes are: 

Na: 142.0 
K: 3. 0 

Cl: 116.0 

HC03: 16.0 
pC02: 30.0 

pH: 7 .32 

Anion Gap: 13. O 

Creatinine: 3.0 

The salmonellosis causes moderate metabglic achtosis and 
moderate dehydration. The dehydration cause·s 110derate 
hypotension and moderately tt1'gh creatf-nifte disturbance. The 
metabolic acidosis c•ses ■ild acid,..ia. The saltn0nellosis and 
acidemia cause 11ild hypokalemia. All findings .have been 
accounted for. 

The Altemate Explanalion 

This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with salmonellosis. 
His electrolytes are: 

Na: 142.0 
K: 3. 0 

Cl: 116.0 

HC03: 15.0 
pC02: 30.0 

pH: 7 .32 

Anioa Gap: 13.0 

The sal111onellosis causes moderate metabolic acidosis and moderate 
dehydration. The dehydration causes moderate hypotension 
and moderately high creatinine disturbance. Moderate acute 
respiratory acidosis. moderate chronic respiratory alkalosis and 
metabolic acidosis partly CQIIPensate the sus,ectect ■ild · 
alkale11ia leading t-0 the observed ■ild acid•i•. The salmonellosis 
and acidemia cause mild hypokale■ia. The chronic respiratory 
alkalosis and acute respiratory acidosis rMain to be accounted 
for. The alkale■ia has only bee• part'lally ac-coon•n -.fer. 

The program's initial evaluation of the patient's electrolytes is as follows: 

---- Patient Acid-Base Profile 
1. normal-acid-base-state 

This is a 40 year old 70 Kg male patieat with moderate 
hypokalemia. His electrolytes are; 

Na: 143.0 
K: 2. 0 

Cl: 108.0 

HC03: 25.0 
PC02: 39.0 

pH: 7 .42 

Anion Gap: 12.0 

The hypokalemia remains to be accounted for. 

112 
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The initial PSM (PSM-1) created by the program is shown in figure 53. Note that the clinical 

level of the PSM contains only one abnormal finding, hypokalemia. Figure 54 shows the revised 

PSM after vomiting has been i.ntroduced. A detailed description of this process of revision is 

considered next. 

Based on the information in the diagnostic closure the program concludes that the vomiting 

present cannot account fully for the hypokalemia. However, as the vomiting can partially account 

for the hypokalemia (leaving a smaller amount unaccounted for), the program decides to project 

forw~rd, to identify the quantity of hypokalemia accounted for by it. The projection process 

begins with the focal elaboration of vomiting-1 from the clinical level to the intermediate level. 

Next, the program matches the causal path associated with the link, i.e., vomiting -causes-> 

upper-GI-loss -causes-) hypokalemia. As this path is not inconsistent with the PSM, the 

program recurs on each link in the path. The first link, vomiting -causes-> upper-GI-loss, is a 

primitive link. Therefore, the program instantiates the upper-GI-loss (upper-Gl-loss-1) and the link 

connecting it upwards to vomiting-1. The second link, upper-GI-loss -causes-> hypokalemia, is 

a compound link. The path associated with this link at the next level is upper-GI-loss -causes-> 

ECF-K-loss -causes-> low-total-ecf-K -causes-> low-serum-K. Matching this path with the 

description in the PSM, the program finds that all but one link, upper-GI-loss -causes-> ECF-K

loss, is already present. Since this link is primitive, the program revises the component structure 

of ECF-K-loss-1 and instantiates the link between ECF-K-loss-4 and upper-Gl-loss-1. Note that as 

soon as this link is instantiated the path at the pathophysiological level is complete. The program 

aggregates back the effects of the projection process to reflect the additions at the lower levels at 

the upper levels. 

An important side-effect occurs when the program is reasoning (at the pathophysiological 

level) about the quantity of ECF-K-loss associated with the upper-GI-loss. As the ECF-K-loss is 

dependent on the quantity of upper gastrointestinal fluid loss, this loss must be accompanied by 

the loss of corresponding amounts of the other electrolytes present in the upper-GI-fluid, notably 

the loss of H + .34 This fact is incorporated into the PSM, causing the program to revise its acid

base hypothesis. This hypothesis now contains two components: an alkalemia (metabolic

alkalosis) caused by vomiting, and an acidemia (unaccounted) which cancels the effects of 

alkalemia leaving the patient in a normal acid-base state as shown in figure 54. Thus, the PSM 

after vomiting contains two unaccounted nodes: the unaccounted component of hypokalemia 

(less severe than before vomiting was introduced), and acidemia which must be present to offset 

the metabolic-alkalosis caused by vomiting. 

34. The loss of H + from the extracellular fluid can be viewed as gain in HC03, because as the H + is 

removed from the carbonic acid - bicarbonate buffer an equivalent amount of HC03 is released into the 
fluid. 
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Fig. 53. Initial PSM 
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Fig. 54. Revised PSM after vomiting is entered 
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Fig. 55. Final PSM after salmonellosis is introduced 
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Fig. 56. English text of the final explanation 

Clinical Level 
This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient with moderate 

vomiting and moderate salmonellosis. His electrolytes are: 

Na: 143. 0 
K: 2. 0 

Cl: 108.0 

HC03: 25.0 
pC02: 39.0 

pH: 7. 42 

Anion Gap: 12.0 

Creatinine: 3.0 

117 

The vomiting causes moderate metabolic alkalosis. The salmonellosis 
and-vomiting cause moderate dehydration, which causes hypotension. 
The dehydration also causes moderately high creatinine disturbance. 
The salmonellosis causes moderate metabolic acidosis. The metabolic 
acidosis and metabolic alkalosis cause normal ph. The salmonellosis, 
and vomiting cause moderate acute hypokalemia. All findings have 
been accounted for. 

Intermediate Level 
This is a 40 year old 70.0 kg male patient. His electrolytes 

are: 

The patient has moderate vomiting and moderate salmonellosis. 
The vomiting causes moderate upper gi loss, which causes moderate 
metabolic alkalosis. The salmonellosis causes moderate lower gi loss. 
The lower gi loss and upper gi loss cause moderate dehydration, 
which causes hypotension. The dehydration also causes moderate 
high creatinine disturbance. The lower gi loss causes moderate 
metabolic acidosis. The metabolic acidosis and metabolic alkalosis 
cause normobicarbonatemia. The normobicarbonatemia and normocapnia 
cause normal ph. The lower gi loss and upper gi loss cause moderate 
hypokalemia. All findings have been accounted for. 

Note that the two unaccounted components of the PSM are the same as those present in 
PSM-1 of the first example. We have been successful in separating the effects of vomiting from 
the remaining disturbance (salmonellosis). As might be expected, from here on the diagnosis of 
this case is similar to that of the first example. The final diagnosis after salmonellosis has been 
added to the PSM is shown in figure 55. Figure 56 shows the program's English explanation of 
the final diagnosis at two different levels of detail. 
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7. Conclusion 

7.1 Summary 

Each new scientific endeavor is built on previous endeavors, consolidating their successes 

and learning fr.om their shortcomings. This is no exception; we have drawn heavily from first 

generation AIM programs. This thesis has benefited from the studies of clinical skills of 

physicians, by introspection and by observing each other, development of models of diagnostic 

processes and their implementation using computers by Schwartz, Pauker, Gorry, Kassirer, 

Szolovits and others. Implementation of the Present Illness Program and analysis of its 

performance was an important first step for the research presented here. Experience with PIP 

and the other first generation AIM programs exposed the need for substantially more detailed and 

categorical reasoning in diagnostic programs and provided an ideal environment in which to 

explore the issues addressed in this thesis. 

The research presented in this thesis was also influenced by the discussions of difficult 

diagnostic cases at the informal Electrolyte and Acid-Base rounds at the Tufts New England 

Medical Center Hospital. The most striking aspect of these discussions was the frequent use, by 

the clinicians, of the pathophysiological knowledge in evaluation and justification of diagnostic 

hypotheses, and the ease with which they were able to combine knowledge of global diagnostic 

associations such as "disease X is a common complication in a patient with a history of Y" with 

intricate physiological deductions such as "Na+ and K + exchange in the distal tubule is coupled 

with the excretion of H + , therefore increased distal delivery of Na+ enhances ... " These 

observations strengthened our conviction that in order to begin to approach the level of 

competence of an expert a computer program must possess a similar ability. It must be able to 

reason simultaneously with phenomenological knowledge about disease associations and with 

the best available pathophysiologifal knowledge about disease mechanisms. Much of our effort 

has been focused on building representational and procedural mechanisms to provide such a 

capability. The emphasis has been on the development of multi-level causal descriptions of a 

patient's illness and on the development of techniques for composing/decomposing effects with 

multiple causes (described in chapters 3 and 4). We believe this approach provides our program 

with a level of understanding of disease not present in the first generation of AIM programs. 

The study of clinical problem solving activity by Elstein [Elstein78), Kassirer [Kassirer78) and 

others suggests that a physician's diagnostic reasoning is strongly guided by structural notions 

such as "coherence" and "adequacy". Each diagnostic alternative entertained by a physician is 

a mosaic of connected hypotheses, together accounting for the observable aspects of the 

patient's illness. This thesis describes the use of a coherent hypothesis as the logical unit of 

hypothesis representation (represented as a PSM). A PSM is a collection of causally connected 

disease hypotheses and findings, providing a (perhaps partial) explanation of the patient's illness. 

A set of alternative diagnoses consistent with a PSM is represented using a diagnostic closure. A 
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diagnostic closure unites all the dependencies and expectations necessary for diagnostic inquiry, 

for selecting appropriate questions, and for evaluating the information received in response to the 

questions. 

Expert clinicians employ a variety of diagnostic strategies for an efficient exploration of the 

diagnostic space. Some of the first generation programs, notably INTERNIST-I, use similar 

strategies to guide their diagnostic exploration. However, their lack of commitment in pursuing a 

given strategy to completion results in unfocused and Inefficient use of these strategies. This 

problem can be alleviated by aUowing the diagnostic problem solver to plan a sequence of 

questions focused around a diagnostic task before embarking on an inquiry. tn this thesis we 

have described a simple diagnostic planner which formulates a tree structured plan. The 

planning begins with the global task of discriminating among the set of alternative PSMs (and 

their associated diagnostic closures). This task is reduced to a set of questions by recursive 

application of diagnostic strategies: confirm, differentiate, rule-out, group-and-differentiate and 
explore. The diagnostic planning provides the program with a focused and efficient diagnostic 

behavior. In addition it serves as a framework for )Uatlfying the- motivation for askmg a particular 

question. 

We have argued that for a competent medical system to be accepted, it must be able to 

explain its conclusions to its user. This thesis has applied some recent explanation technology 

[SwartoutaoF developed in a simpler domain to the much more complex domain of electrolyte 

· and acid-base diagnosis. ABEL is capable of justifying its motivation for asking a particular 

question and explaining its understanding of the patient's illness at multiple levels of detail. 

7.2 Limitations of ABEL and Future Directions 

The research presented in this thesis has many limitations. Some are due to limitations of 

time and resources. More seriously, the inherent size and complexity of the domain has forced us 

to limit the scope of this research to just a few issues and to adopt engineering compromises. 

The representation of the relation between states in ABEL is inadequate; all interactions are 

described using a single type of link, namely a causal link. This is unnatural when the relationship 

between disease states is statistical with no known causal explanation. Furthermore, we need to 

group states which jointly have significant diagnostic and prognostic implications even if the 

states are not causally or statisticaUy related. Weaker _relations, such as "associational links" and 

"grouping links" are needed to capture these two cases [Pauker76, Patil79). 

35. The explanation technique developed by Swartout explores the use of automatic programming for 
encoding a performance program's domain knowledge and principles which are then used to explain the 
behavior of the performance program. ABEL, however, maintains an explicit account of its knowledge. 
Therefore, the use of automatic programming is not necessary to explain ABEL'S reasoning or 
understanding. 
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Causal interactions are themselves complex and multi-faceted. For example, an effect may 

be triggered by a cause, or the presence of an effect may require continuous presence of the 

cause. We consider an elaborate. taxonomy of causal relations (e.g., [Rieger77]) to be a 

necessary component in the future development of ABEL. 

One primary objective of this thesis has been to explore structural criteria such as coherence 

and adequacy in the construction and evaluation of causal hypotheses. We have intentionally 

avoided probabilistic measures in order to test the full potential of this newly developed structural 

criteria. However, the structural and probabilistic measures complement each other; both are 

essential in a diagnostic system. We intend to develop probabilistic measures for evaluating 

coherent hypotheses based on techniques described in [Duda76) and [Pednault81 ]. 

The diagnostic problem solver in ABEL has a simple tree structured plan for controlling its 

diagnostic information gathering. Although it already provides the rudimentary abilities discussed 

above, it fails to capture the interactions between different branches of the tree. Additional 

inadequacies arise for the following two reasons. First, as discussed in chapter 3, the use of 

available knowledge of anatomy, etiology and disease taxonomy is limited. Second, the program 

does not ascertain the overall state of the patient's health, e.g., the vital signs, stability etc.36 This 

assessment is an important component of the physician's evaluation and has considerable 

influence on his formulation of diagnostic goals and strategies. We believe that a similar 

assessment of the overall state of a patient's health should be modeled in the PSM explicitly, and 

used in guiding the diagnostic exploration. In coming years we envision implementing diagnostic 

reasoners with increasing sophistication based on the models of causal reasoning developed in 

this thesis and on recent advances in planning paradigms (e.g., [Sacerdoti75, Stefik81 ]). 

A serious criticism of the work presented here could be the small size of the-domain and the 

availability of a well defined methods for the initial formulation of the diagnostic problem. This 

leads to the questions; do the techniques presented here scale up? What are the problems if they 

are applied to medical diagonsis in a larger domain similar to that of PIP or INTERNIST-I? 

The exact methods used by ABEL in the initial formulation of diagnostic problems are domain 

dependent. We believe that use of similar techniques to limit the size of initial problem 

formulation is common among clinicians (Elstin78, Kassirer78]. We believe that it is important to 

distinguish between the processing strategies used in the initial formulation and those used 

during later stages of the diagnostic process. Substantial further research is needed in 

identifying strategies for initial processing in larger contexts. 

36. We have often noted clinicians describing a patient in terms such as "this is an otherwise healthy 
patient with chronic urinary tract infection" or "this is a very sick patient with acute bowel inflammation". 
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We believe, however, that the multi-level causal representation of medical and patient

specific knowledge, and the description-building processes are independent of the size of the 

data-base. The major difficulty in using these methods lies in the enormity of the knowledge-base 

that will be required to adequately cover problems of the size tackled by PIP or the INTERNIST-I. 

In summary, this thesis has developed a new representational scheme, capable of capturing 

some of the subtlety and richness of knowledge employed by expert physicians, and we have 

presented a new form of diagnostic problem solver which avoids some of the problems present in 

the ~revious programs. We believe that the research presented in this thesis is a small step in the 

right direction. Designing expert medical programs is a difficult and challenging task; much work 

clearly remains before successful and acceptable expert medical systems are a reality. 

The road to wisdom?- Well, it's plain 
and simple to express: 

Err 
and err 
and err again 
but less 
and less 
and less. 

Piet Hein,Grooks 
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Appendix I - System Building Tool: XLMS 

The ABEL system uses XlMS to represent and manage its knowledge base. The XlMS 

(eXpe1ifflenta1.Uinguistic Memoly System, was deveta,ed ~ lJ1·lowel Hawkinson, Wltiam 

Martin, Peter Szolovits and the members of the Knowledge Basecf$ystems ~ the Clinical 
Decision Making groups at MfT [Hawkinson80). Although the repreaenlation of the ABEt ay:1111■ 
has been substantialy influenced by 119 deaigrt phlleeophtlllld tflleitllltails ti Ille implementation 

of XLMS system, it is not necessary to have a complete undetatanding of the intricacies of XLMS 

to understand this document. This section is intended to elucidate only as much of XL.MS as ts 
required to comprehend lhis document. Furthermore, whetever possible. the XLMS notation is 

supplemented by its graphical representation to reduce the dependence of this document on the 

notation of the XI.MS. 

Perhaps the best way to think of XLMS is that it is an extension of USP that allows one to use 
unique and canonical expressions and allows one to label these expr,Halons uniquely. In LISP, 
atoms are used to name variables and functions. In XlMS, variables and procedures can be 

named by unique expressions (caNed concepts}. Simila, to USP atoms. these concepts can have 

properties called attachments. They differ from the USP in the aenee 1hat these concepts are 

structured objects and can have superior and inferior structur9s. In addition, these concepts 

have internal structure that can be taken apart and examined, while li8p alOmS are indivisible. 

1.1 XLMS Concepts 

In XLMS, fNer/ concept is composed of three parts: ill<, tie and cue, and is written as: 

[(<ilk>•<tie> <cue>)] 
or, to take an actual example from the ABEL data baaa: 

[(concentration•u ecf-na)] 
The ilk of a concept is itself a concept. It describes lhe concept Ilia concept is derived from. 
Thus the example concept described above, is a kind of "concenlration... The cue of a concept is 
either a concept or a lisp symbol. It specializes lhe general concept described by the ilt, or in 

other words, indicates what it is that makes this concept different frGRUJlbet'SJritb lhe--Jlk.~ 

The example represents the "concentration of ecf~na": a particular kind of concentration. The tie 

of a concept indicates the relationship between the ilk and the ate. In this case, the tie is "u" for , 
unique-role. The role ties are used to indicate slots (allributes or properties) of a concept 

(furthermore, a unique-rote indicates that there is only one rote of the kind described by the 

concept). Thus this concept represen1s the "concenlnltion" slot in the concept of "ecf-na". 

There are several other ties that are used in the system, some of them primitive to the XLMS 

system and some "user defined" for use in the ABEL system. These are lsted in Table 1 together 

with examples of their use. rmally, any concept in the data-base can be (optionaly) labeled using 

the notation 



XLMS Concepts 

Table I. 
Tie Name Example Use English Form Purpose 

•f function [(ball• f red)] (the) red ball functional 
restriction 

•r role-in ·[(color*r ball)] (the) color of slot filling 
(the)ball 

•u unique-role [(weight*u ball)) (the) weight of slot filling 
(the bait) 

... individual [(ball*i 1)] bafl instance 

•s species [(bird*s robin)] robin mutually exdusive 
decomposition 

[<label>= <concept>] 
or, to name the concept defined above 

[serum-na = (concentration•u ecf-na)) 

131 

As was indicated above, concepts in XLMS are organized into an AKO hierarchy (see figure 

57). The root concept Is [summum-genus] and all concepts are defined as specialization of this 

concept. 

In LISP, a symbol may have a property-list, which can be used to to attach properties (lists 

and other atomic symbols) to a symbol. SimHarly, in XLMS, we have attachment which can be 

used to associate concepts relating to a concept with that concept. The notation for attachment 

is: 

Fig. 57. The XLMS hierarchy 

C~1.ffal-

~ 
solids liquids gases 

summum
genus 

medical
entity 
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[<concept> #<attachment-relation> 
<attached-concept> <attached-concept>] 

or, for example: 

[(sex•u patient) #Value male] 
The attachment-relation specifteS how the concept and the attached concept (called the 

attachment) are related. The•-- above --1bat the illot "wx of the patitlnt" has the 
"value" of "male". An alternate way would have.,..tocreate a specific concept to describe the 

same relation. For example, the refalion described above CQU.tdcbe alternately specified as 
' [(( sex•u patl~n.t)f:f ..:fa):l '' 

which states that the "sex of the patient" Is functionaly restricted to being "male". The built in 

functions of XLMS tend to make it easier to WOllk· wlh the concept hierarchy than wilh 
attachments. Typically, primary characterizations of a concept are placed in the kind hierarchy 

while secondary ones.,. ttdcnJd by attachments [Mllttin79}. Ttwt ~i1ri:inly used attachments 

in the ABEL system · are: # v · (value), # f (function) # c (characterization), # m 

(meta-characterization) and #s (standard-error). Some additional attachment relations such as 

# meta-link are also used. 

Program fragments in the ABEL system are described U$ing ~ of XLMS concepts. 

Sequences are described in XLMS notation by a list.of ooncepts ~ by commas: 
[<concept>,<concept>, ..•. <concept>j 

The reader may have noticed that the XLMS notation is delimited bv square brackets. Theae 

brackets identify the concept as a piece of XLMS notation and delimit the scope of. its 
attachments (if any). Any expression delimtted by square brackets is catted a complex. The first 

concept to appear after a left bracket is .catted the bead of complex. If an xlllls-eomplex is 

contained within some piece of XLMS notation. the XLMS raader makes any altachments or 
builds any structure indicated by the complex, and ~ replaces the complex by lhe head of the 
complex. 

Finally, the colon anaphora provide a convenient shorthand for specifying the slots (roles) of 

a concept. If a concept appears in XLMS notation with a colon (or~ colons) immediately 

following it, then the XLMS reader replaces that concept wtth a new concept whose ilk Is the 

concept with that notation and whose tie is •r. ff the colons are immediately followed by a number 

(e.g., 1 ), then the XLMS reader replaees this concept wtttt 119 first instance of the new concept. If 

colons are immediately foHowed by a "u", the XLMS reader r~ this concept with a new ,, 
concept whose ilk Is the concept with the concept with that RQ&ad'on,.w,tose tie Is •u and whose 

cue is the head of the conplex n levels in from the top level complex, where n Is the number of 

colons in the notation. For example: 
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[table ==> [table 
[top:u #c ... ]] [(top•u table) fie ••• ]] 

[table ·==> [table 
[leg: #c ... ]] [(leg•r tab 1 e) #c ••• ]] 

[table ==> [table 
[leg : 1 #c ••• ]] [((l~g•r table)•i 1) le ... ]] 

A similar anaphora mechanism, but counting from the Inside, is provided with the use of uparrow 

("t")_. 

1.-2 The XLMS Interpreter 

A simple XLMS interpreter LINT (Little INTerpreter) was implemented by the author to 
execute the mapping relations associated with llnks-andcomponent summation/decomposition 

relations associated with primitive links. The evaluation of functions mid handHrig of arguments in 

the interpreter is similar to USP. For example, a function "{C6mpute-ph serum-hco3 
se rum-pco2)" in LISP is equivalent to "Hcompute-ph•c serum-hco3,serum-pco2)]" in LINT. 

They differ in the way the variables are evaluated. ·kt LINT a variable (indicated by a role tie) is 
evaluated by first binding the concept containing-the role (slot associated IMth the variable) toils 
instantiation in the initiating pattern (i.e., a specific Hnk or constituent summaf10n) or the selected 

PSM, and then accessing the value associated with the stot in the instance, or by inheriting the 

appropriate default value associated with the slot. For example, evaluation of the above LINT 

function in context of PSM-1 of example 1 in chapter 6 would result in binding "serum-hco3" to 

"serum-hco3-1" with the value of 15.0 and similarly "serum-pco2" to "serum-pco2-1" with the 

value of 30.0. 

Finally, we note that the program fragments in xlms are expressed as concepts, they are 

naturaffy organized into XLMS hierarchy of concepts allowing the program to Inherit the function 

definition for specific tasks from more general definitions. For exarnple, the function to compute ' 

the concentration of serum-Na from the total quantity of Na in the extraceffular compartment can 

be computed using the more general function for computing the concentration of a serum 

electrolyte from its total store in the extracellu1ar compartment. 
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Appendix II - Explanation 

The English explanation generator in the ABEL system is implemented using the 

methodology developed by Swartout ISwartout80] as a part of an interactive system which 

explains and justifies portions of an expert system for prescrjption of Digitalis. In this chapter we 
wilt review the methodology for generating English from causal paths and XLMS concepta 

developed by Swarlout and diacuaa· techniques tor ~·the.flew. of explanation In 

translating descriptions contained in a PSM. 

II. 1 Phrase Generator 

The phrase generator· generates English phraSN front XLMS concep\a. An example of an 

XLMS concept and the phrase geQerated tor it la: 

[(severity•.u diarrhea)] --> {tlle) ffVerit'J of diarrtlea 

In XLMS, the tie of a concept indicates the relaliolWlip between the ilk and the cue of the 

concept. Thus, •r indicates that the ii< is a role in the cuia. and n lndicatea that the cue is a 
modifier of the ilk. Beca11111t the tie indicates th9 ralatienabip 11•re11t the ilk and cue, it aso 
determines 1he primary Efl9lish form of a concept. Therefore. •--venerator Is o,ganlnd 
around the tvPes of the tie. uamplaa of primary English phraa II a 1:1rdated with concepts w1lh 
different ties is shown in lllble 1 inappandm I. 

The phrase generator contains a set el •tnlnelatioo rules;· one rule for each type of lie. 

However, for a labeled concept. the phrase .-erata: .~less the. jabaf. of Ula ~ over· its 

translation except when the use of the label is expffcitty forbidden. This can be done by 

meta-characterizing the labeled-concept or any of its superiors with [do-not-use-label]. 

The translation of a causal link into English is initiated when a concept. with the tie •• is 
encountered. However, 4hi8 tranalatioA is also de,andaAt um,a ...._ the ink is.being 

traversed forward from source to destination or vk>8 veraa. f01, ..._ 
[( (causect-b1•b diarrhea)•• •t.aaol ic.,.acidosis)] 

would be translated while being traversed forwem • 
diarrhea causes metabolic acidosis 

and, while being traversed backwards u 

11etabol ic acidosis is caused by diarrhea 

These low level primitives for translating individual XLMS expressions are used by the higher 

level of explanation generator which traverses the causal net. 
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11.2 Higher level explanations 

With the ability to translate a state and a link we next foous on describing causal relations 

occurring In a causai net. First, ·1et us focus on describiqg simple chainsd causal links, such as: 

[((caused-by•b A)•e B)], [((caused-by•b B)•e C)], [{(caused-by•b C)•e 
D)] 

which Is translated into 

A causes B, which causes C. C causes D. 
Note that this is somewhat of a compromise. It prevent& the monotony of having three sentences 

with identical structures; "A causes B. B causes C. C causes D.". However, the number of 

components in any given sentence are restricted to two, therefore, in situations where use of 

three causal relations in a single sentence is desired, the explanation generated by this method 

comes out rough. 

Let us consider another situation 

[((caused-by*b A)•e B)] 
[((caused-by*b C)•e B)] 

If this situation occurs in the general medical knowtedge, then it implies that A and C are two 

possible causes of a.37 This ts translated as 

A may cause B. C may also cause B. 
However, if this situation occurs in the PSM, then A and C combine to cause B. This can be 

stated as 

A and C jointly cause B. 
However, if the we are discussing the relation between A and B then this is stated with the help of 

an adjunct clause, e.g., 

A along with C causes B. 
Conversely, when we have 

((caused-by•b A)•e B)] 
[{caused-by*b A)•e C)] 

It is translated as 

A causes Band C. 
A high level English generator is based on this translation facility. Its primary goal is to organize 

the medical knowledge or the patient specific knowledge Into a sequence of objects which are 

then translated using the translation facility. 

37. In the medical knowledge base a causal link is interpreted as indicating a possible causal relation. 
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11.3 Organizing causal Explanation 

The operation of the higher level explanation generator can be described in three steps: (1) 

describing a node {slate), (2) deacribiQg a ralatiGlt Wween two tlGdes. and (3) deacribillg a 
causal network. 

The description for a node is generated in the following way. The translation of the concept 

associated with the node generates a noun ptn11 (NP) .. &a<;ll, ~(slot) of this node can be 

then be described as an adjeclhlewhich modifiN theflOUft ., .. , ••lalechnth Ute node. For 
·example; 

[( di•rrllea•i t) 
(severity:u Iv 0.7 le severe] 
(dur•tion:u #v 60.o le chronic]] 

==> severe chronic diar~bea 
In addition the explanation generatQr di$llng~ t>etween the first time a concept is described 

from all subsequent reference$ to the concept. At the first time every attribute of the concept that 

has been specified in the instance is described~ on ~.retnnces' only thoee 
' '- . . . ' . . - • >cl , . 

attributes are mentioned which are necessary to ~ this Instance ffom other references to 

other instances of the same concept. ·For ~ample, if _during_ the dklcuaajon .we had .also made 
reference to "severe acute diarrhea" then ln a rlater reference to the'((diarrhea•1 1)1: the progr~ 

will distinguish this from the others by specifying uchronJc cfianhea". 

A description of the relation between given two nodes in· a causal network is· generated as 
follows. (1) Identify all loop free paths from the first node to the second. This generates a partial 

order graph {acycHc graph). (2) Impose a linear ordef c,n ·11\e· partial order graph of step 1. (3) 

Translate this linear order of concepts using the translator described above.· However, we must 

note that there may be a causal path between the'~-'i\Gdes in each direction -- that is, the two 
" .. ). · .. -_ 

nodes might be part of a feedback cycle. This is handled by repeating step 1 with each of the two 

nodes as the starting nodes. If both of the~• order qraphs are nul, we know that'the two 
nodes are unrelated, if one of them is null ·and the other non-nutl, then the relation between them 
is one directional, and if both of them are non-riut(ihen we know ~ there fa a leedback relation 

between the two nodes. Luckify, the above ~algoritiun ~•'a1ready.decomposed the feedback 
' ? , ' . t, - f, _. . ;_ ! : -~ - . ,i. ,• . : : . ' - - -

reJation between the forward and the feedback components. Thus'we can'dtvide the explanation 

of the relation into two parts: from first node to second and from aecond to first. An example of 
the relation between acidemia and hypocapnia for hypothesis· 1 of example 1 in chapter 6 Is 

shown in figure 58. 

The English description for a given causal network is organized, in three parts: {1) a one line 

introduction describing the primary causes and the important electrolyte and acid-base states in 

the causal network being explained, {2) a detailed description of t1Je causal net~ork being 
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Fig. 58. Feedback relation betweeen acidemia and hypocapnia 

The forward path: The ac i demi a causes hypocapn i a. 

Thefeedbackpath:The hypocapnia along with metabolic-acidosis 
causes hypobicarbonatemia. Hypocapnia and hypobicarbonatemia jointly 
cause acidemia .. 
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explained, (3) a one or two line summary of the causal network which focuses on the nodes in the 

causal network that cannot be adequately explained by the network. As the first step in 

organizing the explanation the program divides the nodes in the given causal network into one of 

the following groups: (1) ultimate etiologies, (2) acid-base nodes (3) fully unaccounted nodes (4) 

partially unaccounted nodes, and (5) other nodes. 

The one line introduction to the causal network is generated by describing the age, sex and 

weight of the patient and all the ultimate etiologies and the acid-base nodes that have not been 

accounted for by any of the ultimate etiologies. 

The generation of the detailed description of the causal network closely follows the 

procedure used for describing the relation between two states. The program takes each of the 

ultimate etiologies and fully unaccounted nodes and identifies all loop free paths from these 

nodes to all other nodes reachable from them. As discussed before, these paths impose a partial 

order on the causal network. The program then imposes a linear order on the partial order graph 

generated in the previous step. Finally it translates this linear order sequence of nodes and links 

into English as discussed before. 

Finally, the program summarizes the description of the causal network by listing all the fully 

and partially unaccounted nodes. That is, it summarizes the inadequacies in the causal 

explanation and points out the nodes that need further diagnostic exploration. 

In this appendix we have briefly discussed the techniques used by ABEL in organizing 

explanations of ABEL's medical and patient specific knowledge and have reviewed the English 

translation methodology developed by Swartout [Swartout80]. The primitive explanation 

capabilities of ABEL, in spite of their inadequacies, have already proved to be valuable to the 

developers of the program. Substantial further developments in improving the quality of the 

English generated, identifying the level at which the explanation should be provided, and in 

tailoring the explanations to users' needs using modeling of user's understanding of the program 

and the domain of medical expertise are needed. 


